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Abstract 

The aim of this project was two-fold. Firstly to provide an understanding of the 

behaviour of SMC when subjected to drop weight impact and secondly to investigate 

the effect of a surface layer of a metallic material (stainless steel, aluminium, brass and 

copper) and a layer of Ionomer on the impact behaviour of SMC. 

Tensile, flexural, compression, shear, charpy and drop weight impact tests were carried 

out on SMC (Sheet Moulding Compound). The response of SMC and various 

combinations of SMC and metal sheet (stainless steel, aluminium, brass and copper) 

and SMC with a layer of Ionomer to impact load have been assessed using an 

Instrumented Falling Weight Impact test machine. Slow indentation tests and a variety 

of destructive and non-destructive test techniques were used to monitor the initiation 

and propagation of damage and relate them to the major features of typical force-time 

curves obtained during impact. The deformation of the metallic layer was compared 

under impact and slow test and a calibration curve was produced. By using the 

calibration curve the energy absorbed by SMC and SMC as a layer in SMC+metal 

laminate was compared and results were related to stiffness and ductility of the metallic 

layer. The energy absorbed by the SMC-metal laminates were analysed and the energy 

absorbed by each constituents was determined. The effect of impact damage on tensile 

and compressive residual strength was assessed by conducting tension and 

compression test on the damaged specimens. Finally, a number of simple models and 

fInite element technique were used to predict the impact response of SMC and SMC

metal laminates to impact. 

The results of the research programme indicated a strong macrocomposite effect 

resulting in greatly improved energy absorbing capabilities for SMC. The indications 

were that a metal layer was required that would be stiff, thereby putting the SMC into 

compression and also ductile in order to support extensive deformation in the SMC 

whereby microcracking could accumulate. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

In the selection of a material for a particular application the possible solution lies 

between an isotropic material, such as a metal, or a fibre reinforced material. There 

are many cases where neither material alone offers the optimum solution to the problem. 

When high specific strength, lightweight and chemical corrosion resistance are necessary, 

fibre reinforced plastics (FRP)are often preferred. The choice is not always risk free 

because the fibre reinforced system is more complex, less well understood and there is a 

belief that performance is more difficult to predict. The consequence is that large safety 

factors are used to compensate for the projected deterioration of physical and mechanical 

properties over the life span of the component. By combining a metal skin on the surface 

of an FRP, the system is able to benefit from the load bearing characteristics of the metal 

skin and the weight saving resulting from the using the FRP. In this type of composite 

material, the plastic would not experience environmental ingress and degradation so that 

design safety factors can be reduced accordingly making more efficient use of the 

reinforced plastic. Mechanical and creep rupture tests show that interesting load transfer 

behaviour occurs between the metal skin and the fibre reinforced matrix, allowing the 

fibre reinforced matrix to perform satisfactorily up to twice its normal failure load under 

creep rupture conditions (1). 

If the exploitation of laminate macrocomposites is to continue then information regarding 

the mechanical behaviour of such systems under a range of conditions is required, and the 

link between laminate and constituent properties must be established. In this work a 

macrocomposite system consisting of thin stainless steel sheet, 0.6 mm bonded to sheet 

moulding compound (SMC) was studied under impact conditions. Additional tests were 
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petfonned on the constituent materials, SMC, stainless steel and the combination of 

SMC and stainless steel to detennine their mechanical properties. 

It is now more than 30 years since the fIrst industrial product based on sheet moulding 

compound (SMC), a cable distribution box, was put onto the market (2). SMC is a 

composite material which is usually a mixture of chopped 'E' glass fibres, fillers and 

catalysed polyester resin supplied in sheet form sandwiched between two polyethylene 

fum layers to prevent contamination and adhesion during delivery (3). In use the SMC is 

cut to the required shape and both layers of polyethylene film are removed. The SMC can 

then be placed in a heated mould and pressed. Sheet moulding compounds give 

mouldings with excellent dimensional stability, good mechanical and electrical properties. 

They can therefore be used with confidence for the speedy and efficient production of 

high quality compression mouldings, such as automotive body parts, electrical switch

gear housing, furniture and a variety of other products. The use of SMC in the 

automobile industry and other industrial areas has become more and more popular. In 

recent years complete truck cabs have been produced from SMC mouldings (4). Current 

interest in SMC compounds for automotive applications has resulted in extensive research 

in different aspects of this material and the importance of this material is highlighted by 

the number of papers which are presented at composite conferences (5-7). One of the 

problems in using SMC is that under some conditions, it can suffer environmental 

degradation with resulting loss in mechanical failure. Another problem is that it has low 

specific stiffness in comparison with most metals and carbon fIbre composite materials. 

These two shortcomings can be overcome by combining SMC with a layer of thin 

metallic material. SMC clad with a thin stainless steel skin offers a cost effective solution 

to the problem of deterioration in many situations by virtue of the impermeability of the 

metal skin. A stainless steel liner also provides a significant contribution to SMC 

perfonnance under load, in addition to its prime purpose as an impermeable barrier layer. 

Stiffness and strength properties for the metallined-SMC composite are higher than for 
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SMC alone; this is especially noticeable under bending conditions with the stainless steel 

surface in tension (see chapter 3). 

Sheet moulding compounds (SMC) with a layer of stainless steel have found applications 

in automobile industry and for making water storage tanks (1). Intensive studies have 

been conducted to investigate the basic mechanical behaviour of SMC under static 

loading, for example, references (8-10). On the other hand there have been fewer 

attempts to characterise the response of SMC materials to impact type conditions (11-14) 

and the impact response of laminated composites with a layer of metallic material, the 

main concern of this work, has received no attention and no directly related background 

literature exists. 

The aim of this project is two-fold. Firstly to provide an understanding of the behaviour 

of SMC when subjected to drop weight impact and secondly to investigate the effect of a 

surface layer of a metallic material on its tensile, flexural and impact behaviour. 

In chapter 2 of this thesis the relevant literature is reviewed. Impact tests, in particular 

instrumented drop-weight tests, fmite element and various mathematical models for 

analysis of stresses and strains, models for prediction the strength reduction and non

destructive techniques which are used to assess the damage in composite materials are 

discussed. The experimental techniques, the description of the test rigs employed and the 

mechanical characterisation of SMC and SMC with a layer of stainless steel are described 

in chapter 3. This is followed in chapter 4 by a description of the results obtained from 

the non penetrating and penetrating impact of SMC on its own. In chapter 5 the non 

penetrating and penetrating impact response of SMC-stainless steel laminates is 

described. The majority of impact tests on laminates were performed with the SMC layer 

as the impacted face supported by the steel layer. The impact response of SMC with other 

systems such as aluminium, copper, brass, and an ionomeric polymer is covered in 

chapter 6. In chapter 7 the effect of damage on the residual tensile and compressive 

3 
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strengths of SMC after impact are described. The work is summarised and guide-lines for 

the design of energy absorbing macrocomposites are described in chapter 8. Conclusions 

and suggestions for further work arising from this project are given in chapter 8. 

4 
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Chapter 2 

Literature review 

2 - 1 Introduction 

The general objective of this review is to provide the reader with an insight into the subject 

of impact of composites. In the first six sections some of the impact tests which are widely 

used for composites are reviewed. The problems involved in using instrumented impact 

tests are followed in sections 7, 8, and 9. Energy absorbed by the specimen and energy 

absorbing mechanisms are covered in sections 10 and 11. Some of the techniques which 

are used for analysis of stresses during impact are reviewed in section 12. Evaluation of 

damage resistance in composite material is reviewed in section 13. The final section deals 

with the characteristics of SMC itself. 

2 - 2 Impact Test Methods 

A very common way to evaluate impact properties is to determine material toughness by 

measuring the energy required to break a specimen of a particular geometry. There are two 

types of impact test ; materials tests and product tests. The former measure the impact 

energy required to fracture a material specimen and are mainly for quality control. In the 

latter, a component is evaluated under impact conditions similar to those met in service. 

Neither type of test gives unambiguous information about any fundamental physical 

property of the material nor do they necessarily indicate how a component might behave 

under different impact conditions. 

In tests of the first type a small specimen is subjected to a controlled impact and, in order 

to compare results from different laboratories, it is necessary to specify test conditions 
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carefully. A number of International and National Standards ASTM D256 (15), BS 2782 

(16) and ASTM D1822 (17) have been written to cover the main types of impact testing 

namely flexed beam (15, 16), drop weight tests (16) and tensile impact tests (17). The two 

most common variants of flexed beam tests are Charpy and Izod which are described in 

the following section. 

2 - 3 Charoy and Izod Tests 

Charpy and Izod tests have been used for many years to determine the energy absorption, 

notch sensitivity, fracture toughness and fracture behaviour of metals and polymers. It is 

not surprising that the first test methods explored for impact testing of composites were 

derived from the methods used successfully for these other materials. 

The charpy specimen has a square or rectangular cross section and contains a 45 degree V 

notch, 2 mm deep with a 0.25 mm root radius. The specimen is simply supported as a 

beam in a horizontal position and loaded behind the notch by impact of a heavy swinging 

pendulum. The energy of the impact machine shall be such that the energy absorbed in 

breaking a test specimen is neither less than 10% nor more than 80% of the energy of the 

blow. 

The Izod specimen has either a rectangular or square cross section and contains a V notch 

near the clamped end. The main difference between the two tests is the method of holding 

the specimen. In an Izod test it is clamped vertically at one end and in a Charpy test held 

horizontally but not clamped. BS 2782 for the Izod differs from the ASTM D256 in test 

piece dimension and the impact velocity. The impact velocity for the British Standard is 

2.44 mJs whereas for the American Standard is 3.46 mJs. The difference in loading 

between the Charpy and Izod tests is shown in figure 2.1. 
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These tests are very useful for the isotropic materials for which they were developed. In 

their simplest form the pendulums are not instrumented and datum recorded from each test 

is the energy absorbed by the specimen. The greater the swing of the pendulum after 

impact, the smaller the amount of energy absorbed. The fracture energy in both cases is 

detennined by measuring the energy lost by pendulum. It is customary to express results, 

either in terms of energy absorbed per unit area of fracture, using the relation: 

where: 

E 
Impact Energy = ---

W (d-c) 

E = Energy absorbed in breaking specimen (J) 

W = Specimen width (m) 

d = Specimen depth before notching (m) 

c = notch depth (m) 

or the energy absorbed per unit width of notch (J / m). 

The test can be instrumented in order to record force during the test. The instrumentation 

of the test is explained in more details in 2-7. 

The fracture energy in impact test depends on test speCImen geometry, temperature, 

anisotropy, impact speed, type of blow and the existence of stress raisers such as notches. 

It follows that impact data from different types of test can not be compared meaningfully, 

nor is there an accepted framework for using the data in design. BS 4618 (18) discusses in 

detail the many factors which influence impact strength. 
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Impact 
load 

~ 

Charpy V-notch ( top view) I zod ( side view) 

Impact 
load 

Figure 2.1 - Sketch showing method of loading in charpy and Izod impact tests. 

2 - 4 Drop Wei&:ht Test 

8 

Drop-weight impact tests have become widely used in attempts to reproduce the conditions 

of impact which are representative of the type of blow which may occur in practical use. 

Sometimes for the following reasons, Izod and charpy tests can not be used and drop 

weight is an alternative (18). 

1- The material is too thin. In such circumstances, for example, weights may be dropped 

on clamped samples of the thin material. 

2 - The finished article may have a complex shape for which stress analysis is difficult. 

Dropping it on a hard surface or dropping weights on the moulding may demonstrate weak 

points in the design or show up the result of poor fabrication technique. 

3 - A quality control test may be required for a particular article in a particular application. 

It might be more convenient to test the whole article rather than to machine out a test 

speCImen. 
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4 - The surface fmish of an article may have an important effect on its impact strength. For 

some materials this can be studied by means of pendulum tests on un-notched specimens 

but, for other materials, it may be better to drop weights on samples. 

5 - Very high speed impacts may be involved in service, e.g. bullets may be fIred at safety 

screens or raindrops may strike aircraft canopies. 

Due to small size of charpy and Izod specimens, they are not always a realistic model of 

the actual situation. Not only does the small specimen lead to considerable scatter, but 

these specimens cannot provide the same constraint as would be found in a structure with a 

much greater thickness. The general situation that can result (for all classes of materials) is 

shown in figure 2.2. At a particular service temperature a standard charpy specimen may 

exhibit a high toughness while the same material in a thick-section structure has low 

toughness (19). 

Drop weight tests are more appropriate than flexed beam tests since they pennit failure 

criteria other than ultimate fracture to be specified (20). The impact energy required to 

produce a certain damage state may be a more suitable impact failure criterion. 
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Service temperature 

t I 

I 

structure 

Temperature ... 

Figure 2.2 - Effect of section thickness on transition temperature curves. 

The drop weight test machine consists of a tower frame with a weight capable of being 

raised and released with a linle friction in the vertical direction (see fig. 3.16, chapter 3). In 

many cases standards developed for plastics have been adopted for use in composites with 

no modification of geometry or specimen size. In accordance with BS 2782 for plastics the 

drop weight test specimen can be a disc 57-64 mm in diameter or a piece 57-64 mm 

square. The specimen support is in the shape of a hollow steel cylinder of internal diameter 

50.80 nun, external diameter not less than 57.2 mm and height not less than 25.4 mm. The 

striker has a hardened hemispherical striking surtace 12.7 mm in diameter. According to 

ISO/DISS 6603/1 (21), the specimen can be either a disc 60 mm diameter or square and 

the support is a hollow cylinder of internal diameter 40 mm and external diameter 60 mm. 

The striker has a hardened hemispherical striking surface 20 mm in diameter. Table 2.1 

shows the standard tests which were specified for plastics, but commonly used for impact 

testing of composites. 
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Table 2.1 - Common test standards adapted for composites. 

Method Impact Velocity Striker Support Conditions 

BS 2782 3.46 rn/s 12.7 mm dia. 50 mm l/D, 57 mm DID 
nng 
(clamped for specimens 
less than 0.89 mm thick. 
Specimens 60 nun 
diameter or square. 

ASTM D 3029-F A 3.6 rn/s 15.86 mm dia. 76 mm lID clamped 
hemispherical speClmen 

ASTM D 3029-FB 3.6 rn/s 12.7 mm dia. 38.1 mm lID ring, 
hemispherical clamped specimen 

ISO/DIS 6603/2 4.4 m/s 20mmdia. 40 mm lID nng, 
hemispherical specImens 

(10 mm option) 60 mm dia. or square. 
clamping optional. 

Apart from the standards which have been mentioned in table 2.1, there is a wide range of 

plate sizes and support dimensions which have been reported by various investigators 

(22). Drop weight impact machines can be instrumented to yield the useful information, 

such as peak force, energy to peak force and total energy absorbed by the specimen. The 

typical force-time, force-deflection and energy-time which have been obtained by an 

insoumented drop weight impact machine is shown in figure 3.22 in chapter 3. 
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Table 2.2 - Summery of drop weight impact tests courtesy of Wyrick et al (22). 

Impact Plate Plate Support Diametcr & Shape Investigator 
Dimensions, mm Dimensions and Impactor 

Type of Support 

300 x 1 ()()() 100 mm dia. ring 12.7 mm Cantwell, et al. 
clamped hemisphere 

300 x 840 200 x 800mm 15&30mm Levin 
clamped hemisphere 

152 mm apart 20mm Joshi and Sun 
clamped hemisphere 

80 x 220 clamped only 20mm Capri no, et al. 
on 80 mm sides hemisphere 

152 x 152 127 x 127 mm 12.7 mm Wardle & Tokarsky 
simply supported hemisphere Winkle & Adams 

150 x 150 140 x 140 mm 9.7 mm Chatmvedi & 
clamped flat cylinder Sierakowski 

102 x 152 76x 127 mm 7.9mm Hirsch buehler 
not specified Dart 

102 x 152 76 x 127 mm 15.9 mm Boll, et al. 
simply supported sphere 

25 x 150 28 mm apart 5.5mm Caprin 0 

simply supported sphere 
75 x 75 50 mm dia. ring 12.5 mm Leach & Moore 

not specified hemisphere 
100 mm dia. 100 mm dia. 25.4 mm Lal 

clamped cantilever ball 
90 mm dia. 90 mm dia. 25.4 mm Lal 

clamped cantilever ball 
50 mm dia. 50 mm dia. 25.4 mm Lal 

clamped cantilever ball 

2 - 5 Tensile Impact Tests 

Izod, Charpy and drop weight impact tests which were described in the previous sections, 

use a flexural mode of deformation. In service a component may be subject to shock 

loading in a tensile configurntion. Tensile impact tests may be performed on machines used 

for Izod and charpy tests with suitable modification (23). In these tests the specimen 

conforms to I dumb-bell I or I dog-bone I shape: one end is clamped to the pendulum 

head, with the other is held in clamps attached to a striker plate (fig. 2.3). When the 

pendulum is released from its raised position, it swings down between stop brackets, 
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trailing the specimen behind. The striker plate is then arrested by the stop brackets as the 

pendulum head swings on, causing the specimen to be strained rapidly in tension to 

failure. ASTM D1822 (17) which has been developed to enable data to be gathered from 

this type of loading, employ a pendulum impact machine and at least five and preferably 

ten specimens are tested and the results calculated on a unit cross sectional area. 

Sockethead 
machine screw 

.,bl~~IF-~-- Serrated jaw 

Pendulum 
read 

Figure 2.3 - Tensile impact apparatus: ASTM D1822 
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2 - 6 Additional Impact Tests 

Impact tests are usually carried out to investigate the material behaviour at high strain rate. 

Driscoll (24) has compared the relative advantages and disadvantages of different modes of 

impact testing (table 2.3) and has indicated that charpy, Izod and drop weight impact tests 

do not necessarily provide high rate of strain. 

Table 2.3 - Data on traditional impacting test methods 

Impact Method Temperature Rate Realistic 

Geometry 

Pendulum impact x 0 0 

High rate tensile x x 0 

Drop weight x 0 x 

Key: x = good; 0 = poor 

Many defonnation processes occur at strain rates that are well above those possible with 

standard mechanical testing procedure. High rate fonning operations and impact events on 

automobile bumpers or the impact of a projectile with an armour plate are examples of high 

rate defonnation processes. Because mechanical properties such as strength and ductility 

can vary with strain rate, it is often necessary to determine these properties under 

conditions that closely match the expected deformation rates in service. One of the high 

strain rate tests which is not actually classified as impact test (23) and may be considered 

as adjuncts to impact testing is the Split Hopkinson bar. 

2 - 6.1 SDlit Hopkinson Pressure bar 

The Hopkinson pressure bar comprises a bar several feet long and about an inch diameter 

split into two sections (25). The specimen which is in the fonn of a thin disc. is 
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sandwiched between the two sections of the bar (fig. 2.4). To one end of the bar is 

attached a detonator system, the firing of which generntes the stress waves. The other end 

of the bar, known as the free end, is instrumented for measuring the displacement of that 

end, from which the pressure applied to the specimen may be calculated. The device is 

usually well instrumented and the load-deformation behaviour of the specimen may be 

monitored. 

Striker bar 

• 
Specimen 

Output bar 

Strain gage 

Figure 2.4 - Typical configuration of the Hopkinson bar. 
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2 - 7 Instrumented Impact test 

The conventional impact tests described in sections 2-3 to 2-5 are very useful for a 

comparative study of different materials, since the only parameter detennined by the tests is 

the impact energy (energy absorbed). A high-strength brittle material and a low strength 

ductile material may have the same total impact energy, therefore knowing the value of 

impact energy alone is not sufficient to interpret the fracture behaviour of the material. 

Broutman et al (26) point out that for the purpose of comparison and quality control the 

conventional impact tests are quite adequate for studying impact behaviour of isotropic 

metals or polymers. However, for composites in which the fracture phenomenon is much 

more complex, conventional impact tests may not be sufficient for providing data of basic 

physical significance. Reed points out that the widespread use of instrumentation has led to a 

much greater understanding of impact testing in recent years (27). 

Izod, charpy and drop weight tests are instrumented to record the load history during the 

impact event. Instrumentation does provide more complete information, for example, on 

whether the failure mode is brittle, ductile, tear, or punched hole fracture (24). Typical load

time curves for brittle fracture, brittle / ductile fracture, ductile fracture and repeated fracture 

are shown in figure 2.5. Hoover points out (28), whether it be drop weight, charpy impact 

or Izod impact testing, an instrumented impact testing system consists of three major 

components, the dynamic load cell, the data display system, and a signal conditioning unit. 

The dynamic load cell is the tup (or striker) which produces an electrical analogue of the 

internction force between the specimen and the machine. The data display system is 

commonly an oscilloscope or a microcomputer which records the force data as a function of 

time. The signal conditioning unit facilitates the balancing of the strain-gauge bridge, 

amplification of the bridge output, filtering of the signal, and a calibration function for 

determination of the bridge amplification. 
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Figure 2.5 - Typical load-time curves for a) Brittle fracture, b) Brittle / ductile fracture, c) 

Ductile fracture, d) Repeated fracture (reinforced materials). 

Ireland (29) points out the three following factors as most important for reliable instrumented 

impact testing: 

(1) Calibration of the dynamic load cell, 

(2) Control of the instrumented tup signal, and 

(3) data reduction. 
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2 - 7.1 Load cell calibration 

The most commonly used load sensor is that obtained by cementing strain gauges to the 

striker (30) or specimen supports (31) of the impact machine. The force acting on the striker 

is measured and it is assumed that the same force is sustained by the specimen. The 

instrumented tup is a dynamic load cell, and therefore the most applicable calibration 

procedure should be one utilising dynamic loading techniques. Ireland (29) argues that 

because load is being equated to the results of strain-gauge signals for elastic strains, and 

elastic properties are relatively strain-rate independent, static loads and dynamic loads will 

produce the same strain-gauge signals. However, it is not uncommon to have strain gauges 

respond differently for dynamic conditions than for static because of variations in the 

properties of the bonding materials which are holding the gauges on the tup (29). 

Dynamic calibration of an instrumented tup can be performed with a low-blow elastic impact 

test (31), by striking the tup with a known elastic impulse. It is crucial for the strain gauges 

to produce a signal which is a good analogue of the response of the test specimen. Server 

and Ireland (31) have used three sets of strain gauges to evaluate three different locations on 

an !zod tup. These positions sensed three strains: compression (similar to that normally used 

for the charpy tup), shear, and compression bending. Low-blow tests (totally elastic) were 

performed by dropping the hammer from the same low height. It was found that 

compression and shear gauges produce distorted signals and the outputs are less than one 

third that of the bending gauges figure 2.6. It was also found that the output from the 

bending gauges is linear with load up to 10000 lb. Therefore, the bending gauges were 

selected for subsequent use in instrumented !zod testing. 
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COMPRESSION 

TIME 

Figure 2.6 - The output from three sets of gauges at different positions on an Izod pendulum 

-after experiments by Server and Ireland (31). 

2 - 7.2 Dynamic si2nal control 

Ireland (29) points out that the force-time signal obtained from strain gauges on a tup during 

impact is not necessarily indicative of the reaction of the specimen and represents a complex 

combination of the following components: 

1 - The true mechanical response of the specimen 

2 - Inertial loading of the tup as a result of acceleration of the specimen from rest. 

3 - Low frequency fluctuations caused by stored elastic energy and reflected stress 

waves. 

4 - High frequency noise in the KHz range caused primarily by the amplification 

system. 

The latter is usually minimised through use of high-gain strain gauges (for example, 

semiconductors) to achieve a relatively large signal-to-noise ratio. 
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The following techniques have been suggested by Ireland (29) to determine the true 

mechanical response of a specimen tested by impact: 

1 - Monitor the response of strain gauges attached directly to the specimen. 

2 - Reduce the amplitude of the oscillations of the tup signal by testing at a reduced 

velocity. 

3 - Electronically futer the tup signal without adversely distorting the signal with 

respect to the specimen reaction. 

For brittle fracture, the reaction of the specImen can be quite different than that of the 

supports (tup and anvil). Several investigators (32,33,34) have documented these 

differences through tests with strain gauges appropriately positioned on the tup, anvil, and 

various locations on the specimen. The relationship of the specimen reaction is schematically 

shown in figure 2-7. 

Q 
< o 
~ 

SPECIMEN 

TIME 

Figure 2.7 - Schematic diagram showing the relationship between specimen, tup, and anvil 

reactions during Izod impact - after Ireland (29). 
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2-7.3 Data Reduction and Evaluation 

Techniques for reduction of dynamic test data usually vary with the specific goals of the 

investigators. The instrumented tup signal provides a force-time record from which various 

loads, energy, and deflection parameters can be determined. The calculations of energy and 

deflection from load-time records have been described by Ireland (29). The analysis which 

have been used in this work to provide information about velocity, displacement and energy 

with time is given in chapter 3. 

Cheresh and McMichael (35) point out that the evaluation of data depends on understanding 

of inertial loads and harmonic oscillations. Inertial load is the load required to accelerate the 

specimen from zero velocity to the velocity of the striker. Inertial loads are most often 

characterised by a sharp spike (often followed by a decaying oscillation) at the beginning of 

the curve (fig. 2.8). A simple diagnostic test to determine whether a given spike is caused by 

a mechanical specimen response or by inertial loads is to repeat the suspect test using a 

different (usually lower) impact velocity. The magnitude of an inertial load is essentially 

proportional to the impact velocity (36), therefore, if the data in question are caused by 

inertial effects, a lower impact velocity should reduce this load by a proportional amount. 
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Figure 2.8 - Schematic example of impact exhibiting a high inertial load. The initial sharp 

spike is caused by load required to accelerate the specimen to tup velocity. 
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During an impact, the components involved (specimen and tup) react to the impact by 

oscillating at their natural frequencies (35). Distinguishing between mechanical and 

oscillatory loads requires that the frequency of oscillation be compared to the natural 

frequencies of the tup. Cheresh and McMichael (35) suggests the two following techniques 

for determination of the natural frequency of the tup and the specimen. To detennine the 

natural frequency of the tup, an impact test is carried out on a relatively strong but brittle 

material. The tup will continue to oscillate at its natural frequency after the specimen has 

fractured. Plotting the data collected after specimen fracture against time should allow the tup 

oscillation frequency to be determined. If oscillations are caused by the natural frequency of 

the specimen itself, several impact tests on specimens of the same materials with different 

thickness or other parameters such as unsupported span that is known to influence the 

natural frequency of the specimen are carried out. Once the frequency and the source of the 

oscillations are known, the effect on the signal can be estimated. The methods which have 

been suggested by Ireland (29) for reducing the level of oscillations have been described in 

section 2-7.2. 

2 - 8 Determination of Data Collection Parameters 

The test time, load ranges, method of triggering and the degree of filtering are important 

parameters which are required to be determined and set prior to performing an impact test. 

Incorrect test time and load range results in a load-time curve such as the one shown in figure 

2.9. In this case, the test time was too short and the load range too low. Cheresh and 

McMichael (35) propose the following steps to determine a suitable time range setting and 

load range setting for a specimen with unknown behaviour. For time setting the deflection 

that will be required to obtain complete fracture is divided (35) by the impact velocity 

t=d/v 

where t=time, d=the expected deflection to complete failure, and v=the impact velocity. For 

safety the calculated time is increased by a factor of two. To determine the load range for the 
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test, the highest expected load which can be measured by static testing is calculated and 

multiplied by a factor of two for safety. 

t 
Q 
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Figure 2.9 - Examples of incorrect data collection parameters. The load range and test time 

are insufficient. 

The trigger level is usually set about 10% of the expected maximum load to ensure that the 

trigger level is well above any background noise. Also, an adequate number of data points 

collected prior to the trigger signal must be saved. About 10% of the points as ' pretrigger I 

infonnation are saved. 

Many data collection systems incorporate filters to reduce noise introduced by specimen and 

tup vibrations and to eliminate high-frequency noise from other external sources. Although 

these filters can almost always improve the readability of test data, their use should be 

restricted to situations in which the source of the removed noise is known and the effect on 

data is understood (35). There is a growing reluctance to electronically filter the raw data 

because oscillations on the force-time curve can be associated with the progression of 

damage and are part of the specimen response. Post-processing of the stored data is 

becoming more popular and has the advantage that the original data can always be retrieved 

(27). 
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2 - 9 Instrumented Dart Impact 

Instrumented impact tests such as charpy and Izod have limited use in testing sheets or films. 

Instrumented dart tests have been developed to overcome these shortcomings (37) and also 

to produce the conditions of impact which are representative of the type of blow which may 

occm in practical use. The biaxial loading imposed by a hemispherical dart on a flat plate 

specimen supported over a circular annulus is a good approximation to typical loading 

conditions. 

The two most common methods for producing the dart impact condition are use of a free 

falling weight and a servo hydraulic ram. Knakal (38) points out that the latter has a distinct 

advantage because of its ability to vary the impact velocity over a wider range. Driscoll (24) 

also points out this problem and states that the limitation on drop-weight testing is the 

impacting rate unless the laboratory ceiling is unusually high. Most conventional ceiling 

rooms can not accommodate a drop tower of more than 2.4 to 3.0 m. Consequently, the 

impacting rate is below 5 mis, which could miss the critical rnte-dependent 'window ' of 

some polymeric material systems. 

As for any other instrumented impact tests, dynamic load cell, data display unit and signal 

conditioning unit are the three major components of instrumented dart impact These 

components together with the setting of the drop weight impact test machine and a servo 

hydraulic ram machine which were used for this thesis are given in chapter 3. 

2 - 10 Eneqa Absorbed Durin~ Impact Testjn~ 

The energy absorbed during an impact test (E) is not necessarily the energy absorbed by 

the specimen alone. Several factors are involved in the absorption of energy (E) during an 

impact test (29, 39, 40). 
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Where : 

~ = increment of energy required to accelerate the specimen from rest to 

the velocity of the striker . 

Esd = the total energy (elastic + plastic) consumed by bending the 

specimen. 

EB = energy consumed by Brinell - type defonnation at the specimen load 

points. 

EMv= energy absorbed by the impact machine through vibrations after 

initial contact with the specimen . 

EME = stored elastic energy absorbed by the machine as a result of the 

interactions at the specimen load points, and 

EcF = energy needed to create new surfaces. 

The energy which is indicative of the " toughness " of the material is that indicated by 

factors (Esd (plastic part) and <EcF) and these should be large to the rest if the test is to 

be of value. Factors (EI), (EMV)' and (EME) are not related to the material II toughness tI 

but are peculiar to the test and should be relatively small in order for the test results to be 

considered a measure of the material's shock resistance. 
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2 • 11 Ener2Y absorbin2 mechanisms in fibre-reinforced composites 

A fibre-reinforced composite is composed of three constituents: the fibres, the matrix and 

the interface between the matrix and the fibre. The manner in which the material deforms 

and frnctures depends upon both the chemical and mechanical properties of these three 

constituents. Detailed analyses using both optical and scanning electron microscopes have 

identified a number of failme mechanisms in fibre-reinforced composite materials (41). 

These include delamination, interlaminar matrix crncking, longitudinal matrix splitting, 

fibre/matrix debonding, fibre pull-out and fibre fracture (42). The relative energy 

absorbing capability of these fracture modes depends upon the basic properties of the 

constituents as well as the loading mode. Typical values measured for a number of 

continuous fibre composites are given in table 2-4. 

Table 2.4 - Typical values of the energy absorbing capability of various continuous fibre 
composites for different failure modes courtesy of Cantwell et al (42). 

Failure mode Material 

Splitting Type II CF/epoxy 
AS4/PEEK 

Delamination T300/epoxy 
IM6/PEEK 

Transverse Treated CF/epoxy 
Untreated CF/epoxy 

fibre fracture AS4/PEEK 

Fibre pull-out CF/polyester 

Debonding CF/epoxy 

Typical fracture energy 
kJ /m2 

0.1 - 1 
3.8 

0.1 
2.2 

20 
60 
128 

26 

6 
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The following sections reviews the role of the material constituents independently and 

examine the influence of varying their propenies on the overall impact resistance of the 

composite. 

2 - 11.1 Fibre 

The mechanical properties of fibres greatly influence the impact resistance and post-impact 

properties of fibrous composites (43,44,45,46,47). The strain energy absorbing capacity 

of the fibres is one of the most important parameters in determining the impact resistance 

of a composite structure. Fibres that have a large area under the stress/strain curve tend to 

be better suited to energy absorbing applications. Since in fibre reinforced composites the 

stored strain energy is dependent on the tensile strength and the Young's modulus, it is 

probable that a composite manufactured from high strength, low stiffness fibres would 

offer an improved impact resistance. Greszczuk (48) states that the resistance to damage 

increases as the fibre strength increases and the fibre modulus decreases. Kevlar fibres, 

which exhibit large areas under the stress/strain curves, offer excellent impact resistance. 

The role of the fibre diameter is not completely clear. A simple pull-out model suggests 

that composites with larger diameter fibres should be inherently tougher. However, current 

trends are towards smaller diameter fibres offering higher strain to failure. Any reduction 

in tough~ess linked to the interface is thereby hidden by the increased energy absorbing 

capacity of the fibres (42). Coating and surface treatment of fibre also affects the impact 

properties. Study by Rogers et al. (49) on impact resistance of carbon fibre laminates 

showed that fibre surface treatment increases the transverse tensile strength of the 

composite resulting in higher energy thresholds for first damage. 

2 - 11.2 Matrix 

The polymeric mauix in a fibre-reinforced composite serves to protect, align and stabilise 

the fibres as well as assure stress transfer from one fibre to another. Many researchers 

have investigated the effect of matrix properties on the impact response of carbon fibre 

composites (50,51,52). The use of toughened resins compared to that of the conventional 
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resm has shown considerable improvements in the impact properties of carbon fibre 

composites (53,47). Hunston (54) analysed data from three sources in an attempt to 

identify a link between matrix properties and composite fracture toughness. He identified a 

definite correlation between the resin Mode I fracture toughness and composite 

interlaminar fracture energy as measured by the DCB specimen. The higher the resin Mode 

I fracture toughness the higher composite interlaminar fracture energy. Tougher resins may 

be produced by modifying a base resin or by a different type of resin such as thermoplastic 

resins. In recent years considerable interest has been generated by carbon-fibre reinforced 

PEEK (APC2), a semi-crystalline thermoplastic composite (55,56,57,58). Interlaminar 

fracture testing and impact loading have shown that this material offers excellent static and 

dynamic toughness and is capable of absorbing a considerable amount of energy whilst 

incurring only small amounts of damage (59,60). Another advantage of this material is that 

its thermoplastic matrix allows rapid repair using fusion techniques such as the hot press 

technique (61). It should be noted that matrix toughness improves low energy damage 

development in impact, but does not affect through penetration excess energy impact. 

2 - 11.3 Interphase 

The strength of the bond between the matrix resin and the fibre reinforcement is a 

controlling factor in determining the mechanical performance of most polymer composites. 

The bond between the fibre and the surrounding matrix can be improved with the aid of 

suitable fibre surface-treatments. Studies have shown that varying the level of surface 

treattnent applied to a carbon fibre composite can change the mode of failure as well as 

many fundamental mechanical properties (62). Study by Harris et el. (63) on the strength 

and fracture toughness of carbon fibre composites showed that work of fracture and 

interlaminar shear strength are both affected by surface treatments of the fibre. During the 

fracture process the fibres may become separated from the matrix material by cracks 

running parallel to the fibres (Debonding cracks). This type of cracking occurs when fibres 

are strong and the interface is weak. If debonding is extensive, a significant increase in the 

impact energy may be obtained. An increase in impact energy may be observed with a 
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decrease in interface strength because it promotes extensive debonding or delamination 

(64). 

Values of the work of debonding for a number of materials have been given by Kelly 

(65) ; they are usually < 500 J/rrt and of the order of the interface shear strength times the 

failure strain of the resin. 

2 - 11.4 Fibre Stackin2 Seguence 

Considerable work has shown that the impact resistance of composite materials also 

depends upon the specific order in which the plies are stacked (59,62). For example, 

unidirectional composites having all their fibres aligned in one direction fail by splitting at 

very low energies and are therefore highly unsuitable for applications where impact 

loading might occur. A detailed study by Hong and Liu (66) showed that increasing the 

angle 9 in a (0°5,9°,0°5) laminate resulted in greater delamination type damage for a given 

incident energy. Increasing 9 in this way also had the effect of reducing the first damage 

threshold energy. Hyung Yun Choi (67) et al. showed that the change of stacking 

sequence significantly influences the impact damage and its effect is much more than the 

change of thickness. 

2 - 11.5 Geometry 

Geometry is a fundamental parameter in determining the impact response of a composite 

component (68, 69, 59). Broutman and Rotem (26) showed that increasing the size of a 

GFRP beam increases its energy absorbing capability under low velocity impact 

conditions. However, doubling the size of the beam did not result in an equivalent increase 

in energy absorption. High velocity impact tests on CFRP indicated that the areal geometry 

of the target is less important at high rates of strain (70). Ultrasonic C-scans of impacted 

specimens showed that the level of damage in a small 50 mm long beam was the same as 

that in a 150 mm coupon. This suggests that high velocity impact loading by a light 
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projectile induces a localised fonn of target response in which much of the incident energy 

of the projectile is dissipated over a small zone immediate to the point of impact. 
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2 - 12 Analysis of Impact Stresses in Composite Materials 

2 - 12.1 Introduction 

A realistic analysis of impact stresses in composite materials is an enormously complicated 

task. A large number of parameters, for example, mass, shape, velocity, and material 

response of both the projectile and the target must be considered (71). Greszczuk (48) points 

out that although the response of composite materials to particle or foreign -body impact 

could be studied using empirical or semi-empirical approaches, this appears undesirable 

because of the large and costly efforts that would be required to cover the various 

combinations of constituent materials, lay-ups, stacking sequence, and construction. 

Some of the impact tests are easier to analyse. In table 2.5 some of the well-known impact 

tests have been ranked according to their analytical usefulness (72). 

Table 2.5 - Ranking of the impact tests according to their analytical usefulness. 

Field Performance 

Direct Product Tests 

Drop Tests of Structmes 

Plate Projectile 

Ballistic 
Driven Puncture 
Dart Drop 

Bending 

Izod 
Charpy 

High Rate Tensile 
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Zukas (73) points out that the study of impact phenomena involves a variety of classical 

disciplines. In the low velocity regime « 250 m/s) many problems fall in the area of 

structtrral dynamics. Local indentations or penetrations are strong I y coupled to the overall 

deformation of the structure. As the striking velocity increases (0.5-2 Km/s) the response of 

the structure becomes secondary to the behaviour of the material within a small zone of the 

impact area. A wave description of the phenomena is appropriate and the influence of 

velocity, geometry, material constitution, strain rate, localised plastic flow, and failure are 

manifest at various stages of the impact process. Still further increases in impact velocity (2-

3 Krn/s) result in localised pressure that may exceed the strength of the material by an order 

of magnitude. In effect, the colliding solids can be treated as fluids in the early stages of 

impact. At ultra-high velocities (> 12 Km/s) energy transfer occurs at such a high rate that an 

explosive vaporisation of colliding materials results. Analytical models may be useful in 

making predictions, provided care is taken not to violate the simplifying assumptions 

introduced in their derivations or exceed the data base from which their empirical constants 

are derived (74). A variety of mathematical models which assume the target and projectile to 

be isotropic and elastic have been proposed of which the most widely used has been the 

Hertz model. 

2 - 12.2 The Hertz model 

The classical Hertz impact model which has been widely used for studying impact of elastic 

bodies (75) assumes that the dynamic impact problem can be represented by the quasi-static 

elastic analysis of indentation. The force acting on a target due to the impact of a spherical 

projectile is given by the following equation (76) 

where 

3/2 
F = n. x 
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where 

x = displacement (indentation depth), mm 

4 1 2 2 -1 
rn [ -Jl+I-JlP] n =-3 vR 

E Ep 

Ep = Young's modulus of the projectile, N/mm2 

E = Young's modulus of the target, N/mm2 

Jl p = Poisson's ratio of the projectile 

Jl = Poisson's ratio of the target 

R = Projectile radius, mm 

The normal stress distribution is hemispherical over the contact circle and is greatest at the 

centre (76) where the surface pressure is maximum (qrnax). 

For the case of the Hertzian contact problem involving a sphere of mass m and velocity (V 0) 

colliding onto a flat surface, the relationship between the contact force (P) and a, the radius 

of the area of contact with impact velocity (V 0) is (48) 

3 
~ 15 2 5 

4R (161tmv;,) 
p= 

1 - Jl2 1 - Jl2 ) % 
3 1t ( P + 
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2 2 
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The value of the maximum pressure qrnax is obtained (76) by equating the sum of the 

pressure over the contact area to the compressive force P. For the hemispherical pressme 

distribution: 

a = 3P 
~ax 2 

21ta 

The pressure distribution over the area of contact (48) is: 

where qrnax is the surface pressure at the centre of area of contact, x=y=O. At the boundary 

of the surface 
2 2 

x Y 
- + - = 1 
a2 a2 

and therefore 

The maximum tensile, compressive, and shear stresses (aT' ac, and as respectively) that 

occur in the target made of isotropic materials are related to the surface pressure by the 

following simple equations (48) 

The location of the maximum tensile, compressive and shear stresses are noted in figure 

2.10. 
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MAXIMUM 
COMPRESSIVE 
STRESS 

Figure 2.10 - Location of maximum tensile, compressive and shear stresses are under 

surface loading. 

A modified contact law with 

was employed by Yang and Sun (77) for a study on impact of laminated composites. In the 

above equation, Ep' ~p' and R are the Young's modulus, the Poisson's ratio and the radius 

of the isotropic sphere respectively, while E2 is the modulus of elasticity transverse to the 

fibre direction in the fibre reinforced composite. 
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2 - 12.3 General case of impact between two nonisotropic bodies 

The solution to the more general contact problem can be found in the paper by Greszczuk 

(127). The same approach as described in the preceding section can be used for the general 

case of impact between two bodies made of transversely isotropic and orthotropic materials, 

including targets made of laminated composites. If a solid (or impactor designated by 

subscript 1) having, at the point of contact, principal radii of curvature RIm and RIM is 

pressed by a force P into a target having principal radii of curvature R2m and R2M, the area 

of contact will be elliptical with major and minor axes of ellipse being 

where CR is a term that takes into account the curvatme effect 

-1 1 1 1 1 
~=--+--+--+-

RIm Ran RIM R2M 

K' and K' are still to be defined parameters that take into account the elastic properties of 
1 2 

the impactor and the target; and n, r, and s are parameters that are a function of RIm' R2m, 

RIM' and R2M and are given in table 2.6 as a function of e where 

{ [
112 112 

e = arc cos ~ (- - - ) + ( - - - ) 
RIm RIM ~ R2M 

1 

1 1 1 1 ]2 } 
+ 2 (- - -) (- - - ) cos2q, 

RIm RIM R2m R2M 
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Table 2.6 - Values of parameters n, r, and s 

n 00 6.612 3.778 2.731 2.136 1.754 1.486 1.284 1.128 1.00 

r 0 0.319 0.408 0.4930.567 0.641 0.717 0.802 0.893 1.00 

s 0.851 1.220 1.453 1.637 1.772 1.875 1.994 1.985 2.00 

and <I> is the angle between normal planes containing curvatures 1/R1m and 1/R2m. 

The relationship between the contact force P and the combined deformation of both solids 

at the point of contact can be expressed in terms of similar parameters (127) and is 

The above relationship can be expressed in the form similar to Hertz law 

where now 

n'= 

If the target is made of transversely isotropic material the following expression has been 

derived (127) for K'2 
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where 

A -E II A 
12 r ""'11' ~ 

and E, G, and ~ are the Young's modulus, shear modulus, and Poisson's ratio of the 

target, while subscripts r and z denote the mdial and thickness directions, respectively, z 

being in the direction of impact. For a planar isotropic material, the properties in the r plane 

are independent of the orientation. 

If the impactor is also made of transversely isotropic material, the expression for K' 1 will 

be similar to K'2 except that the various elastic constants appearing in these equations will 

be those of the impactor material. Greszczuk (127) states that an approximate numerical 

solution for K '2 of generally orthotropic solids shows K' 2 to be relatively insensitive to 

the in-plane fibre orientation. 

Although Hertz indentation law is very simple to use and displa~ good correlation with the 

experimental results (127), its use is limited to elastic and non-flexible targets. For a 

flexible target the bending defonnation of the target should also be considered. 
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2 - 12.4 Impact response of a flexible target 

For a flexible, plate-type target, the surface pressure, area of contact, and impact duration 

will be functions of the parameters which have been mentioned in the above section as well 

as plate bending stiffness and boundary conditions. For a given impact velocity the 

magnitude of the dynamic force P will decrease as the target flexibility increases (or target 

thickness decreases). Increase in target flexibility will also increase contact duration and 

decrease area of contact. An approximate solution for a flexible plate is described later in 

chapter 4. 

2 - 12.5 Mathematical models which model the composite media as a periodic material 

A variety of mathematical models have been proposed which approximately model the 

composite media as a periodic material. These theories generally treat the composite 

material as a homogeneous continuum with a complicated mathematical structme (78). 

2 - 12.6 Theory of bending of plates 

Basically, drop weight impact testing is the bending of a plate which is supported on a 

circular annulus and loaded at the centre. There are many bending theories, some of which 

use fairly simple concepts whilst others involve more complex mathematical analysis. The 

simple theories assume that : 1 - the plate is flat, of uniform thickness, and homogeneous 

isotropic material ; 2 - the maximum deflection is not more than about half the thickness ; 

3 - the plate is nowhere stressed beyond the elastic limit (79). The equations for a plate of 

thickness t, simply supported on a ring of radius a, and loaded uniformly over a very 

small central circular area of radius r, are presented in chapter 4. 
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These equations are limited to small deflections and perfectly elastic material In drop 

weight impact testing, the deflection is usually large and therefore other analysis have to be 

investigated. Finite element techniques seem to offer the greatest potential in this respect 

2 - 12.7 Finite Element Analysis 

Finite element analysis (FEA) is a relatively new and powerful technique of stress analysis 

that pennits structural engineers to solve problems of design with speed, accuracy, and 

economy. Turner, Clough, Martin and Topp introduced the finite element concepts in 1956 

(80). During the nineteen- sixties, the finite element method became widely accepted and 

many books have been written on this subject (81). The finite element method has now 

been widely accepted for all kinds of structural engineering applications in aerospace, 

aeronautics, naval architecture, nuclear - powered electrical generating stations, etc. 

In an actual finite element analysis of a structure, the engineer must first provide a model. 

The object under analysis is divided into a finite numbers of elements of known stress and 

deformation characteristics. The elements are then attached at points, called nodal points. 

The nodal points are chosen at locations where the engineer wishes to determine the stress 

and deformations, where external loads are applied, where boundaries and discontinuities 

exist, and the points necessary to define element shapes. The engineer then defines 

material properties, specifies boundary restraints, and applies load to the model. A digital 

computer, properly programmed, generates the results. 

The accuracy of results obtained with the finite element method depends on the accuracy 

of the input data on material properties, mechanical and thermal loading, and boundary 

restraints. 
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2 - 13 Evaluation of Dama2e in composite materia Is 

2 - 13.1 Introduction 

Due to the complex nature of damage in composite materials subjected to impact, a 

combination of non-destructive (NDT) and destructive techniques may be required to 

characrerise the damage. Non-destructive testing (NDT) techniques, optical and scanning 

electron microscope and measurement of residual tensile and compressive strength after 

impact have been extensively used by many investigators (82-85). Non-destructive tests and 

residual strength are discussed in the following sections and the use of optical microscope 

which has been the main tool in investigation of damage in the present work is discussed in 

chapter 3 and 4. 

2 - 13.2 Non-destructiye Test Techniques (NOT) 

A variety of non-destructive techniques (NDT) are used for evaluating the damage-zone 

shape and size in composite materials. Among the well-developed NDT techniques, 

penetrants, eddy current, rndiography, acoustic emission, holography, and ultrasonics have 

all received attention. A comprehensive description of the NDT techniques applied to 

composites can be found in the literature (3 day course) published by the Centre for 

Composite Materials at Imperial College (86). The application of NDT techniques for 

composite materials have been extensive and many papers have been published in ASTM 

STP 696 (87). 

Ultrasonic analysis has been widely used for flaw detection and characterisation in 

composite materials (88-90). In ultrasonic inspection, material inhomogeneity and 

anisotropy severely limit the capability for characterising discrete defects. As a result, 

necessary size, shape, and position information on defects is obtained with much less 
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accuracy than in homogeneous marerials (91) and particular types of defects are classified 

with much less certainty. 

X-ray radiography is also a widely used method for inspecting composite laminates (92,93). 

Since most composite materials have low density and are inhomogeneous, conventional X

ray radiography can not be applied satisfactorily. Scott in his paper (91) points out that using 

radiography with conventional X-ray procedures results in poor flaw contrast. This problem 

has been overcome by using radio-opaque penetrants. Some of the inorganic radio-opaque 

penetrants (94) which are used for composite materials are shown in table 2-7. 

Table 2.7 - Inorganic radio-opaque penetrants. 

Inorganic Chemical Radiographic Opacity 

Compounds 

Zinc Iodide High 

Silver Nitrate Medium 

Lead Nitrate Low 

Barium Sulphate Very Low 

A wide range of halogenated hydrocarbons such as Diiodomethane and 

Tetrachloroethylene which are used as a radio-opaque penetrants have been listed by 

Clarke (94). 

Acoustic emission and C-scan like X-ray radiography are widely used (95,96). Acoustic 

emission is based on the phenomenon that the sudden release of energy inside a material 
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results in emission of acoustic pulses. The acoustic signals are detected by piezoelecnic 

transducers in contact with the specimen. Ultrasonic testing is described in more detail in 

the following section. 

2 - 13.3 Ultrasonic Testina: 

Ultrasonic testing comprises a range of methods which make use of mechanical 

oscillations at frequencies above 20 KHz. These waves behave in a similar manner to light: 

they obey the laws of reflection and refraction. Ultrasound is used both to find 

imperfections in a component and to measure mechanical moduli. In flaw detection, pulses 

of ultrasound are reflected from boundaries to build up a picture of the interior of a 

component. These pulses are produced and received by transducers which are normally 

piezoelectric crystals. Once the reflected pulse is received from the flaw, it must be 

displayed to the operator in a convenient fonn. The method of achieving this are called 

scans and three most common are tenned A, Band C (97). An ultrasonic A-scan refers to 

data presented as ultrasonic intensity amplitude on the y-axis against time on the x - axis. 

In a B - scan the position of defects is shown on a cross - sectional plane nonnal to the 

surface of the specimen and containing the axis of the pulse of the transducer in a single 

line scan. C scan gives a map-view of the component showing flawed areas but gives no 

infonnation on depth of the flaw. C-scan is probably the most used non-destructive test 

method for composite materials. It is most effective in detecting delaminations (98, 99, 

100) porosity (101) and inclusions in these materials. It is also useful for laboratory 

studies of damage initiation and progression. Ultrasonic C-scanning has also been used to 

study damage initiation and development in composite materials as a result of mechanical 

loading (102, 103). 

There are two main test techniques for ultrasonic testing. The first is the pulse echo 

technique where the ultrasonic pulse is passed through one surlace of the test specimen 

and the echo from the opposite surface or any defects is received by the same or another 

transducer. The time difference between the initial pulse and the echo is represented by a 
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horizontal trace on the oscilloscope whereas any defects are represented by the position 

and amplitude of the echoes. 

Secondly, the through transmission technique, uses two transducers, one for transmitting 

and one for receiving the pulse. These are placed directly above and below the specimen 

and the pulse is sent from the transmitter to the receiver. The amplitude of the transmitted 

beam is reduced when it encounters a defect or a flaw. An alternative method to through 

transmission is double through transmission where the transmitter also acts as the receiver. 

This transducer is placed above the specimen while below the specimen is a glass reflector 

plate which bounces the transmitted pulse through the specimen and back up to the 

receiver. This method was used in the inspection of SMC specimens for this thesis. 

The use and assessment of ultrasonic C-scan, X -ray radiography and a crnck enhancement 

method for SMC materials has been discussed in reference (12, 104). Raghunath (12), has 

studied the impact damage in panels made of SMC using radiographic, ultrasonic and 

crack enhancement techniques and has concluded that the crack enhancement method 

provides separate measurements for both the front and the rear side of a damaged panel, 

whereas a single measmement taken across the panel thickness is obtained from the 

radiographic or the ultrasonic method. He (12) also concludes that the X-ray radiography 

is not a reliable method for assessing the damage in SMC panels at low impact speeds 

because, at these impact speeds, the internal cracks are generally not connected and 

consequently, sufficient radio-opaque penetrants can not be absorbed by panel to produce 

good radiographs. His (12) conclusion about the ultrasonic C-scan method is that C-scan 

identifies only part of the damage zone in SMC panels because a portion of the impact 

damage is masked by the attenuation of the ultrasonic waves due to the material 

nonhomogeneity. The impact damage modes, for SMC materials include local indentation, 

lateral and axial cracking, cracks on the front and back surfaces and internal fibre-maoix 

interface cracks, therefore, an individual technique can provide at best information on 
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only some of the damage characteristics and a combination of I\TIT techniques is desirable 

to obtain an overall picture of the damage state. 

2 - 13.4 Residual tensile and compressive streneth measurement 

Impact damage may not be visually detectable on the surface of the structure but can cause 

considerable internal damage which may lead to failure at loads considerably less than the 

structural undamaged strength. Therefore evaluation of composite materials for impact 

damage resistance and damage tolerance will certainly need some other characteristic 

measurements besides the damage-zone size and shape. For structural integrity. 

knowledge about retained mechanical properties of the material after impact is very 

important. Residual strength can be a useful measure of damage in a composite as well as 

a means of screening materials for potential application in structures subjected to impact 

load such as turbine engine fan blades (105). 

Compression testing of composites is one of the most difficult types of testing because of 

the tendency for premature failure due to crushing or buckling. Dorey (106) states that the 

specimens for tensile and compression tests after impact need to be large enough to contain 

the damage in the gauge section, and therefore for subsequent compression testing the 

specimens have to be stabilised against buckling. At the present time there is no standard 

anti-buckling device and each laboratory has developed its own as required. The only 

documented procedure for compression after impact tests are those that have been 

developed by the Aerospace companies, Boeing and Airbus and the recommended 

methods of SACMA and CRAG. A selection of anti-buckling devices are shown in figures 

2.11 to 2.14. The high cost of producing specimens for full size Boeing / SACMA / 

Airbus has prompted interest from many laboratories in producing a rniniaturised version 

of the test (107). Sjobolom et al (107) estimated that the cost for one data point (average of 

five tests) was $ 5000 when the NASA test (108) was used. A miniaturised version of 
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Boeing specimen has been developed by Hogg and co workers at Queen Mary and 

Westfield College in London (109). The QMW test specimen consists of a plate specimen 

89 mm by 55 mm, which is 2 mm thick(109). The impacted plates are supported during 

compression using a variable fixture that resembled the larger Boeing fIxture with the 

exception that instead of knife edge supports, the plates are supported by slotted side bars. 

A similar specimen has been examined in Japan (50 mm x 80 mm) and included as part of 

a round robin study for the test method. The results of both QMW studies and the 

Japanese programme indicate a high degree of correlation between the miniaturised test 

specimens and the full scale Boeing tests (109-110). The effect of anti-buckling devices is 

not very well understood. Compression tests on fully supported specimens and specimens 

with short unsupported gauge length yield similar data, except in the case of 0° 

specimens, when they give consistently lower values. This may be due to some premature 

buckling despite .' lateral support (111). Matondang et al (112) investigated the 

influence of anti-buckling guides on the compression fatigue behaviour of CFRP 

laminates. They maintain that holehedral type anti-buckling guides can produce misleading 

results if the support restricts local buckling which delays the spread of delamination. 

Since composite materials might be subjected to tensile and compressive load after impact, 

there has been some attempts to predict their strength. 
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Figure 2.11 - Exploded view ofDFVLR anti - Buckling device (113). 
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Figure 2.12 - Exploded view of ONERA anti - Buckling guide (113). 
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Figure 2.13 - Assembled view of RAE anti - Buckling guide (113). 
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Figure 2.14 - NLR anti - Buckling guide (113). 
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2 - 13.5 Prediction of Residual Strena:th of composites after impact. 

In most of the mathematical models for predicting the failure of fibrous composite 

materials, the global response of the composite is considered and the effects due to local 

material inhomogeneity are ignored. 

Waddoups et al (114) proposed a fracture model, in which the notched and unnotched 

strength of the composites, crr and crO' are related to the crack length by the relationship 

where 

ar = Residual strength 

ao = Undamaged strength 

Co = Inherent crack length 

C = Half-crack length 

Husman et al (105) derived an analogy, in terms of residual strength, between the local 

damage inflicted by a small hard-particle impact and damage inflicted by implanting a crack 

of known dimensions in a static tensile coupon. They assumed that the difference between 

the energy density required to break an undamaged specimen and the energy density 

required to break an impacted specimen is directly proportional to the kinetic energy 

imparted to the specimen. It was further assumed that the kinetic energy is dissipated over 

some characteristic surface area, Ae, which is independent of the kinetic energy of the 

impact. The resulting relationship for residual strength in tenns of the impact kinetic 

energy IS: 
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wh~e 

cr = cr JWs-Kv4a; 
ROW 

S 

<JR = Residual strength 

<Jo = Undamaged strength 

W s = Work / unit volume required to break undamaged specimen 

W KE = Kinetic energy imparted to experimental specimen 

K = Effective damage area, K= k/ Ae 

k = Damage constant 

Ae = Effective surface area 

According to the above equation, the residual strength can be predicted as a function of 

kinetic energy of impact by executing two experiments, a static tension test on unflawed 

specimens and a static tension test on a coupon previously subjected to a single point 

impact. If the specimen is sufficiently wide so that the impact damage is reasonably well 

localised the K factor should be independent of specimen geometry. The value of K may 

however, depend on laminate stacking sequence and boundary conditions of the 

experiment (for example, cantilever specimen versus both ends clamped). 

Capri no (115) points out that the variation of residual strength, as foreseen by Husman et 

al ' model (105) seems to be quite different if compared with the experimental results 

available in the literature. Capri no (115) proposed a model by which residual tensile and 

compressive strength of a laminate can be calculated as a function of the kinetic energy of 

the impacting body. The proposed model relies on a formula for residual strength 

prediction of notched laminates which has been based on linear elastic fracture mechanics 

concepts (116). 
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(1) 

In equation 1, ao represents the strength of unnotched material, Co the dimension of a 

characteristic defect of the material and C the dimension of the notch. The parameter m, 

together with Co must be experimentally determined and depends uniquely on the 

examined material. Equation 1 is only valid for C > Co' If the relation between C and V 

can be expressed by a power law, then 

C=KUn (2) 

U = Impact energy 

Because of the increase of C with the increase of V, it must be of course n>O 

By substituting equation 2 into equation 1: 

a r Vo a 
- = (- ) (3) 
a V o 

where 

a= mn (4) 

and U 0' given by: 

(5) 
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is the energy producing a damage corresponding to an equivalent notch of dimension Co; 

therefore, it represents the maximum energy level the material can support without any 

strength degradation. 

Equation 3 gives a model for predicting residual strength as a function of impact energy, 

provided Do and a are experimentally detennined. Caprino's model has been employed in 

the present work and will be discussed further in chapter 7. Equation 3 foresees a 

continuous reduction in strength with increasing impact energy because of the cumulative 

damage law assumed in equation 2. In fact, it is natural to infer that the proposed model 

will fail for kinetic energies higher than the complete penetration threshold. Beyond this 

limit, a constant residual strength can be expected, except for velocities so high that the 

fracture modes of the material are changed. In this last case, it has been shown (105) that 

residual strength undergoes a recovery, approaching the value resulting from a drilled hole 

having the same diameter as the impacting tup (l05). The mooe1 proposed by Caprino 

(115) seems to be effective in predicting not only residual tensile strength but also residual 

compressive strength of composite laminates. 

It is important to recognise that all these 'models' are only curve fitting procedure that use 

Uo and a to force fit a curve to experiment and do not model the behaviour in any 

fundamental way using knowledge of fracture and materials properties. 

2 - 14 Sheet Mouldin2 Compound (SMC) 

Sheet moulding compound (SMC) may be defined as a moulding compound in sheet 

form, which is composed of a thermoset resin, fibrous reinforcement, filler and additives 

required for processing or specific product performance. Historically, SMC has usually 

contained polyester resin and glass fibre reinforcement. However, other resin types, such 

as vinyl ester and epoxy, are finding increased use in SMC. 

A typical formulation for a sheet moulding compound is given below: 
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Polyester resin 100 

t-Butyl peroxybenzoate (95%) 2-3 

Zinc stearate (release agent) 3-4 

Magnesium oxide (thickening agent) 2-3 

Pigment dispersion 5-8 

Filler 140-180 

Thennoplastic additive 5-20 

CSM or chopped rovings 50-100 

The resins fonnulated for SMC production should have low initial viscosity to ensme 

thorough wetting of the glass reinforcement. However, once the glass has been wetted the 

resin must thicken so that a relatively tack-free easy to handle sheet of moulding material is 

produced. This thickening is usually brought about by the addition of a thickeninig agent 

such as calcium oxide or magnesium oxide to the resin (117). The filler is added to reduce 

the amount of resin required per moulding and hence to reduce cost. 

A system of nomenclature has been devised to describe the fibre configuration and content 

in SMC. SMC- R is defined as random fibre SMC. It contains discrete fibres oriented 

randomly within the plane of the sheet as shown in figme 2.15. Although the random 

fibres may be of any length, usually they are cut to specific lengths from 12 mm to 50 mm. 

SMC - C contains unidirectional continuous fibres. SMC - D contains unidirectional fibres 

of discrete length, usually from 100 mm to 200 mm. A number following the R, C or D 

designates the weight percent of fibres in the SMC. For example SMC - R50, contains 50 

% by weight chopped glass fibres randomly oriented in the plane of sheet (8). 

Combination of continuous and random (SMC - C!R) or directional and random fibres 

(SMC - D/R) as illustrated in figure 2.16 can be produced in a single Si\1C sheet. 
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Figure 2.15 - SMC type designates reinforcement configuration used . 

. .. 

SMeR SMCC/R SMCD/R 

Figure 2.16 - Combination of fibre configurations 
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2 - 14.1 Manufactyre Of SMC 

A continuous polyethylene or cellophane film is coated with a suitably formulated 

polyester resin system into which is deposited a layer of either chopped strand mat or 

chopped rovings. A second layer of polyethylene film, similarly coated with resin system, 

is placed over the reinforcement and the sandwich thus formed is passed through a series 

of rollers to press the glass fibres into the resin and ensure thorough wetting of the 

reinforcement by the resin. The sandwich is then wound into a roll and allowed to stand 

while the resin thickens (fig. 2.17). In use the SMC is cut to required shape and both 

layers of polyethylene fIlm are removed. Then the required number of layers sandwiched 

together, placed in the mould and pressed under pressure and temperature (117). Pressure, 

temperature and cure time depend on the particular resin formulation used and component 

thickness. The moulding temperature for 30% glass content is 150°C and the pressure is 3 

- 7 MPa Cure time for a typical polyester sheet moulding compound is around one minute 

per millimetre of wall thickness. 

o 4-
Continuous conveyor 
~ 

Figure 2.17- Manufacture of SMC. 
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2 - 14.2 Mechanical Properties Qf SMC 

Mechanical properties of SMC is mostly depends on the level of glass fibre, filler content 

and the level of voids and flaws. It has been reported that this material has a scatter in its 

mechanical properties as large as 40% (118). The main cause of variability in the 

mechanical properties of SMC is flow during moulding. The initial 'charge' may only fill 

two thirds of the mould, flowing into the remainder as pressure is applied. Thus 

considerable flow may take place in some regions of the mould which affects the initial 

random fibre distribution. The typical mechanical properties of SMC-R50 is listed in table 

2.8. 

Table 2.8 - Typical mechanical properties of SMC-R50 at room temperature courtesy of 

Denton (8). 

Tensile Modulus in GPa 

Tensile Strength in MPa 

Elongation at failure in percent 

Fatigue Limit in MPa 

Creep, 1000 hrs at 50% ultimate stress, in percent strain 

Compressive Modulus in GPa 

Compressive Strength in MPa 

Flexural Modulus in GPa 

Flexural Strength in MPa 

Shear Modulus in GPa 

Shear Strength in MPa 

Short Beam Shear Strength in MPa 

Izod Impact Strength 

Notched in KJ 1m 

U nnotched in KJ I m 

15.6 + 0.2 

164 ± 3 

1.73 + 0.04 

65 

0.85 

15.9 + 0.4 

225+7 

14.0 + 0.2 

314 + 5 

5.9 ± 0.2 

62+ 3 

24.7 ± 0.6 

1.04 ± 0.03 

1.)4 ± 0.05 
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Chapter 3 

Experimental Procedure and Mechanical Characterisation of 

SMC and SMC with a layer of Stainless Steel 

3 - 1 Manufacture of Test Materials and Specimens 

The materials used in this study consisted of a compression moulded SMC, stainless 

steel, aluminium, copper, brass and Ionomer. The SMC was supplied ready moulded in 

plaques 102 mm by 264 mm with a nominal wall thickness of 2, 4, 6 and 8 mm. The 

resin system was Scott Bader Crystic D4029 and the nominal glass content was 30 % by 

weight, as the material was designated SMC-R30. 

The steel sheet was a nickel-chrome type 304 stainless steel, with thicknesses ranging 

from 0.6 mm to 2 mm. The aluminium sheets were grade 5L16 and L156, thickness 0.6 

mm. The SMC-steel laminates and SMC-aluminium laminates were prepared by directly 

moulding the SMC onto the steel sheet and aluminium sheet which had been primed by 

the application of Scott Bader primer, Crestomer 1163. By varying the charge of SMC 

with a constant thickness of steel and aluminium, laminates 102 nun by 264 mm were 

prepared with a range of wall thicknesses ranging from 2.6 to 10 mm. All moulding 

was performed by Scott Bader Ltd. Some additional laminates consisting of single sheets 

of stainless steel or aluminium bonded to pre-moulded SMC sheet by a Permabond 

adhesive type F241 were manufactured at QMW. 

All specimens used for impact and slow tests were 6 cm squares which were cut from the 

moulded plaques using a fine band saw. Since heat may affect the mechanical properties 

of the material, special care was taken to avoid excess heating during cutting out the 

specimens. 
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The glass contents of different batches of SMC were measured using the test specification 

developed by General Motors Technical Centre (119). In this technique the SMC sample 

is weighed in air and then burned at about 650 OC for about one hour. After burning off 

the resin and dissolving the filler in diluted hydrochloric acid(2.33 M HCI) for 20 

minutes the remainder was filtered using ashless filter paper. The filtered sample and the 

paper is then placed in an oven heated at 480 OC which removes the excessive water and 

burns off the filter paper leaving behind the glass content. Knowing the weight of SMC 

sample (W SMC) and the weight of glass fibre (W G)' the weight percent of glass can be 

calculated from : 

Weight percent of glass = 100 x W G / W SMC 

The variation from batch to batch was less than 3% and the nominal glass content was 

30% by weight. 

The typical composition and mechanical properties of the stainless steel and aluminium as 

specified in standard data sheets are listed in tables 3.1 to 3.2. 

Table 3.1 - Typical properties of Stainless Steel type 304. 

Property Units 

Tensile Strength MPa 586 

Tensile Modulus GPa 210 

0.2 % Yield Strength MPa 241 

Hardness BHN 150 

Elon~ation in 50 nun % 55 
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Table 3.2 - Typical Composition and Properties of Aluminium 

Specification Al% Cu% Si% Fe% 0.2% Proof UTS 

5L16 

L156 

99 

93 

0.1 0.5 0.7 

3.9-5 0.5-0.9 0.5 

stress,~a ~a 

52 

255 

110-140 

400 

Elongation 

% 

6 

28 

Since SMC is not a homogeneous material the value of ultimate tensile strength, Young's 

modulus and the other mechanical properties varies from one specimen to another and 

from one batch to another. In order to have some idea about the variation of mechanical 

properties of the SMC materials which have been used in this work a broad range of 

testing methods were used throughout the experimental programme. 

3 - 1.1 Tensile Test 

Tensile tests were carried out only in the plate direction on different batches of supplied 

SMC. Five specimens were machined from moulded plates using the size (fig. 3.1) 

which has been specified by ASTM D638 (120). Tensile specimens were pulled at a 

constant crosshead speed of 5 mm/min. S train was measured over a distance of 50 mm in 

the centre of the gauge area with an extensometer. All data was collected on an x-y plotter 

provided with the testing machine. Modulus measurements were based on the initial 

straight line portion of the stress-strain curves. A typical stress-strain curve obtained from 

the tensile test is shown in figure 3.2. The curve can be described as having two linear 

regions with a short non-linear transition phase in between. It has been well recognised 

(8,121) that a knee-point in the curve (fig. 3.2) corresponds to the initiation of a 

significant number of matrix cracks at relatively low strains. Beyond this stress level the 

matrix cracks lengthen and multiply and thus the modulus is reduced. 
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Figure 3.1 - The typical dimension of a tensile test specimen. 
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Figure 3.2 - The typical Stress-strain curve for SMC from tensile test experiment. 

Tabulation of the means and other basic statistics for the tensile strength, modulus and 

strain at failure is shown in table 3.3. 
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Table 3.3 - Tensile properties of SMC-R30 

Property Units Mean Standard Deviation %Coefficient of variation 

Ultimate Tensile .MFa 104 8.82 8.4 

Strength 

Tensile Modulus GPa 13.7 0.53 3.9 

Strain at failure % 1.26 0.02 1.5 

3.1.2 - Flexure test 

Flexural properties of SMC -R30 were determined using Method I (three point bending) 

of ASTM D790 (122). The flexural test specimens were 80 mm long and 10 mm wide 

(fig. 3.3). The tests were conducted with a constant crosshead speed of l.7 mm / min 

and a span to thickness ratio of 16: 1. A typical load-deflection curve obtained during the 

three point bend of SMC-R30 is shown in figure 3.4. The tabulated flexural strength and 

modulus values which are the results of five tests are shown in table 3.4. 

P 

64mm 
P/2 .... ~ __ -------.. ..,~ P/2 

80mm 

Figure 3.3 - Flexural test loading diagram. 
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Figure 3.4 - A typical load-deflection curve for SMC from the three point bend test 

experiment. 

Table 3.4 - Flexural properties of SMC-R30 

Property Units Mean Standard Deviation %Coefficient of variation 

Flexural Strength MPa 176 21.29 12 

Flexural Modulus GPa 12.9 1.15 8.9 

3.1.3 - Compression test 

Compression properties of un tabbed SMC-R30 were detennined using procedure B of 

ASTM D3410 (123). The compression test specimens were 140 mm long, 6.3 nun wide 

with a very short unsupported gauge length of 12.7 mm. The specimen, grips, and 

IITRI loading fixture assembly which was employed in this work is illustrated in figure 

3.5. Strain values were measured by employing two strain gauges glued to specimens in 
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00 and 900 direction. By dividing strain ill the 00 and 900 directions the value of 

poisson's ratio can be detennined. The speed of test was 1.2 mm/min. Compressive load 

and strain were recorded over the full range of the test and a typical stress-strain curve for 

SMC from a compression test experiment is shown in figure 3.6. 

Strain gague 

compression specimen 

E 
E 
o 
~ 

/~------
/ -- -

Figure 3.5 - IITRI compression specimen and fixture. 
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Figure 3.6 - A typical stress-strain curve for SMC in compression. 

The mean compressive strength and modulus for five specimens are presented in table 

3.5. 

Table 3.5 - Compression properties of SMC-R30 

Property Units Mean Standard Deviation %Coefficient of variation 

Compression MPa 192 14.1 7.3 

Strength 

Compression GPa 13.4 1.02 7.5 

Modulus 

3.1.4 - Shear test 

The inplane shear modulus and the inplane shear strength were detennined using the two 

rail shear test method proposed by ASTM D4255 (124). Schematics of the two rail test 

fixture and two rail specimen is shown in figure 3.7. Strain gauges were glued to each 

specimen to provide measurements required for the calculation of shear modulus. Some 
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of the specimens slipped in the fixurre when the material was tested to failure. This 

allowed specimens to come into contact with the bolts, which could act as local stress 

risers. Figure 3.9 shows the specimen which failed at a bolt holes. 
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Figure 3.7 - Specimen and apparatus used for two rail shear test. 
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A typical shear stress - shear strain relationship for SMC-R30 which was obtained using 

two rail shear test method is shown in figure 3.8. 

40 

~ 
Q. 30 :; 

'" fI.l 
fI.l 
~ 20 s.. .... 

r.r.. 
s.. 
~ 

10 ~ 
.c 
r.r.. 

0 
0.0 0.3 0.6 0.9 1.2 

Shear Strain, o/e 

Figure 3.8 - A typical shear stress-shear strain curve for SMC from the two rail shear test 

experiment. 
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Figure 3.9 - Typical failure of two rail shear specimens. 
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The tabulated shear strength and modulus values for five specimens which did not fail 

from the bolt holes are shown in table 3.6. 

Table 3.6 - Shear properties in the two rail shear test for SMC-R30 

Property Units Mean Standard Deviation %Coefficient of variation 

Shear Strength MPa 36 5.7 10 

Shear Modulus GPa 4.6 0.24 5.3 

3.1.5 - Short Beam Shear Test 

Short beam shear tests were performed in accordance with ASTM D 2344 (125). Close 

examination of the specimens showed cracks across the bottom surface of the specimens 

which was an indication that some of the specimens did not fail in shear. The short beam 

shear test does not appear to give reliable interlaminar shear strength results for SMC, 

however, the values presented in table 3.7 which are the results of five tests do present a 

lower bound on the interlaminar shear strength. 

Table 3.7 - Results of Shear strength measured by short beam shear test. 

Property Units Mean Standard Deviation %Coefficient of variation 

Shear Strength MPa 25.9 3.0 11.5 

3.1.6 - Charpy Impact 

The charpy impact behaviour of SMC -R30 was measured according to ASTM D256 

(15). The charpy impact test specimen which was used in this work is shown in figure 

3.10. 
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Figure 3.10 - Charpy impact test specimen. 

T 

The charpy impact test machine was instrumented and the force-time of the SMC 

specimen was obtained during the test. Five specimens were tested and the typical force-

time which has been obtained during the charpy test is shown in figure 3.11. 
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Figure 3.11 - Typical force-time curve for 4 mm SMC - R30 obtained from charpy the 

test. 

The tabulated results of maximum load and energy absorbed by SMC during charpy 

impact test are shown in table 3.8. 
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Table 3.8 - Charpy impact properties for SMC-R30. 

Property Units Mean Standard Deviation %Coefficient of variation 

Max Load N 910 30.19 3.3 

Absorbed Energy KJ/m2 42 4.45 10 

3.1.7 - Lap Shear Test 

At the start of the experiment it was believed that the bond strength between the stainless 

steel layer and SMC might affect the impact behaviour of SMC. To investigate this 

possibility, the values of the bond strength are required. In order to measure the bond 

strength, 25 mm wide, 100 mm long specimens (fig. 3.12) were cut from the supplied 

SMC+S.S. laminates and were subjected to lap shear test. The values obtained were in 

the range of 2.99-3.88 MPa. 

A series of lap shear tests were also performed on the SMC bonded to stainless steel by a 

Permabond adhesive type F241 using the lap shear strength specimens shown in figure 

3.12. The lap shear strength measured was found to be 3.47-4.6 MPa. 

I 
20 mm I 60 mm I 20 mrn I 

.~ ... ~ .,.'4 ., 

:_~ __ ~------------~Irll--~ 
~ II 

II 

g 
,c+ [ 2 2 2 22 21f 2 2 2 2 2 22 2 22 7 Z 2 Z 2 2 Z 2 2 221127 Z 2 Z 2 21 

Figure 3.12 - Lap shear strength specimen. 
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3 - 2 Mechanical Properties of Stainless Steel lined - SMC Composites 

In order to fmd out the effect of a thin layer of stainless steel on the load carrying capacity 

of SMC, tensile and flexural tests were carried out on stainless steel, SMC and SMC-

stainless steel. The following sections explains the methods at which the tests were 

carried out and also the results from these tests. 

3.2.1 - Tensile Test 

Tensile tests were carried out on 4 mm SMC, 0.6 mm stainless steel and 4 mm SMC 

with a layer of 0.6 mm stainless steel. Tensile tests specimens were 250 mm long and 25 

mm wide. Five specimens were tested in each case at the crosshead speed of 5 mm / min. 

The typical stress strain curves for 4 mm SMC, 0.6 mm stainless steel and 4 mm SMC 

with a layer of 0.6 mm stainless steel are shown in figure 3.13. 
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Figure 3.13 - Tensile curves for 4 mm SMC, 0.6 mm stainless steel and 4 mm SMC with 

a layer of 0.6 mm stainless steel. 
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Strain was measured over a distance of 50 rom in the centre of the gauge area with an 

extensometer. All data was collected on an x-y plotter provided with the testing machine. 

Modulus measurements were based on the initial straight line portion of the stress-strain 

curves (fig. 3.13). The tensile properties for SMC with a layer of stainless steel together 

with the data for SMC and stainless steel is shown in table 3.9. The prediction for tensile 

modulus for 4 mm SMC with a layer of 0.6 mm stainless steel, using rule of mixtures is 

38 GPa. 

Table 3.9 - Tensile properties of SMC, stainless steel and 4 mm SMC with a layer of 0.6 

mm stainless steel. Standard deviations in parenthesis. 

Material Tensile Modulus, GPa Tensile Strength, MPa 

Stainless Steel (S.S.) 210 (10.0) 495 (28) 

SMC 12.3 (0.6) 94 (7) 

SMC with a layer of S.S. 42 (2.4) 132 (8) 

Data in table 3.9 shows that the stainless steel layer provides a significant contribution to 

the composite materials performance under the tensile load. Tensile modulus and tensile 

strength properties for SMC with a layer of stainless steel are higher than for SMC (table 

3.9). 

3.2.2 - Flexural Test 

Flexural properties of SMC with a layer of 0.6 mm stainless steel with the overall 

thickness of 4 mm were determined and compared with the flexural data from 4 rrnn 

SMC alone. In the case of SMC with a layer of stainless steel two tests were carried out 

one with the layer of stainless steel in tension and the other with the layer of stainless 

steel in compression. The flexural test specimens were 80 mm long and 10 mm wide (fig. 

3.3). Five specimens were tested in each case at a constant crosshead speed of 1.7 
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mm/min and a span to thickness ratio of 16: 1. Typical load-deflection curves obtained 

during the three point bend tests for SMC and SMC with a layer of stainless steel are 

shown in figure 3.14. The tabulated flexural strength and modulus data are shown in 

table 3.10. The number of specimens which were tested in each case were five. 

500 

400 

Z 300 

200 

100 

SMC 
Stainless steel in compression 

Stainless steel in tension 

o~----~----~~----,-----~----~ 
o 1 2 3 4 5 

Deflection, mm 

Figure 3.14 - Flexural curves for SMC and SMC with a layer of stainless steel. 

Table 3.10 - Flexural properties of SMC and SMC with a layer of 0.6 mm stainless steel. 

Standard deviations in parenthesis. 

Material Flexural Modulus, GPa Flexural Strength, 

MPa 

SMC 12.9 (0.39) 176 (21) 

Stainless steel surface in tension 22.3 (2.3) 281 (18) 

Stainless steel surface in compression 14.8 (1.6) 191 (16) 
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Flexural modulus and flexural strength are significantly higher for SMC with the layer of 

stainless steel in tension (table 3.10). 

3 - 3 Impact Testioa: 

The impact programme exclusively involved subjecting flat plates to an out of plane 

impact using a hemispherical striker. Three impact machines were used in the 

programme, according to the severity of the blow to be applied and the velocity required. 

The majority of the testing involved a proprietary falling-weight drop tower produced by 

CEAST of Italy. The limited range of the load cell (max 19.1 KN) fitted to the system 

meant that where high force, high speed impacts were required, as for total penetration of 

laminated plates, testing was performed on a high speed servo-hydraulic machine 

manufactured by Cranfield Institute of Technology (max load 200 KN) and sited at 

Cambridge University. Where sensitive testing, low energies and low velocities were 

required, a purpose built, low energy instrumented falling-weight machine produced at 

QMW (max load 9.55 KN), was employed. The details of the various testing machine 

including their operating range and data collection systems are described below. All tests 

employed a common loading geometry as shown in figure 3.15. This consisted of a 

specimen, dimensions, 60 mm x 60 mm supported by a 40 mm steel ring and impacted 

centrally by a steel striker with a 20 mm diameter tip. In most instances tests were 

perlormed with the specimen simply supported, whereas in certain cases notably testing 

metal sheet, the specimens were lightly clamped to prevent folding into the support 

orifice. Where specimens were to be subsequently tested for residual strength one of the 

principal dimensions was increased from 60 to 100 mm. 
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Figure 3.15 - Impact test geometry used for all impact test programme. 

A series of tests were also performed in order to assess the effect of metal-composite 

bond strength on the impact performance of the laminates. To do this a number of 

specimens were tested into non-standard interfacial conditions, namely: 

a) SMC resting on stainless steel, aluminium, Ionomer. 

b) SMC resting on lubricated stainless steel. 

c) SMC bonded to stainless steel by a Pennabond adhesive type F241. 
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3.3.1 - The CEAST Drop Wejeht Test. 

The majority of the non-penetrating impact tests were perfonned using an instrumented 

CEAST drop tower in conjunction with an AFS :MK3 fractoscope. The equipment (fig. 

3.16), consists of a falling carriage of mass 19.336 Kg which itself includes a striker 

head (fig. 3.17). The velocity of impact and the incident energy of the striker are 

simultaneously varied by adjusting the drop height. The maximum falling height of the 

machine is 2.4 m which yields a velocity of 6.86 ms·1
• The velocity immediately prior to 

impact is measured by an electronic flag device. 

In accordance with ISO / DISS 6603/1 the specimens were located onto a 40 nun 

diameter steel ring and were centrally impacted by a hardened hemispherical tip of 20 nun 

diameter. By means of an adjustable' V' plate (fig. 3.18) accurate and rapid centring of 

the specimens were ensured. The specimens may be clamped with a second circular 

annulus positioned above the support. The support assembly is located in an 

environmental chamber which may operate between - 70 OC and + 1 00 OC. The striking 

head is interchangeable so that a variety of shapes and sizes may be used. It is screwed 

onto a small thread at the end of the striker tube (fig. 3.17). This facility was not used 

during this programme but the details of the fixture itself may have influenced the degree 

of noise recorded during impact tests. 

The signals produced by the load cell after impact are filtered as required, amplified and 

fed to a transient recorder which may operate at sampling rates between 2 ms and 256 

ms, and records 2048 data points in this time. The recorder is triggered by the input 

signal so that when a pre-set value is reached it records the incoming signal and also 

recalls a portion of the signal immediately preceding this point, so that no relevant data 

are lost. 
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Figure 3.16 - CEAST drop weight impact machine. 
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Figure 3.17 - Schematic drawing of the Instrumented striker 

Figure 3.18 - Drop weight test support with an adjustable I V I plate. 

Thi tor d ignal may then be output to a microcomputer hich manipulat th data 

program d cribed by th fo110 ing diagram (fig. 3.19). 
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Figure 3.19 - Block diagram of the CEAST data processing software. 
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The data is input to the computer and the force-time CUlVe is drawn on the screen. The 

mass and velocity of the striker are then input and access may be given to the menu, 

which contains a number of options which allows the force-time CUlVe to be integrated 

and expanded, the data to be re-processed to provide force-time, energy-time, velocity

time, displacement-time, and force-displacement CUlVes, and selected points to be stored 

and printed as required. If the force during the impact is known, it is possible to calculate 

the striker velocity and its displacement as well the energy absorbed by the specimen. 

t 

V = V + gt - ..!.. f F .dt (1 ) 
o m 

o 
2 t t 

X = Vt + gt -..!.. f ( f F.dt ) dt (2) 
o 2 m 

t 

E=~ f F.dt 
o 

where: 

o 0 
t 

+ g f F.t.dt 
o 

t 

- 2- ( f F.dt )2 
2m 

o 

V 0 = Velocity of the striker just before impact 

m = Mass of the striker. 

V = Velocity of the striker at time (t). 

x = Displacement of the striker. 

E = Energy absorbed by the specimen. 

(3) 

The method of integration of the force-time trace is that the whole graph is divided into 

many strips (fig. 3.20). The area for each strip is approximately given by : 
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[ Fi + Fit-I 
2 

] x [.t - ~ ] 
1+1 1 

Since the strips have the same width, Ot, then [t. 1 - t ] must be equal to ot 
1+ 1 

Therefore the general expression becomes : 

[ Fi + Fi+l ] 
2 . ot 

The sum of the area of the all strips is equal to the integration of force-time curve, that is : 

One of the problems with the CEAST software is that it assumes the origin of the force-

time curve is the same as the origin of the force-time axis, and integration starts from t=O. 

whereas the actual integration should be between to and tn (fig. 3.20). 

t t t 
1 2 3 

Time 
t 
n 

Figure 3.20 - Method of integration of the force-time by dividing the curve into strips. 



This technique is only applicable if the force from t=O to t=to zero. However in most cases 

there is some fluctuation in load before t=to (fig. 3.21). A modified version of CEAST 

(126) software has overcome this problem by using the following subtraction: 

t 

f F.dt -

to 

t 

fF.dt 

o 

Time 

t 
n 

Figure 3.21 - Method of integration of the force-time by dividing the curve into strips. 

The modified software was available at the end of the test programme. With the help of a 

conversion programme it was possible to extract the previous data from the floppy discs 

and run them with the new software. The values of energy obtained by the two 

programme showed no significant differences. 
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Impact testing was performed, on unclamped specimens, at room temperature (16 -20 

°C) at a range of velocities and energies. Since the effect of filtering on the data was not 

very well understood, no fIlters were used. The trigger level was set at 10% of the 

expected maximum load to ensure that the trigger level is well above any background 

noise. Pretrigger level was set at 1/4 and the time base selected as required. At the time of 

these experiments the equipment was not fined with an anti-rebound device and 

consequently for non-penetrating impacts each impact event was in reality a series of 

blows of decaying magnitude. A series of experiments on low energy impact machine 

which is described later showed that the subsequent impacts produce no additional 

damage over and above that caused by the initial blow. The typical force-time, energy

time, velocity-time, displacement-time, and force-displacement curves for non penetrating 

impact obtained by CEAST are shown in figure 3.22. 
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Figure 3.22 - Typical F-t, E-t, V -t, and F-x curves for non- penetrating impact obtained 

using CEAST, a) force-time, b) energy-time, c) velocity-time, d) displacement-time. e) 

force-displacement. 
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3.3.2 - Calibration Qf The CEAST Load Cell 

It is essential that the instrumented striker signal be a good analog of the time dependent 

interaction force between the striker and the specimen. The idealised calibration procedure 

should be one utilising a dynamic technique. Dynamic calibration of an instrumented 

striker can be performed with the low blow elastic impact test (31). It has been argued 

(29) that because load is being equated to the results of strain-gauge signals for elastic 

strains, and elastic properties are relatively strain-rate independent, static loads and 

dynamic loads will produce the same strain gauge signals. The semiconductor strain 

gauges used on the CEAST apparatus are small in size and have a high gauge factor 

compared to the ordinary wire or foil resistance gauges. A primary requirement in 

dynamic tests is for gauges to exhibit a high signal to noise ratio, therefore such 

transducers are ideally suitable. The calibration was carried out statically and the 

procedure was as follows: 

1 - The reset key on the panel 65557/002 (fig. 3.23) was switched off and kept off 

during calibration. 

2 - The' Trigger level' knob was set to the highest value. 

3 - The ' Range ' selector knob was set to desired full scale value. 

4 - The striker was loaded by a special calibration device (fig. 3.24) and the load was 

measured by means of a load measuring ring. 
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Figure 3.23 - AFS MK3 fractoscope 

5 - The' Gain Steps' and ' Gain Fine' knobs on the panel were adjusted to read an 

display the same value of the load applied on the striker. 

6 - ' Gain Steps' and ' Gain Fine' values were recorded. 

7 - Load remo ed and the zero was readjusted by means of the ' zero' knob. 

~ .... - .. 4 d 5 repeat d. 
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3.24 - The load measuring ring used for calibration ofCEA T load cell. 
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9 - The load was removed. 

10 - IT the digital display did not show the zero value, the zero was readjusted by the zero 

knob, and if it was necessary the steps 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 were repeated. 

11 - Calibration procedure was repeated for different' Range' values as needed. 

After calibration was completed, the I Range ' was set to the values which have been 

obtained during calibration. These values at the time of tests were as follows: 

Range (DaJ4) 1910 955 382 191 95.5 

Steps 1 2 5 10 20 

Fine 686.8 680.8 692.6 692.6 692.6 

Zero 882.6 882.6 879 872.6 876.6 

Errors might arise during calibration from the faulty load measuring ring or the operators 

misreading of the value of deflection of the ring or subsequent reading of the load from 

the calibration curve of the ring. The load measuring ring might be faulty due to pointers 

of the dial gage which have been bent or that dirt has increased the friction. In the case of 

friction the value of load measured is lower than the actual ones. In any case since impact 

data are used as a comparative base, therefore the source of error in calibration exists in 

all the impact tests and will not affect the conclusions driven from the impact data. 
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3.3.3 - The Low Ener2Y Impact Test R i 2 

The low energy impact machine (fig. 3.25) which was built at Queen Mary and Westfield 

College is very similar to the CEAST equipment It employs a lower impacting mass (3.96 

Kg) instead of (19.336 Kg) and has a device that captures the impacter if it rebounds from 

the specimen which therefore is subjected to a single blow. An insttumented striker the 

same as the one which has been employed by CEAST with lower capacity (9.55 KN 

instead of 19.1 KN) has been fixed in the low energy impact machine. The same data 

processing routines as CEAST is used. With the existing tower impact tests with velocities 

up to 2.7 ms-1 can be carried out. The size of the striker head and the support are exactly the 

same as CEAST. 

3.3.4 - The Cambrid2e Impact Test R i 2, 

The impact machine which was used at Cambridge was a servo hydraulic testing machine 

made by the Cranfield Institute of Technology (fig. 3.26). The machine has a hydraulic nun 

which travels upward at speed of 1 - 5 ms- l and has a load cell at the top with a capacity of 

200 KN. Data was recorded using a Gould Os 4035 digital, 2 channel storage oscilloscope. 

In order to be able to compare the impact results with the results which were obtained by 

the CEAST rig, a support with the same size was built and fixed to the moving ram (fig. 

3.27) and a striker with the same head size (20 mm) was built and fixed to the stationary 

load cell. The striker was made in two pieces in order to overcome any alignment problems 

and to enable various striker heads to be accommodated (fig. 3.28). 

Unlike the CEAST impact machine, the energy imparted to the specimen is so high that the 

impact velocity may be assumed to remain unchanged during the test. Therefore, the impact 

test is performed at a constant velocity. The oscilloscope can be connected to an X-Y 
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igure 3.25 - QMW low energy impact machine. 
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Figure 3.26 - Cambridge test rig. 

3.27 - upport used for Cambridge impact machine. 
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Figure 3.28 - Striker designed and used with the Cambridge test rig. 

recorder and the force-displacement may be obtained after the test. One of the problems 

with the Cambridge test rig is that at high impact velocities (more than 3 ms-
I
) the 

background noise is so high that it affects the force displacement curve and make th 

r ading of the curve more difficult. Figure 3.29 shows a typical force displacement 

obtain d by Cambridge te t rig at 1 ms- I and 5 ms-
I
. 
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3.4 - Slow Indentation Tests 

Slow indentation tests were carried out for three different purposes: 

1 - To compare the load - deflection curves given by slow tests and impact tests to 

assess if any rate effects are operative. 

2 - To assess the work done in defonning the steel layer in the macrocomposite 

during impact. 

3 - To compare the profile of deflection of slow indentation tests and impact tests. 

4 - To determine the onset of damage. 

In order to achieve the above purposes an indenter and a support which reproduced the 

loading configuration during impact was mounted onto a conventional tension

compression test machine (SCHENK TREBEL Machine) and tests performed at a cross 

head speed of 3 mm/min (fig. 3.30a). In order to obtain the profile of deflection of the 

specimen during the test, a transducer was mounted under the specimen in the SCHENK 

TREBEL Machine. By moving the transducer along the radius, the profile of deflection was 

plotted by an X -Y recorder linked directly to the transducer (fig. 3 .30b). 

3.5 - Residual Tensile and Compressive Stren2th of Dama2ed Composites 

after Impact 

Residual strength is a good criterion of the amount of damage induced in the specimen 

during impact. The specimens for tensile and compression after impact need to be large 

enough to contain the damage in the gauge section, and therefore for subsequent 

compression testing the specimens have to be stabilised against buckling. At the present 

time there are numerous anti-buckling devices and each laboratory has developed its own as 

required. The two anti buckling devices which were designed for this work are shown in 

figures 3.32 and 7.13. The post impact compression tests were performed using plate 

samples 60 x 100 mrn to allow the use of the anti buckling frame (fig. 3.32) and 55 x 89 
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mm to allow the use of the QMW miniaturised compression after impact test rig. This 

fixture is a scaled down version of the "Boeing" test fixture which itself the basis of current 

ASTM, SACMA and Airbus standards. Both residual tensile and compressive strength 

tests were perfonned on SCHENK TREBEL Machine at a cross-head speed of 1 mm/min 

(fig. 3.31). 
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Fi~ 3.30a - Slow indentation test rig. 
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3.30b - Indenter Support, and transducer used in slow test. 
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3.31 - chenk TREBEL machine with compression cage used for compr Ion 

t. 
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3.32 - Anti buckling frame used in the present work. 
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3.6 - Dama~e Detection and Assessment 

Damage in the impacted specimens were monitored by different methods of destructive and 

non destructive techniques. Dye penetrating, X-ray radiography, scanning electron 

microscopy and optical microscopy were used during the course of the research 

programme. These techniques have been described in the following sections. 

3.6.1 - Dye Penetratin~ Technique 

After impact, the specimens were sectioned into halves by a hacksaw with a fine blade. 

The sectioned surfaces were then very carefully polished and cleaned to be free from grease 

and dust. The penetrant (ARDROX 996P) was sprayed onto the polished surface and left 

for about 15 minutes, the surplus penetrant was then removed and developer (ARDROX 

9D6) sprayed and the cracks were inspected. 

3.6.2 - Optical Microscopy 

Impact generates larger areas of matrix cracking, fibre fracture and delamination. Optical 

microscopy is a technique which gives a lot of information about the nature of the damage, 

and makes it possible to distinguish between the many forms of damage. 

In order to examine the specimens under the microscope, the damaged specimens were cut 

in half and carefully ground and polished with diamond abrasive. The cracking within the 

composite was subsequently examined with a REICHERT microscope and photographed 

using an OM-2 Olympus camera. 
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3.6.3 - Scannin2 Electron Microscope (SEM) 

A scanning electron microscope was used to study the interaction of the cracks, with the 

individual microstructural elements and the fibres. All specimens were taken from the 

damaged area and were polished, then coated by carbon sputting. The specimens were then 

mounted on a solid base and placed on the operating stage of the microscope. All relevant 

information was recorded on photographic film using the appropriate camera attachment 

Although not used extensively in this programme, the SEM is particularly useful for 

observing fibre pull-out and fibre-matrix debonding, damage mechanisms not readily 

detected by the other techniques. 

3.6.4 - Ultrasonic C-scan 

All post impact compression speclmens were C-scanned uSlng a Physical Acoustics 

Corporation machine (fig. 3.33). The machine consisted of a 5 MHz flat transducer which 

generated the ultrasound waves. Pulse echo testing was used whereby the transducer acts 

as the pulsar and receiver and the ultrasound waves are reflected off a glass plate at the 

bottom of the tank. The received signals were then amplified before display on a computer 

display. The signals received were then accumulated as the transducer passes over the test 

specimen and the entire image of the test piece displayed. The degree of damage in the 

specimen, as denoted by any loss in the ultrasound received is shown by a colour band 

scale. The C-scan machine was calibrated by using a stepped aluminium block with flat 

bottomed holes drilled in it (fig. 3.34). This was placed in the tank and then scanned by 

incrementing the rectified gain, attenuation and damping until the image matched that of the 

manufacture's calibration file (fig. 3.35) which showed the holes and steps at a specific 

depth and colour intensity and had identical attenuation levels. Acoustics unit had a 5 MHz 

flat probe which both acted as the transmitter and receiver. The tank was set up for double 

through transmission where the ultrasound is reflected from a glass plate below the 
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specimen an received through an electronic gate. this information was passed to a computer 

storage device which built up the images on a 1 mm spaced grid. 
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Figure 3.33 - Physical Acoustics Corporation C scan machine. 

Fi ure 3.34 - Aluminium calibration block. 
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Figure 3.35 - Calibration file. 
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Chapter 4 

Response of SMC to Low ener2Y impact. hi2h ener2Y impact and Slow 

Indentation test 

4 -1 Introduction 

107 

This chapter contains the results obtained from testing SMC on its own, both at high and 

low speed under similar loading regimes to those used subsequently for testing SMC

metal macrocomposites. The objective of the work reported here was to obtain an 

understanding of the behaviour of SMC as a reference for subsequent interpretation of 

macrocomposi te properties. 

4 - 2 Response of SMC to low ener2Y impact 

For the purpose of this work, the term low energy impact was defined as the impact tests 

where the incident energy of the striker was less than that required to penetrate the 

specimen completely. The impact response of SMC to low energy impact was 

investigated using both the CEAST and the QMW impact machines. The investigation 

concentrated on establishing the effects of testing and sample variables on impact 

behaviour. Factors such as sample thickness, impact velocity and incident energy were 

considered. 

Force time curves for non-penetrating impact had similar forms irrespective of the 

thickness. Typical force-time (F-t) curves for a non-penetrating impact that was sufficient 

to cause damage for 4 mm and 8 mm SMC are shown in figure 4.1. The general shape of 

force-time curves consists of an initial steep rise portion followed by a transition to a 

curve of lower slope before a maximum is reached. 
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A typical trace of energy-time (E-t) obtained from such a low energy impact is shown in 

figure 4.2. The energy rose steadily to a peak value that corresponded to the kinetic 

energy of the striker (incident energy) immediately prior to impact The point of 

maximum energy absorption did not necessarily correspond to the point of maximum 

force, but always coincided with the maximum deflection as shown in figure 4.2. 1be 

reason for this can be explained by the figure 4.3. As it is shown in figure 4.3 the 

velocity at the maximum force is not zero, therefore there is more energy available to 

drive the striker into the material which increases the displacement and the energy 

absorbed by the specimen. After this point specimens exhibited a degree of elastic 

recovery and the energy absorbed fell somewhat, levelling out at a value equal to the total 

energy absorbed by the system during the impact event 

A typical force-deflection curve for low energy impact is shown in figure 4.4. The shape 

of the curve up to the maximum force is similar to the force-time curve except it is 

followed by a period of unloading and partial elastic recovery with a pennanent deflection 

after unloading. By performing impacts with incident energies above and below the 

energy absorbed by specimens at the initial peak force (Pi) in figure 4.4, it was 

detemlined that the initial peak corresponded to crack initiation on the face of the 

specimen opposite to the impacted surface. Apart from a slight dent on the impacted 

surface which is due to very low area of contact at the early stage of loading, no damage 

was detected in specimens sectioned and examined after loading to a lower level. This 

initial peak is subsequently referred to as the transition force, indicating the onset of 

damage in the material. 

For specimens of equal thickness, the transition force (Pi) did not change (subject to 

slight scatter) with increasing impact energy and therefore velocity, but the maximum 

force did (fig. 4.5). The force-time curves of three SMC specimens of similar thickness 

(nominally 4 mm) subjected to a range of impact velocities are shown in figure 4.5. The 

development of damage with increasing impact energy of 4 mm thickness of SMC is 

shown in figure 4.6. All the damage appeared to be constrained well within the 

boundaries of the test suppon ril.llt indicated by the circular marking on the specimen. 

--~------~ 
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Figure 4.5 - Force-time curves for SMC, thickness 4 ron1, for impact at 1, 1.5 and 2 m/s. 
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The force-deflection curves corresponding to the force-time curves shown in 4.5 are 

shown in figure 4.7. It is apparent that each specimen followed the same loading curve at 

frrst. Subsequently however, the individual curves followed different paths as the 

material underwent a stage where an increase in deflection was accompanied by a 

decrease in load. The effect of impact speed being to alter the maximum force and the 

rebound point. As the incident energy increases the separation between the peak force and 

the rebound point increases which is an indication of more damage in the specimen. 

The energy (Ei) corresponding to the transition load (Pi) which is shown in figure 4.4 is 

very small. This is the energy which is required to initiate damage on the surface opposite 

to impacted surface. For specimens of equal thickness the transition energy (Ei) is 

effectively independent of the impact velocities (fig. 4.8). Specimens which were 

subjected to incident energies less than the transition energy, did not show any sign of 

damage and the force-time curves were quite symmetric as shown in figure 4.9. When 

the incident energy reached the level of the transition energy, the force-time was no 

longer symmetric and damage in the form of very tiny cracks at the surface opposite to 

the impacted surface was observed. The force-time curve corresponding to the incident 

energies in the vicinity of the level of the transition energy is shown in figure 4.10. Due 

to the insufficient incident energy and absorption of most of the incident energy during 

the damage initiation process the second peak after the transition load is lower than (Pi)' 

Increasing the level of incident energy caused more damage in the specimen and also 

increased the value of the second peak which is the maximum load (P max) during impact 

(figs. 4.11 and 4.12). 
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Figure 4.7 - Force-deflection curves for SMC, thickness 4 mm, for impact at 1, 1.5 and 

2 m/s. 
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4 - 3 Response of SMC to Hil:h Enerey Impact _ 

For the purpose of this study the tenn high energy impact was defined as the impact tests 

where the incident energy of the striker was more than the penetration energy, therefore 

all the tested specimens were perforated. The impact response of SMC to high energy 

impact was investigated using both the CEAST machine and the impact machine at 

Cambridge university. 

A typical CEAST force-time (F-t) curve for a penetrating impact is shown in figure 4.13. 

The general shape of the force-time curve is similar to the one of non-penetrating impact 

which consists of an initial steep rise portion followed by a transition to a curve of lower 

slope before a maximum is reached. The energy-time curve for penetrating impact (fig. 

4.14) is not similar to the one of non-penetrating impact (fig. 4.2). The energy rose 

steadily with a gradual decrease in the slope with no fall in the energy absorbed. 

The force-deflection curves obtained using CEAST and the impact machine at Cambridge 

university were the same and were similar to the corresponding force time curves (fig. 

4.15). Since penetration took place, there was no rebound point. SMC specimens which 

were subjected to high energy impact exhibited a common failure mode, irrespective of 

specimen thickness, figure 4.16. The damaged zone consisted of a central hole 

surrounded by hinged, triangular flaps of material. All of the damage appeared to be 

constrained well within the boundaries of the test support ring, indicated by the circular 

marking on the specimen. The SMC was severely damaged in the vicinity of the hole, 

exhibiting extensive fibre and resin microcracking and delamination. 
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4 - 4 The effect of thickness and incident ener2Y on peak force, 

transition load and absorbed ener2Y. 
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It was mentioned earlier that, for SMC specunens of equal thickness, peak force 

increased with incident energy up to the point when through penetration was achieved. 

After this point was reached an increase in incident energy did not result in any further 

increase in the peak force (fig. 4.17). Both the transition load and peak load (for 

perforated specimens) showed a linear relationship with the square of thickness as shown 

in figures 4.18 and 4.19. 

The total energy absorbed by SMC specimens is shown in figure 4.20 as a function of 

the incident energy. Each thickness exhibited a linear relationship between these energy 

terms up until reaching a plateau corresponding to total penetration of the specimen by the 

impactor. The linear portion of the curve did not pass through the origin as a certain finite 

elastic energy had to be supplied to the material before energy could be permanently 

absorbed by fracture processes. This elastic energy threshold was very small compared to 

the total energy that could be absorbed by irreversible fracture processes and increased 

with specimen thickness. The relation between maximum energy absorbed and thickness 

is shown in figure 4.21. It is apparent from these results that increasing the impact 

velocity and incident energy beyond a certain level had no effect on the amount of energy 

absorbed by the material and no effect on the fracture appearance as shown in figure 

7.30, chapter 7. The maximum energies absorbed by SMC were 22 J, 58 J, 98 J, and 

152 J for 2,4, 6, and 8 mm sheet respectively. 
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Figure 4.14 - Energy-time curve for SMC, thickness 4 mm, after complete penetration. 
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Figure 4.15 Force-deflection curve for SMC, thickness 4 mm, after complete 

penetration, top CEAST, bottom Cambridge. 
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Figure 4.16 - SMC specimen after complete penetration. 
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Figure 4.18 - Peak force when complete penetration takes place as a function of 

(thickness)2. Error bars denote standard deviation. 
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4.5 Response of SMC to different imoact yelocities at a constant incident 

eneq:y. 

In a drop weight test, the incident energy is usually increased by increasing the height at a 

constant weight. If the weight of the striker is reduced, the same incident energy can be 

obtained at higher striker height (higher velocities). In order to see whether there is any 

difference in the behaviour of the SMC specimens subjected to the same value of incident 

energy but at different impact velocities, 4 mm SMC specimens were subjected to 21.7 

joules incident energy at impact velocities of 1.23, 1.5 and 2.57 mls. The corresponding 

masses of the strikers were 28.4, 19.32 and 1:,.57 Kg respectively. 

The impact tests at constant incident energy where the weight of the striker was varied as 

well as the drop height, did not exhibit any differences as is illustrated by figure 4.22. 

4 - 6 Response of SMC to Slow Indentation Test 

Slow indentation tests on SMC showed that the general shape of the load deflection 

curves are similar to those of impact (fig. 4.23). The transition loads are identical to those 

obtained from the impact tests. This indicates a rate-insensitivity of the material. 

Examination of the slow test specimens loaded below the transition point, showed no 

visible damage through the thickness and at the tensile surface (fig. 4.9). Cracks were 

initiated at the tensile surface at the transition point. 

Slow indentation tests clearly showed (fig. 4.23) that the peak force and total energy 

absorbed were less than those obtained during impact.. A typical profile of deflection 

obtained during slow tests at loads below the transition load is shown in figure 4.24. 
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The profile is symmetric about the axes passing through the tup. When the specimen was 

unloaded, the transducer indicated that the specimen had gone back to its original position 

and there was no deflection. 
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Figure 4.22 - Force deflection curve for three SMC specimens of common thickness 

impacted at constant energy but differing velocities. 
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Figure 4.23 - Comparison of the load-displacement curves from a slow indentation test 

and an impact test for 4 mm SMC. 
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Figure 4.24 - Profile of deflection during slow test for 4 mm SMC specimen which 

shows the profile is symmetric about the axes passing through the tup. 
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4 - 7 Prediction of the load - deflection of SMC specimens by the Energy 

Balance method. Theory of Bendin~ and Finite Element Analysis. 

4 - 7.1 Introduction 

In designing SMC structures for impact resistance it is necessary to understand the 

stresses which are generated during impact. Knowing the value and disoibution of 

stresses makes it possible to reinforce the weak points and improve the impact resistance 

significantly. An analysis of stress in an impacted specimen is also a good tool for 

explaining the events during impact. For example, finite element analysis was used in this 

work to explain why more damage is built up in SMC with a layer of stainless steel. 

In the following sections some of the techniques which are used for composite materials 

are employed and particular attention is given to finite element analysis. All of the models 

used assumed that the material is perfectly elastic and therefore they were valid up to the 

damage threshold. 

4 - 7.2 The Energy Balance Method. 

The impact response of SMC specimens was predicted by considering the deformations 

shown in figure 4.25. The energy of the impacter is accommodated mainly in flexural and 

contact deformations up to the point of initial fracture. At the point of contact, the plate 

undergoes the Hertzian contact deformation a., as well as plate bending deformation o. 
The HeItezian force-deformation relationship for the contact problem is (76): 

(1) 

whereas the force-deflection relationship for a plate subjected to a concentrated load will 

be of the form (127): 

(2) 
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where subscripts c and p refer to the contact problem and plate bending respectively and 

K is the spring constant for the plate. 

The energy balance for the system can be written as: 

Substitution of 1 and 2 into 3 and evaluation of the integral yields: 

.!mv2 = .!K82 + 2 nat (4) 
2 2 5 

Finally combining 1,2, and 4 and noting Pc = P P = P we obtain (44): 

1 1 p2 2 pt 
-mv2 =-(-)+-(-2) 
2 2 K 5 n3 

(5) 

where: 

(6) 

K = 41CE2t
3 

3(1-112 )(3 + 112)R; 
(7) 

where: 

p = Pc = P p applied force 

(l contact deformation 

o plate deflection 

nand K constants which can be calculated from equations 6 and 7 

m mass of the striker 

v impact velocity 
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Figure 4.25 - Local and overall deformation of flexible target. 
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nand K can be calculated from equations 6 and 7 respectively by substituting the values 

of: 

E} = 210 GPa, E2 = 13.7 GPa, ~} = 0.3, ~2 = 0.3, R} = 10 mm, R2 = 20 mm 

and t = 4 mm (source, experimental results in chapter 3 and standard data 

sheets). 

into equations 6 and 7. Knowing the values of K and n, it is possible to plot force

deflection curve by calculating a. and 8 from equations 1 and 2. Since the deflection of 

the impact machine is the deflection of the striker, therefore the sum of a. and 8 is taken 
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as the deflection of the specimen. A comparison of the force-deflection curve calculated 

from equations 1 and 2 and the experimental impact force - deflection curves are shown 

in figure 4.26. 

By using the energy balance outlined in equation 5, assuming no damage, it is possible to 

estimate the variation of impact force with impact velocity. Calculating a value of n, by 

substituting the following values in equation 6 and value of K from equation 7, the value 

El = 210 GPa, E2 = 13.7 GPa, ~1 = 0.3, J.l2 = 0.3, Rl = 10 mm, R2 = 20 mm 

and t =4mm 

of impact velocity and incident energy which can generate a given impact force can be 

determined from equation 5. The relationship between the impact force as a function of 

impact velocity is shown in figure 4.27. The estimated values are shown as a continuous 

line. The curve is correct if no damage occurs. Therefore, the plotted line can be used to 

determine the impact velocity at a given impact force. 

Although the energy balance model overestimates the stiffness, its agreement with the 

experimental data is satisfactory. The deviation of experimental data from theoretical 

prediction above a transition load is because of inelastic deformation of the specimen. 

Having the value of force generated during impac4 the maximum pressure (qrnax) and the 

pressure distribution qx,y can be obtained from the following equations: 

a = 3P 
;n(L1( 2 

21ta 

The distribution of tensile, compressive and shear stresses in the specimen due to surface 

pressure can be obtained by the equations developed by Love (128). 
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The maximum tensile, compressive, and shear stresses (aT' aC ' and as respectively) 

that occur in the specimen as shown in figure 2.10 can be determined from the following 

equations: 
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Figure 4.26 - Comparison between the load-deflection of the fmite element model, energy 

balance method 
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Figure 4.27 - Comparison between peak force-incident energy curve of energy balance 

method and experiment. 
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4 • 7.3 Theory of Bendin2 of Plates 

Theory of bending of plates was also used to investigate the impact response of SMC. As 

it was discussed in details in chapter two, drop weight impact testing is basically the 

bending of a plate which has been supported on a circular annulus and loaded at the 

centre. For a plate of thickness (t), simply supported on a ring of radius (a) and loaded 

centrally over a very small central circular area of radius ro (fig. 4.28), has a deflection 

(Y) given at any point (r) by the equation (79): 

where 

W = applied load 

E = Young's modulus 

J..L =poisson's ratio 

Deflection is maximum at the centre of the plate, where r=O. Maximum deflection is 

calculated from: 

y = W.a
2 

• 3 + J1 
max 16 nD 1 + J1 
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w 

a 

Figure 4.28 - Centrally loaded plate over a very small central circular area. 

The simple plate bending theory, assumes that (a) the shear stresses created in the plate 

upon bending are negligible and (b) that the plate is deflected by a small amount, such 

that the central deflection is less than half the specimen thickness (79). In this model no 

consideration is given to possible localised indentation in the region of the striker tip. 

At r = 0, My (radial bending moment) is maximum and its value can be calculated from 

the following equation (79). 

M r = ~ [( 1 + ,u ) In a, + 1] 
4n '. 

': = ~1.6'; + t2 
- O.675t 

" =, • • 

if 

if 

'. < O.5t 

'. > O.5t 

Radial stress can be found from the moment My by the following expression: 
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Typical results of load-maximum deflection for 4 mm SMC which have been calculated 

using the theory of bending is shown in figure 4.26. These results are based on the 

following properties of SMC plate: 

E = 13.7 GPa 

t=4mm 

a=20mm 

The theory of bending is in good agreement with experiment at very small deflections. As 

the deflection increases the deviation between experiment and theory becomes larger. 

This is due to the inherent nature of the theory which assumes that the material is 

perfectly elastic and isotropic. 

4 - 7.4 Finite Element Stress Analysis 

The LUSAS finite element stress analysis package was used to predict the response of 

SMC to impact. Impact is a dynamic problem and a dynamic solution should ideally be 

used. However, as the load deflection curves for slow indentation tests and impact tests 

are nearly similar, a static stress analysis may be employed with confidence that the 

results would approximate the real situation. Due to the symmetry of the system it was 

only necessary to analyse half of the plate. The two dimensional, axisymmetric, finite 

element model used to analyse the impact test is shown in figure 4.29. The unsupported 

radius of the specimen was 20 mm and the thickness of the plate was 4 mm, which was 

divided into eight node, axisymmetric elements (QAX8) and comprised of 208 such 

elements. Since the stresses are higher at the impact point finer elements were chosen in 

this area as shown in figure 4.29. 

The nodes and elements need to be numbered in as ordered a way as possible so as to 

simplify data input. Figure 4.30 shows the order that the eight nodes of the QAX8 

element has been numbered together with the order of part of the generated mesh. 
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20mm .,,~~ - --.. 
- 30mm -

Figure 4.29 - Finite element model. 

Point of Impact 
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8 I~ • 4 

4 12 20 28 36 44 52 60 

3 11 19 27 35 43 51 59 -1 2 3 2 10 18 26 34 42 50 58 

QAX8 1 9 17 25 33 41 49 57 

Figure 4.30 - The node order and the element order of the finite element model. 

Since the indenter has a hemispherical tip, the contact pressure is time dependent and is 

not unifonn over the area of contact (fig. 4.31). 
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Indenter Distribution of contact pressure 

/ 

TARGET 

Figure 4.31 - Distribution of the contact pressure. 

Therefore concentrated loading was not used and the method of applying load was via 

prescribed displacement. In this method the displacement of some of the nodes are 

provided in the data file and the finite element programme calculates the equivalent load 

which causes this amount of displacement. 

For different maximum deflections corresponding loads were calculated. Having the 

values of load and deflection, a load-deflection curve can be plotted. Figure 4.26 shows 

the comparison between the load deflection of the finite element model and the 

experiment. Finite element analysis overestimates the load, but the experimental data is 

satisfactory up to a transition load. Since the available LUSAS package could only deal 

with elastic problems and the SMC plate deformed inelastically after the transition load, 

the deviation between experimental data and finite element prediction became larger. The 

plotting facilities of LUSAS package made it possible to plot deformed mesh, profile of 

deflection and contours of stresses and strains. Figure 4.32 shows 
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region of high stress as defined by the stress contours on the finite element mesh. High 

stresses are built up at the point of contact with the striker and in the centre of the 

surface opposite to the impacted surface. 

The deformed mesh which has been superimposed upon the undeformed mesh is shown 

in figure 4.33. The comparison between the profile of deflection obtained with finite 

element package and slow test is shown in figure 4.34. 

o 
/' 

Support 

Impact point 

I 
l 

o 
Support 

Figure 4.32 - Contours of stress in 4 mm SMC shows areas of high stresses during 

impact. 

Figure 4.33 - Deformed mesh which has been superimposed upon the undeformed 

mesh. 
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Figure 4.34 - Comparison between the deflection at the back of specimen of slow test and 

fmite element result. 

4 - 8 Dama2e Detection Technigues 

4 - 8.1 Dye oenetratin2 Technique 

The specimens which were slightly damaged by impact, on which the damage was not 

clear on either surface (impacted surface and the surface opposite) were sprayed with 

penetrant and left for about 15 minutes. Surplus penetrant was then removed and 

developer sprayed. The dye penetrant was also used when the specimens were sectioned 

into halves and polished. Figure 4.35 shows the very fine cracks which form on the 

periphery of the area of striker contact with 4 mm SMC which were not visible before 

applying dye penetrant. 
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L2 

Figure 4.35 - Cracks on the periphery of the area of contact of the striker with 4 mm 

SMC which has been highlighted by dye penetrating method. 

4 - 8.2 Optical Microscopy 

Optical mIcroscopy was found to be the best technique which yields a lot of 

information about the nature of the damage. As fully described in chapter 3, the 

damaged specimens were cut in half and carefully ground and polished with diamond 

abrasive and subsequently examined under a REICHERT microscope and 

photographed using an OM-2 Olympus camera. This technique reveals the 

delamination cracks and through thickness damage very clearly as shown in figure 

4.36. 
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Figure 4.36 - Micrograph of 4 mm SMC which has been subjected to impact. 

4 - 9 Discussion 

From the experimental results it was found that the failure of SMC occurs in two stages. 

The first is associated with reverse surface crack initiation and second with tup 

penetration through the plate. The transition load on the force-time curve (fig. 4.1) is 

associated with the initiation of cracks on the underside of the impact specimen. Once this 

occurs the thickness is effectively reduced (compliance is increased) and subsequently 

events reflect a modified sample geometry. Relating the transition load on the force-time 

curve obtained during impact to the onset of damage in glass reinforced plastics can also 

be found in the work of Trubshaw (129) and Detorres (130). SMC is a non

homogeneous material and consists of resin rich and fibre rich areas (fig. 4.37). 

Examination of the SMC specimens which had been subjected to low energy impact with 

incident energies corresponding to the transition load suggests that initial failure may be 

governed in the resin rich surface. This is what one would expect in a flexed plate impact 

te t where a resin rich surface sees the largest biaxial tensile stre ses. Detorres (130) 

tate that the fIrSt crack is a function of the resin composition only. Therefore it may be 

ugge ted that the type of reinforcement in GFRP does not play any role in the initiation 

of damage during impact and force and energy corresponding to the initiation of damage 
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is only a function of the resin composition. The continued increase in load after the 

transition load is associated with the presence of the glass fibres which inhibit 

catastrophic brittle type failure and the geometry of the tup which impose a stress 

distribution on the specimen that is both non-uniform and time dependent (fig. 4.31). 

The energies associated with crack initiation are very small compared to the total absorbed 

energies. For example for 4 mm thick SMC the energy required to initiate damage is less 

than one joule whereas the total energy absorbed by the specimen is 58 joules. This may 

seriously affect the application of SMC unless it can be shown that the residual properties 

such as tensile and compressive strength are not affected by the initiation of damage in the 

specimen and will be sufficient to meet the design requirement 

Fortunately that is the case and the post impact tension and compression tests which are 

discussed later in chapter 7 shows that the residual tensile and compressive strength 

remain unchanged when the specimens are subjected to incident energies which are just 

enough to initiate damage in the specimen. However it should be emphasised that when 

SMC specimens are subjected to a cyclic load condition (fatigue), the effect of tiny cracks 

and slight damage should be fully investigated. Cracks associated with initiation of 

damage do not affect the static properties but under the cyclic load they might grow and 

reach a critical length which subsequently results in catastrophic failure. 

The nature of the cracking pattern in a laminate is to some extent governed by the 

thickness and therefore stiffness of the specimen. Thin specimens tend to defonn 

extensively under the impactor and cracking initiates as transverse cracks near or at the 

tensile surface (84). These cracks subsequently connect via a network of delaminations 

and shear cracks. If the laminate is thick and stiff, then deflection under the impactor is 

reduced but higher contact stresses are generated and fracture initiates as compressive 

cracks under the impactor itself (41). Once again, these cracks propagate and connect via 
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delaminations and shear cracks. The exact thickness required to define a transition point 

from one mode of failure to another will be dependQUlt on the strengths and stiffness of 

the material under the specific loading conditions. In composites a single failure mode is 

not always observed and frequently compressive top surface damage may accompany a 

failure that is predominantly flexural in its character. SMC within the range of thicknesses 

tested always failed in flexure with cracks originating at the tensile surface although 

thicker specimens had more indentation at the impacted surface. 

Tests on a conventional tensile test machine (SCHENK) at slower velocities showed that 

there is very little difference in the mode of failure of SMC at slow speeds (1 mm / min) 

and impact speeds (typically from 1-5 m/s) and this is reflected in a similar force 

deflection, at least up until the onset of extensive damage (fig. 4.23). As it is shown in 

figure 4.23, after the transition point, the load required to produce a certain amount of 

deflection is higher in an impact test than a slow test. Therefore the specimens tested in 

impact absorb more energy on complete rupture than specimens tested slowly. 

The photograph of the damaged specimens at different impact velocities and therefore 

energies (fig. 4.6), showed that the damage zone is uniformly spread around the point of 

impact, however, the shape is not as regular as one might expect. The reason is the 

inherent inhomogenity of the SMC materials. The damage zone increases non-linearly 

with impact velocity. Examination of the damaged specimens revealed that the damage is 

a combination of local indentation (fig. 4.38), cracks on the front and back surface (fig. 

4.39), internal fibre-matrix interface cracks (fig. 4.40) and delamination cracks (fig. 

4.36). It was generally recognised that due to the presence of several damage modes 

which were observed on the impacted specimens, a combination of non-destructive 

techniques and optical microscopy is required to characterise the damage. Dye

penetration and optical microscopy were the most useful technique employed. 

All the non-penetrating impacts, which were carried out using the CEAST impact 

machine, were in reality a series of blows of decaying magnitude. The reason was that at 
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the time of these experiments the equipment was not fitted with an anti-rebound device. 

Figure 4.37 - Optical micrograph of a polished section showing the microstructure of 

SMC (X 400). 

The question might be asked as to whether the damage on the specimen is caused by just 

the initial blow or if the subsequent blows also contribute. The assumption was made that 

the subsequent impacts produce no additional damage over and above caused by the 

initial blow. This assumption was later verified in a series of experiments using the QMW 

impact machine which had been fitted with an anti-rebound device in order to en ure that 

the pecimen wa subjected to a single blow. In this experiment SMC pecimen (4 mm 

thick) were ubjected to several impacts at particular incident energie and the force-time 

curve for each blow wa obtained. The force-time curves of 4 mm SMC which ha been 
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subjected to incident energy below the damage threshold are shown in figure 4.41. As it 

is seen, there is no difference between these two force-time curves which is an indication 

that the specimen has not been changed after the fifth blow. In another experiment 6 rmn 

thick SMC was subjected to impact using CEAST impact machine at incident energy 

higher than required to initiate damage in the specimen. Since the CEAST machine is not 

fitted with an anti rebound device the specimen was subjected to a series of blows. The 

time base was chosen long enough to record the force-time of the second blow (fig. 

4.42). The same specimen was impacted for the second time at incident energy 

corresponding to the energy of the second blow. Then, the specimen was examined 

visually and no further damage was observed. 

Results of the tests using the CEAST and the Cambridge test rig showed that both yield 

the same force-deflection curves (fig. 4.15). These results may suggest that as long as the 

test and specimen geometry are the same and calibration of the load cell are correct the 

dart impact (drop weight, servo hydraulic machines) generate similar data and the results 

can be compared without any problem. Comparison of the CEAST (unclamped) and 

Cambridge results (clamped) showed that the clamped and unclamped specimens (fig. 

4.15) yield similar results. One would expect that clamped specimens show more brittle 

behaviour due to material constraint by clamping and the change in the stress field. 

This would be the case for ductile materials, but SMC is brittle from the outset 

The peak force and the absorbed energy for each thickness of SMC tested, increased with 

increasing incident energy where the specimens were not ruptured, but level off after the 

specimens were completely ruptured (figs. 4.17 and 4.20). The load at complete 

penetration increased with thickness non-linearly with a possible thickness squared 

dependence in evidence in figure 4.18. The load results seems to agree with the elastic 

prediction that the bending stresses in a flat plate increase linearly with the ratio of load 

divided by the square of the thickness (79). 
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Figur 4.38 - Impact damage on SMC in the form of indentation on the impacted id . 
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Figur 4.39 - Crack hich are fonned during impact on the ten ile and compr 

id ofth MC p cimens. 
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Figur 4.40 - Scanning electron micrographs of damaged surface of MC hich ha 

b n ubj ct d to drop weight impact show the debonding between the fibr and the 

m tri . 
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Figure 4.41- Force-time curves for a 4 mm SMC specimen which has been subjected to 

a series of low energy impacts, a) first blow b) 5
th 

blow. 
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Figure 4.42 - Force-time CUlVe for 4 mm SMC subjected to a series of blows. 

Each thickness of SMC absorbed a certain amount of energy when complete penetration 

took place. The relationship between absorbed energy and thickness was shown in figure 

4.21. Obviously the energy absorbed by SMC is a function of its composition and also 

the test and the specimen geometry. SMC, like most other composites, absorbs energy 

through delamination, fibre debonding, fibre pullout, matrix cracks etc. Johnson et al 

(131) stated that increasing the glass content is a very effective method of toughening the 

SMC. Increasing the glass content increases the number of interfaces between the fibre 

and the matrix resulting in more fibre matrix debonding and subsequently increasing the 

energy absorbed by SMC. An extensive amount of work at QMW (132) has shown that 

for glass fibre composites, where the specimens are of a similar size to those tested in this 

programme, a master CUlVe can be constructed linking absorbed energy with specimen 

thickness multiplied by volume fraction. The use of the thickness multiplied by volume 

fraction comparator allows for those unavoidable variations such as thickness, volume 

fraction of reinforcement and type of reinforcement which make direct comparisons 
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difficult. A very wide range of glass fibre composites fall on this master curve, 

irrespective of matrix type (thennoset, thennoplastic) and reinforcement type (woven 

fabrics, CSM, un stacks). It is interesting to know that when the maximum energy value 

is plotted against thickness x volume fraction, the data fall within the spread of the results 

of eighteen different GRP constructions (fig. 4.43). 
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Figure 4.43 - Relationship between energy absorbed during through penetration versus 

thickness multiplied by fibre volume fraction for glass fibre composites. Legend: A -

random and woven fibre reinforced thennoset resins. B - Random fibre thennoplastic 

GMT. C - SMC (After Babic et al [132]). 

This suggests that the volume fraction of fibres and thickness of the specimens are the 

most important parameters which affect the toughness of GRP and SMC materials. The 
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energy absorbed for fonnation of delamination cracks have a great contribution to the 

total energy absorbed by SMC. Dhasin (133) states that increasing the thickness of the 

specimen and decreasing the bond strength will promote the delamination cracks and 

therefore increase the total energy absorbed by SMC. Apart from the glass content, 

specimen thickness, and bond strength, the test geometry seems to have an effect on the 

energy absorbed by SMC. Johnson and Lynskey (131) carried out some impact tests 

using support diameters in the range of 50 mm to 100 mm. They stated that within the 

limits of the range of their experiment the diameter of the specimen support had little 

effect upon the energy absorbed by SMC specimens. 

Variation of the drop height and weight of the striker at a constant incident energy 

exhibited similar results (fig. 4.22). This behaviour may be explained by the rate 

insensitivity and brittle nature of SMC. Cessna et al (72) have reached the same 

conclusion. They found that the impact strength of those materials which tend to fail in a 

brittle fashion was relatively independent of drop height or weight variations as long as 

enough energy was available to cause specimen cracking. Those materials which failed 

with considerable ductile deformation exhibited a significant reduction in impact strength 

at higher drop heights (Le., higher velocities). 

To understand the actual mechanism of failure the knowledge of stresses within the 

specimen is needed. Due to a large number of parameters, for example, mass, shape, 

velocity, stress wave and material response of both the projectile and the target a realistic 

analysis of impact stresses in SMC material is an enonnously complicated task. The 

force-time curves, of SMC showed that the initial rise in force from first contact between 

striker and specimen up to the transition load is linear. This together with the result of 

slow test suggested that deformation of SMC up to the transition load is elastic which 

might be described using elastic stress analysis. The behaviour of the material in impact 

and slow tests were the same up to the transition load (fig. 4.23), therefore static stress 
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analyses were employed. 

Most of the theories such as plate bending theory and the energy balance method, which 

were employed in the present work account for test variables such as support, span, and 

specimen thickness but they fail to handle the changes in the contact area of the applied 

force during impact Finite element analyses can overcome this deficiency using 

prescribed displacement The results obtained with the theory of bending of plates, 

energy balance method and LUSAS fmite element package (fig. 4.26) showed that theses 

models give good agreement with the experiment up to the transition load. For a given 

deflection all these theories predict slightly higher loads than the experiment. This is due 

to the assumption made that the SMC is isotropic. In actual fact SMC is only isotropic in

plane and the Young's modulus in the thickness direction is about half of the Young' s 

modulus in the plane of the sheet. Therefore, flexural stiffness of SMC specimens are 

lower than those calculated by the theories which result in force-deflection with higher 

slopes than the experiments (fig. 4.26). In addition to the assumed in-plane isotropy, the 

model does not account for the inhomogeneity of the material due to matrix rich regions, 

voids, local arrangement of fibre bundles, local differences in the fibre volume fraction, 

the presence of filler etc. These all contribute to alter the stiffness of the material thus 

deviating the results from the predicted ones. After the transition point the material is not 

elastic, damage occurs, and the stiffness of the specimen decreases. The use of theories 

which assume the material to be perfectly elastic overestimates the load required for a 

certain amount of deflection and subsequently yields higher contact stresses. In order to 

have a proper stress analysis, elastic-plastic theories should be used. It seems possible 

that an elastic-plastic finite element package may be able to predict the impact behaviour 

after the transition load. 
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4 - 10 Conclusions 

1 - The Impact process in SMC is complex with the incident energy of the striker being 

dissipated in a variety of elastic and fracture mechanism. 

2 - There is a transition load on the force-time curve which is the point at which cracks 

initiate at the tensile swface of the SMC specimens. 

3 - For a given thickness of SMC, increasing the incident energy does not change the 

maximum energy absorbed by SMC. 

4 - Peak force and transition load have a linear relationship with the square of thickness. 

5 - SMC does not exhibit any significant rate sensitivity. 

6 - Duplicating a high speed test at lower speeds, where the modes of deformation can be 

conveniently viewed is a valuable technique which can eliminate the need for high speed 

photography. 

7 - Finite element analysis yield similar profile of deflection and load-deflection curve up 

to the transition load. 
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Chapter 5 

Response of SMC with a layer of Stainless steel (SMC+S.S.) to Low 

eneq:y impact. Hi~h ener~y impact and Slow indentation test. 

5 Introduction 

In chapter 4 the response of SMC to drop weight impacts and slow indentation tests was 

studied. This chapter examines the effect of a layer of stainless steel on the impact 

behaviour of SMC. The question of whether or not SMC+S.S. absorbs more (or less) 

energy than the individual constituents will be answered. In the fIrst stage of the impact 

programme a layer of stainless steel of constant thickness (0.6 nun) with SMC layers 

nominally 2,4 and 6 mm thick were investigated. In the next stage the effect of thickness 

of stainless steel layers 1 and 2 mm on 4, 6 and 8 nun thickness of SMC were assessed. 

5-1 Response of SMC+S.S. to low ener~y impact 

The term low energy impact has been defined in chapter 4 . The impact response of 

SMC+S.S. to low energy impact was investigated using both the CEAST and the QMW 

impact machine. The test programme was confined to 2, 4 and 6 mm SMC with a layer of 

0.6 nun thick stainless steel. Specimens were impacted from SMC side. 

A typical force-time curve for non-penetrating impact which was sufficient to cause 

damage is shown in fIgure 5.1. The general shape of force-time curves consists of an 

initial steep rise portion followed by a transition to a curve for lower slope before a 

maximum is reached. 

A typical trace of energy-time curve (E-t) obtained from such a low energy impact is 

shown in fIgure 5.2. The energy rose steadily to a peak value that corresponds to the 

kinetic energy of the striker (incident energy) inuned.iately prior to impact. The point of 
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maximum energy absorption does not necessarily correspond to the point of maximum 

force, but always coincides with the maximum deflection as shown in figure S.3. 

Time, ms 

Figure 5.l - Typical force time curves for SMC stainless steel laminates after non 

penetrating impact. 
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Figure 5.2 - Typical energy time curve for SMC stainless steel laminates after non 

penetrating impact. 
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Figure 5.3 - Position of the point maXImum energy on the force time and force 

deflection curves a) energy time b) force time c) deflection-time. 
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After this point specimens exhibit a degree of elastic recovery and the energy absorbed 

falls somewhat, levelling out to a value equal to the total energy absorbed by the system 

during the impact event. 

A typical force-deflection curve for low energy impact is shown in figure 5.4. The shape 

of the curve up to the maximum force is similar to the force-time curve except it is 

followed by a period of unloading and partial elastic recovery with a permanent deflection 

after unloading. 
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Figure 5.4 - Typical force deflection curve for SMC stainless steel laminate after non 

penetrating impact (low energy impact). 

Impact tests at energies above and below the energy corresponding to the transition load 

(Pi) and slow indentation tests which are described fully in the following sections showed 

that the transition load corresponds to the onset of plastic deformation in the stainless steel 

layer. 

For specimens of equal thickness, the transition force (Pi) did not change with an increase 

in impact energy and therefore velocity, but the maximum force did (fig. 5.5). 
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Figure 5.5 - Force time CUIves for 4 mm SMC with a layer of 0.6 mm thick stainless steel 

at 1 ms'I, 1.5 ms'l and 2 ms'l after non penetrating impact. 

The force-time CUIVes of three SMC+S.S. specimens of similar thickness (nominally 4.6 

rrun) subjected to a range of impact velocities are shown in figure 5.5. It is apparent that 

the behaviour of SMC at each testing speed was equivalent up to the point of transition 

force (Pi). After this point the CUIVes for each test speed appear different and it is 

important to note that this is not, in itself an indication of any rate effects in the material. 

The main feature of non-penetrating SMC+S.S. specimens was the large dome fonned in 

the steel sheet as a result of plastic defonnation during the impact. The dome region 

extended as far as the test support ring and the height of the dome, h figure 5.6, was 

dependent on the incident energy. Microcracking was also evident on the SMC surface as 

shown in figure 5.7. 
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Figure 5.6 - The steel surface in SMC stainless steel laminates after non penetrating 

impact, indicating the dome height. 

1 ur 5.7 - Th urfac of MC in MC tainle s teellaminate aft r non p n trating 

imp t ho ing limit d mi ro racking. 
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The force-deflection curves corresponding to the force-time curves in figure 5.5 are 

shown in figure 5.8. It is apparent that each specimen followed the same loading curve, 

subjected only to inter-specimen scatter, with the effect of varying impact speed being to 

alter the maximum point 
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Figure 5.8 - Force deflection curves for 4 mm SMC with a layer of 0.6 mm stainless steel 

at 1 ms-I, 1.5 ms-1 and 2 ms-1 after non penetrating impact. 

5-2 Response of SMC±S.S. to Hi~h ener~y impact 

The high energy impact tests resulted in complete penetration of the SMC±S.S. 

specimens. Because of the limited range of the load cell (19.9 KN) fitted to the CEAST 

impact machine, all the high energy impact tests were carried out on a servo hydraulic 

machine which had been sited at Cambridge University. The specimens and the size of the 

striker and support, were exactly the same as the CEAST (as described in chapter 3). For 

each thickness five specimens were tested. The specimens were lightly clamped to prevent 
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folding of the stainless steel layer into the support orifice, using an steel ring which was 

bolted to the support, with specimens sandwiched between them (fig. 5.9). 

The result of clamped and unclamped SMC specimens in chapter 4 showed that lightly 

clamped specimen yield the same result of the unclamped specimen (figure 4.15). 

1 
Specimen .... ~ ___ Support 

Figure 5.9 - The clamping technique used for clamping the impact specimens. 

The specimens which were used in the high energy impact tests were as follows 

2,4, 6 and 8 mm SMC on its own 

0.6, 1 and 2 mm Stainless steel. 

2,4 and 6 mm SMC with a layer of 0.6 mm stainless steel. 

4, 6 and 8 mm SMC with a layer of 1 mm stainless steel. 

6 and 8 mm SMC with a layer of 2 mm stainless steel. 
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The typical force-deflection curves obtained at 1 ms·1 and 5 ms'! from high energy impact 

are shown in figure 5.10. At 1 ms'! the force-deflection curve is very smooth and there is little 

evidence of the noise or oscillatory behaviour of the signal. At 5 ms·1 the force-deflection curve 

became very difficult to interpret because the level of noise was high as shown in figure 

5.10. However, there were no significant differences in the shapes between the two 

curves. 

The general shape of force-deflection curves consists of an initial steep rise portion followed by 

a transition to a curve of lower slope before a maximum is reached (figure 5.1 Oa). The 

moment at which the tip of the striker fully penetrates the specimen and so denotes the end 

of the impact event is not easily determined. Because the force does not drop to zero at the 

end of the event as the sides of the central hole in the specimen exert a frictional drag on 

the striker as it progresses downward. However a satisfactory point may be found, which 

is an estimate of where the force might have dropped to zero if there were no such 

frictional drag. This point is visually estimated and therefore will be prone to some 

random error; however it was found that small variations in the position of this point had 

a negligible effect on the value of total energy calculated by measuring the area under the 

force-deflection curve. 

Stainless steel specimens when impacted on their own exhibited a common failure mode, 

irrespective of specimen thickness. The main feature of perforated stainless steel sheet 

was a large dome with a circular hole and a 'flap'. force-deflection curves and perforated 

stainless steel sheets at three different thicknesses (0.6, 1 and 2 mm) are shown in figure 

5.11. Peak force and energy required for perforation of stainless steel sheet has a linear 

relationship with thickness as shown in figure 5.12 and figure 5.13. 
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Figure 5.10 - Typical force-deflection curves for SMC stainless steel laminates after 

complete penetration a) 1 ms- I b) 5 ms- I
. 
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Figure 5.12 - Relation between maximum load generated during perforation impact as a 

function of thickness for stainless steel sheet. 
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Figure 5.13 - Maximum energy absorbed by the layer of stainless steel after complete 

penetration as a function of thickness. 
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SMC+S.S. specimens regardless of the thickness of SMC and stainless steel layers 

showed a common failure mode. The failure consisted of a circular hole and a main flap 

which had been divided into two triangular flaps. Figure 5.14 shows the force-defleclion and 

the impacted specimens for 2, 4 and 6 mm SMC with a layer of 0.6 mm thickness of 

stainless steel. 

5-3 Determination of the enerl:Y absorbed by the layer of stainless steel 

(S.S.) and SMC in the SMC+S.S. laminate. 

The energy absorbed by SMC+S.S. specunens on impact is the sum of the energy 

absorbed by the layer of stainless steel sheet and that absorbed by SMC: 

Where: 

Et = Energy absorbed by the SMC+S.S. laminate 

Esmc = Energy absorbed by the SMC layer 

Es.s. = Energy absorbed by the S.S. layer 

This assumes that the deformation of the steel is unchanged when it forms part of the 

macrocomposite. The energy absorbed by SMC layer can be calculated once the energy 

absorbed by stainless steel is known. 
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5-4 Determination of the ener2Y absorbed by the layer of stainless steel 

When SMC+S.S. specimens are subjected to impact, the layer of stainless steel is 

plastically deformed leaving a dome with height h (fig. 5.6). This permanent deflection 

was the basis for determination of the energy absorbed by the layer of stainless steel. A 

number of slow indentation tests under equivalent loading geometry (see page 96, chapter 

3) were carried out in a tensile testing machine (SCHENCK). The slow indentation 

results on stainless steel sheet revealed identical load deflection curves to those of impact 

(fig. 5.15). A profile recorder was used during the slow indentation test (see chapter 3) to 

measure the specimen profile after increments of load so that deflection, and hence the 

distribution of energy or load across the specimen, might be determined. 

10 

O~~--r---~-----r----~--~~---' 

o 4 8 12 

Deflection, mm 

Impact test 

Slow test 

Figure 5.15 - Force-deflection curve for 0.6 mm stainless steel sheet during impact and 

slow test. 

The profile of deflection of the stainless steel sheet after impact was measured by 

removing the specimen from the impact machine and putting on the support of the slow 

indentation test in the tensile test machine. The deformation profile of the steel sheet, 

when subject to indentation and impact was exactly analogous to that observed in the steel 

when it is a component part of SMC+S.S. laminate (fig. 5.16). Therefore, the energy 
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required to produce a certain amount of deflection on impact in the layer of stainless steel 

sheet can be determined by the slow indentation test. 

E 
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+ Impact 

Slow Test 

x Part of SMC + S.S. 

Figure 5.16 - The profile of deflection of stainless steel sheet on its own after impact and 

slow tests and when it is a component part of SMC+S.S. 

Since the load-deflection obtained during the slow test is the load-deflection of the 

indenter rather than the specimen, a transducer was mounted under the tensile surface of 

the specimen (see page 98 chapter 3) to measure its maximum deflection (deflection at 

the centre) during the test. It was found that the deflection at the back of the specimen is 

similar to the displacement of the indenter (table. 1). Therefore, the total energy 

(elastic+plastic) required to produce a certain amount of deflection in steel sheet can easily 

be calculated from the area under the load deflection curve (fig. 5.15). Since the energy 
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due to elastic deflection is recovered after impact, it is possible to calculate the absorbed 

(plastic) energy from the slow indentation test curve. In order to do this, at different 

intervals the specimen was unloaded and the area of the unloaded curve was calculated 

(fig. 5.17). For example in figure 5.17, the specimen was loaded to 1.05 KN and then 

unloaded. The deflection before and after unloading was 2.6 mm and 2 mm respectively. 

Table 5.1 - Deflection at the tensile surface of the 0.6 mm stainless steel sheet in relation 

with the movement of the plunger. 

Load Deflection at the Displacement of the 

KN tensile surface, mm plunger, mm 

0.51 1.5 1.5 

1.02 2.35 2.4 

1.54 3 3.1 

2.02 3.75 3.8 

2.54 4.3 4.4 

3.01 4.95 5 

The dashed area is the energy which has been absorbed to produce 2 nun permanent 

deflection. By measuring the area under the unloading curves, a calibration curve which is 

the absorbed energy as a function of permanent deflection produced. Figures 5.18, 5.19 

and 5.20 show the calibration curves for 0.6, 1 and 2 mm stainless steel. 
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Figure 5.17 - Force deflection curve for stainless steel sheet used to consttuct the 

calibration curve. 
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Figure 5.18 - Energy absorbed by 0.6 mm thick stainless steel sheet as a function of 

permanent deflection. 
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Figure 5.19 - Energy absorbed by 1 mm thick stainless steel as a function of permanent 

deflection. 
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Figure 5.20 - Energy absorbed by 2 mm thick stainless steel sheet as a function of 

pennanent deflection. 

Having obtained the calibration curve, it was then straight forward to detennine the work 

done in defonning the steel component of the SMC+S.S. laminate during impact by 

simply measuring the permanent deflection (dome height) of the steel and reading the 

relevant value from figure 5.18, 5.19 or 5.20. 

The procedure for perforated SMC+S.S. speCImens was a bit different. The energy 

absorbed by the layer of stainless steel was a combination of the energy required to form 

the dome, nucleate and propagate the crack and deform the main flap into two triangular 

flaps. 

Close examination of the force-deflection curves of the SMC+S.S. specimens which had 

been perforated using a slow indentation test showed that after maximum force, the load 

drops in three distinctive stages (AB, BC and CD, fig. 5.21). Slow tests revealed that in 

stage one (AB) the main flap forms and in stage two (BC) the two triangular flaps are 

developed. Stage three (CD) is the period during which the tip of the striker fully 
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penetrates the specimen and is the end of the impact event. Friction between the sides of 

the striker and the surface of the hole in the specimen does not let the load drop to zero. 

The energy absorbed by the layer of stainless steel for propagation of crack and fonnation 

of flaps (Ep) is equal to the area under the load-deflection curve from point A to C (fig. 

5.21). The total energy absorbed by the layer of stainless steel (Es.s) can then be easily 

calculated. In SMC+S.S. specimens the deflection just before the initiation of crack in the 

layer of stainless steel is equivalent to the deflection at maximum force on the force-

deflection curve (point A, fig. 5.21). Therefore the energy absorbed by the layer of 

stainless steel before the initiation of crack (Ed) can be easily determined. In order to do 

so the deflection at maximum force on force-deflection curve is measured. Since 

deflection at maximum force is the sum of elastic and plastic deflection, the elastic 

deflection which is 0.6 mm (as shown in figure 5.17) is subtracted from this value and 

the absorbed energy is read from the relevant calibration curve. 

Having the values of energy absorbed for maximum deflection in the steel layer before 

initiation of crack (Ed) and the energy absorbed during propagation of cracks and 

formation of flaps (Ep) the total energy absorbed by the stainless steel layer (Es.s) can be 

calculated: 

Es.s. = Ed + Ep 
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Figure 5.21 - Force deflection curve for SMC+stainless steel laminate after complete 

penetration by impact 
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5 - 5 Determination of the ener2Y absorbed by the layer of SMC in the 

SMC±S.S. specimens 

After impact a force-deflection curve is obtained. The area under the force-deflection 

curve is the amount of energy absorbed by the SMC±S.S. laminate. In the case of non 

penetrating impact which had been carried out by the CEAST impact machine, energy 

was calculated by a microcomputer. For perforated SMC+S.S. laminates the area under 

the load deflection curve was calculated manually by counting squares. When the energy 

absorbed by the SMC±S.S. laminate is determined, the energy absorbed by the layer of 

stainless steel (Es.s) is calculated according to the procedure explained in section 5-4 and 

then the energy absorbed by the layer of SMC in the SMC±S.S. laminate (designated 

SMC') is calculated from: 

Esmc' = Et - Es.s. 

where: 

Esmc' = Energy absorbed by the layer of SMC in the SMC+S.S. laminate. 

Et = Total energy absorbed by SMC+S.S. laminate. 

Es.s. = Energy absorbed by the layer of stainless steel in the SMC±S.S. laminate. 

The results of this exercise showed that SMC' absorbs considerably more energy than 

SMC can when tested in isolation. This very pronounced effect was observed with all 

combinations of SMC and steel tested. Figure 5.22 shows the energy absorbed by 4.6 

nun SMC±S.S. laminate, the energy absorbed just by the SMC layer (designated SMC') 

and the energy absorbed by a comparable, 4 mm thick SMC sheet tested in isolation. At a 

given incident energy, the SMC' initially absorbed less energy than the SMC sheet. This 

was because, at low energies, the elastic energy absorbed by the steel was significant As 

the incident energy rose, so the energy absorbed by the SMC' became progressively 

larger relative to that absorbed by the SMC. The energy absorbed by SMC, SMC' and 
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SMC+S.S. increased progressively with incident energy until reaching a plateau 

corresponding to the total penetration of the specimen by the impactor. The 4 nun SMC in 

SMC+S.S. laminate (SMC') absorbed almost twice the maximum energy that could be 

absorbed by the 4 nun SMC. The story for different thicknesses of SMC with 0.6 mm 

stainless steel was the same (fig. 5.23). 
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Figure 5.22 - Energy absorbed as a function of incident energy for SMC, steel-SMC 

macrocomposites and the SMC layer in the macrocomposite (SMC'). 
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Figure 5.23 - Energy absorbed as a function of incident energy for SMC, steel-SMC 

macrocomposites and the SMC layer in the macrocomposite (SMC'). 
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5 - 6 The effect of test yariables on the amount of ener~y absorbed by the 

layer of SMC in the SMC + Stainless steel laminates. 

As it was mentioned earlier the area under the force-deflection curve is the amount of 

energy absorbed by the SMC + Stainless steel laminate. In this section the effect of test 

variables such as impact velocity and specimen thickness on the force-deflection curve 

which consequently affect the energy absorbed by the laminate is considered. 

5 - 6.1 The effect of impact velocity 

For non-penetrating impact, increasing the impact velocity increased the area under the 

force-deflection curve (fig. 5.8). Therefore the energy absorbed by the laminate increased 

with impact velocity. In the case of perforated SMC+Stainless steel laminates the impact 

velocity only affected the level of noise on the force deflection curve and did not affect the 

area under it. Figures 5.24 and 25 show the force deflection curves for 4 mm SMC with a 

layer of 0.6 mrn stainless steel which had been completely penetrated. At an impact 

velocity of I ms-1 the force deflection curve was very smooth (fig. 5.25) and at 5 ms-1 it 

became very noisy (fig. 5.25). The comparison of the force-deflection curves at 1 ms-1 

and 5 ms-1 for 4 nun SMC with a layer of 0.6 mm stainless steel is shown in figure 5.26. 

It is clearly seen that the two impact velocities (1 ms-1 and 5 ms-1
) yield similar force

deflection curve and therefore the energy absorbed by the laminate is not affected by the 

impact velocity. 
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Figure 5.24 - Force deflection curve for 4 nun SMC with a layer of 0.6 mm thick 

stainless steel after complete penetration at 1 ms-1
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Figure 5.25 - Force deflection curve for 4 mm SMC with a layer of 0.6 mm thick 

stainless steel after complete penetration at 5 ms-1
• 
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Figure 5.26 - Comparison of typical force deflection curves for 4 mm SMC with a layer 

of 0.6 mm stainless steel after complete penetration at 1 ms-1 and 5 ms-1
• 

5 - 6.2 The effect of specimen thickness 

The thickness of SMC Stainless steel laminates were increased either by increasing the 

thickness of SMC or stainless steel. The effect of thickness of the laminate depended on 

whether the specimen was partially or completely penetrated. 

When the SMC stainless steel laminates were completely penetrated the energy absorbed 

by the laminate increased with increasing the thickness of the laminate. The force 

deflection curves for 6 mm SMC with a layer of 0.6 and I mm stainless steel are shown 

in figure 5.27. The area under the force deflection curve which is representative of 
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Figure 5.27 - Typical force deflection curves for 6 mm SMC with a layer of 0.6 and 1 mm 

stainless steel after complete penetration. 

the energy absorbed by the laminate is higher for 6 mm SMC with 1 mm thick stainless 

steel (fig. 5.27). When the thickness of stainless steel was kept constant and the thickness 

of the laminate was increased by increasing the thickness of SMC, the thicker laminate 

absorbed more energy on perforation. The relationship between the energy absorbed by 

the laminate as a function of thickness of stainless steel for different thicknesses of SMC 

is shown in figure 5.28. For a given thickness of stainless steel the energy absorbed by 

the laminate increased with increasing the thickness of SMC. The energy absorbed by the 

laminate for a constant thickness of SMC also increased with increasing the thickness of 

stainless steel (fig. 5.28). 
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Figure 5.28 - Maximum energy absorbed by the laminate for different thicknesses of 

SMC as a function of stainless steel thickness. 

In the case of non-penetrating impacts for laminates of constant thickness of stainless 

steel, the area under the force-deflection curve was higher for laminates of lower 

thickness of SMC. The force deflection curves for 4 mm and 2 mm SMC with a layer of 

0.6 mm thick stainless steel produced by a 9 joules incident energy impact is shown in 

figure 5.29. The area under the force deflection curve for 2 mm SMC with 0.6 mm thick 

stainless steel is higher than 4 mm SMC with 0.6 mm thick stainless steel (fig. 5.29). The 

relation between the energy absorbed by the SMC stainless steel laminate as a function of 

incident energy (impact velocity) for a constant thickness of stainless steel (0.6 mrn) with 

different thicknesses of SMC is shown in figure 5.30. It is clearly shown in figure 5.30 

that for non penetrating impact for a given incident energy the laminate with thicker SMC 

layers absorbed less energy_ 
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Figure 5.29 - Force deflection curves for non penetrating impact for 2 and 4 mm SMC 

with a layer of 0.6 mm stainless steel at 9 joule incident energy. 
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Figure 5.30 - Energy absorbed by SMC stainless steel laminates as a function of incident 

energy for 2, 4 and 6 nun SMC with a layer of 0.6 mm stainless steel. 
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5 - 6.3 The effect of bondin2 between the layer of SMC and S. S . 

In order to determine the effect of bonding between the layers of stainless steel and SMC 

of the composite on its impact behaviour, square specimens of 6x6 em were cut from the 

sheets of stainless steel and SMC. Three experiments were carried out. In the fITst 

experiment the layer of SMC rested on the layer of stainless steel without any adhesive or 

lubricant. In the second experiment the contact surface of SMC and stainless steel was 

lubricated and no adhesive was used. In the third experiment the layer of stainless steel 

was glued to the layer of SMC by a reasonably strong toughened acrylic adhesive 

(PERMA BOND Grade F241/F246). 

Results of these experiments showed that the impact data for non lubricated, lubricated and 

as supplied SMC stainless steel laminate (in which SMC was moulded directly onto the 

steel sheet) were similar, but when the layer of stainless steel was glued to the layer of 

SMC, the initial peak on the force deflection curve was higher but the energy absorbed by 

the laminate and the energy absorbed by SMC were similar. Figure 5.31 shows the force

deflection curves for non-lubricated, lubricated, and bonded steel-smc laminates. It is 

clearly seen in figure 5.31 that apart from the initial peak for glued SMC-stainless steel, 

the force deflection curves are similar. The result shows that the bonding of the supplied 

laminates has no significant effect on the impact behaviour of the laminate and therefore 

the earlier assumption that the energy absorbed by the laminate is the sum of energy 

absorbed by SMC and stainless steel was correct. 
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Figure 5.31 - Force deflection curves for 4 mm SMC with a layer of 0.6 mm stainless 

steel, 1) supplied material, 2) lubricated, 3) non lubricated, 4) glued. 
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5 - 7 Response of SMC+Stainless steel laminate to slow indentation test 

Slow indentation tests (see chapter 3 for details of the test) on SMC+stainless steel 

specimens showed that the general shape of the load deflection curves are similar to those 

of impact (fig. 5.32). The transition loads were identical to those obtained from impact 

tests. Examination of the slow test specimens loaded below the transition point showed 

that the layer of stainless steel is elastically deformed in this region and after the removal 

of the load the thickness of the specimen did not change. At transition load the layer of 

stainless steel yields and after removal of the load at this point a permanent deformation in 

the form of a dome remains in the specimen. The test procedure to find out when the layer 

of stainless steel yields was as follows: 

Before applying any load the profile recorder was pushed to and fro beneath the 

specimen, thus drawing the profile of the specimen which in this case was a straight line 

on the chart (fig. 5.33). This straight line kept as a reference line. Then the cross head of 

the tensile test machine lowered at the desired rate (1 mm/min) and hence forcing the 

indenter into the specimen. At loads which were below the transition load the cross head 

movement was stopped and the profile of the specimen as mentioned earlier was 

recorded. Then the load was removed and the profile of the specimen recorded. If this 

profile was a straight line and superimposed upon the reference line then it was concluded 

that the layer of stainless steel had not been yielded. The load then increased gradually and 

the above process repeated until the profile of the specimen after removal of the load was 

not a straight line any more (fig. 5.34). The load at which the layer of stainless steel 

yielded was the transition load on the force deflection curves. 
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5 • 8 Damaee detection techniques 

As it was mentioned in chapter 4, optical microscopy was found to be the best technique 

to yield infonnation on the nature of the damage. Therefore for SMC stainless steel 

laminates optical microscopy was used extensively and the other techniques (X-ray 

radiography, scanning electron microscopy) were used to a lesser extent. The damaged 

specimens were cut in half and carefully ground and polished with diamond abrasive and 

subsequently examined under a REICHERT microscope and photographed using an OM-

2 Olympus camera. This technique revealed the delamination cracks and through 

thickness damage very clearly as shown in figure 5.35. 

igure 5.35 - Photograph of cross section through specimen for SMC tainle teel 

laminate after non penetrating impact 
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5 - 9 Analysis of stresses in the SMC ± Stainless steel laminate by Finite 

Element 

The Lusas fInite element stress analysis package was used to predict the response of 

SMC±stainless steel laminates to impact. The two dimensional, axisymmetric, fInite 

element model used to analyse the stresses is shown in fIgure 5.36. The unsupported 

radius of the specimen was 20 mm and the thickness of the plate was 4 mm, which was 

divided into eight equal layers. The model used eight node, axisymmetric elements and 

comprised of 208 such elements. The method of applying load was to prescribe 

displacement which has been described in chapter 4. The elements in the bottom row of 

the mesh (fIg. 5.36) had the mechanical properties of stainless steel and the other elements 

had the mechanical properties of SMC. 

Contours of stresses were obtained from the Lusas package which were a good means of 

observing the stress distribution through the thickness of SMC±stainless steel laminates. 

The typical contours of shear stress for 4 mm SMC with a layer of 

0.6 mm stainless steel is shown in fIgure 5.37. The results of contours of stresses are 

discussed in more detail in the discussion section. 

~ Point of Impact 

~ Steel layer 

30mm 

Figure 5.36 - Finite element model. 
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Figure 5.37 - contour of shear stress for 4 rom SMC with a layer of 0.6 rom stainless 

steel. 
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5 - 10 Discussion 

Experimental results showed that an SMC layer in a SMC-stainless steel laminate absorbs 

more energy than SMC of a similar thickness can when tested in isolation. The effect of 

stainless steel layer is better understood, when the maximum absorbed energy value for 

SMC' is compared with the results of SMC and eighteen different GRP constructions 

(fig. 5.38). As it can be seen in figure 5.38. the layer of stainless steel has significantly 

improved the impact properties of SMC. 
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Figure 5.38 - Relationship between energy absorbed during through penetration versus 

thickness multiplied by fibre volume fraction for glass fibre composites. Legend: A -

random and woven fibre thermoset resin. B - Random fibre thermoplastic GMT. C -

SMC (After Babic et a1 [132]). 
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The increase in the amount of energy absorbed by the layer of SMC in the SMC stainless 

steel laminate was linked to the stiff steel layer. Stainless steel has a high Young's 

modulus (210 GPa) which increases the stiffness of the laminate significantly. The 

increase in stiffness of the laminate builds up stresses in the SMC layer during impact 

which are higher in magnitude and occupy a larger area in comparison with SMC when 

impacted on its own. These stresses are responsible for fonnation of delamination cracks 

and other kinds of damage which consequently enable the SMC layer to absorb more 

energy. The better understanding of the effect of stainless steel layer was achieved by 

analysis of stresses in the laminate. The result of the finite element for SMC stainless steel 

laminate was described briefly in the analysis section. The comparison between the stress 

contours for SMC and SMC as a part of SMC stainless steel laminate tells the story inside 

the laminate very clearly. Figure 5.39 shows the shear stress contours for 4 mm SMC and 

4 mm SMC with a layer of 0.6 mm stainless steel together with two photographs of cross 

section through specimens. Stress contours for SMC stainless steel laminates (fig. 5.40) 

have higher magnitude and have extended more deeply through the thickness and towards 

the edge of the support when compared with stress contours of SMC on its own (fig. 

5.41). Therefore the damage in the SMC layer in the laminate should be higher. The 

photographs in figure 5.39 shows that the damage is higher and prediction of the analysis 

has been correct. The analysis also showed that when 4 rom SMC is combined with a 

layer of 0.6 mm stainless steel and subjected to impact, the neutral axis shifts toward the 

interface of SMC stainless steel layers and puts the SMC layer completely in 

compression. When SMC is impacted on its own the neutral axis lies at approximately 

half the thickness of the specimen. The position of the neutral axis for both SMC 

+stainless steel and SMC are shown in figures 5.40 and 5.41. In the case of SMC 

contour H has zero value and is located approximately in the middle of the thickness. The 

contours above contour H have negative sign which is the indication that these areas are 

under compression. The contours I and J have a positive sign and these areas are under 

tension. 
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Figure 5.40 - contour of principal stress for 4 nun SMC with a layer of 0.6 mm stainless 

steel. 
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Figure 5.41 - contour of principal stress for 4 nun SMC. 
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When contours of stress for SMC-stainless steel laminate are studied in figure 5.40, the 

contour which has zero value (contour D) lies at the interface of stainless steel SMC 

layers. Therefore in this case the whole SMC layer has stress contours of negative sign 

and is in compression and the stainless steel layer is completely in tension. 

In situations where the stiffness of the steel layer greatly exceeds that of the SMC layer 

(SMC'), the energy absorbing capability of SMC' is a function of its thickness 

irrespective of the thickness of the steel (figure 5.42). Where the relative thickness of the 

two constituents are such that the stiffness of the SMC' approaches that of the steel (as in 

the case of 6 mm thick SMC with 0.6 rom steel) then the energy absorbing capabilities 
of 

decrease. This is due to the fact that the neutral axis is not at the interface' the SMC steel 

layer anymore and is placed within the SMC layer. Figure 5.43 shows stress contours for 

6 mm SMC with a layer of 0.6 mm stainless steel. Contour I which has zero value is 

located within the SMC layer and consequently the whole thickness of SMC is not in 

compression. Therefore 0.6 rom thick stainless steel has greater effect on 4 mm SMC than 

6 mm SMC. Cross sections of the SMC stainless steel laminates in figure 5.39 showed 

that 4 mm SMC impacted on its own, exhibit crack initiation from the tensile surface 

(surface opposite to the impact surface) whereas for the SMC layer in an SMC-stainless 

steel laminate the sub surface cracks in the form of delamination and matrix cracks are 

formed first. This is proqably due to the high compressive stress at both surfaces of 

SMC'. When SMC stainless steel laminates were impacted from the stainless steel side 

the energy absorbed by the system was simply the sum of maximum energy absorption of 

the individual constituents when tested in isolation (fig. 5.42). Therefore the position of 

the applied load on the laminate is as important as its stiffness. If the stiffness of SMC is 

increased by a layer of steel, but the application of the load is such that the 

SMC is in tension, then it will increase the amount of energy absorbed by SMC. The 

other factors which should be taken into account will be discussed in chapter 6. 
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Figure 5.42 - Maximum energy absorbed as a function of thickness for SMC and SMC as 

a layer in macrocomposite (SMC') for all thicknesses of steel tested from 0.6 mm to 

2mm. 
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Figure 5.43 - Contour of stress for 6 mm SMC with a layer of 0.6 mm stainless steel. 
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4 -11 Conclusions 

1 - The addition of a steel layer to the SMC to form a macrocomposite substantially 

increases the energy absorbing capacity of the laminate. 

2 - The SMC layer within the macrocomposite absorbs considerably more energy than is 

possible in a comparable sheet of SMC tested in isolation. 

3 - The stainless steel should be thick enough to shift the neutral axes towards the 

interface of the SMC-stainless steel and put SMC layer in compression. 

4 - Finite element analysis can be used to calculate the position of the neutral axes and 

predict the effect of stainless steel layer. 
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Chapter 6 

Response of SMC with a layer of Aluminium, SMC with a layer 0 f 

Ion orner , SMC with a layer of Copper and SMC with a la yer of Bra ss 

to drop wei2ht impact. 

In chapter 5 the impact behaviour of SMC with a layer of stainless steel was studied. 

Experimental results showed that the SMC layer in SMC-stainless steel laminate absorbs 

more energy than SMC of a similar thickness can when tested in isolation. This 

"macrocomposite" effect was linked to the action of the stiff steel layer which effectively 

puts the SMC into compression at least at the beginning of the impact event. In order to 

obtain further infonnation regarding the importance of stiffness and ductility of the 

supporting layer of the macrocomposite a range of alternative macrocomposites were 

constructed. In the fIrst stage of the impact programme laminates of SMC (4 rom thick) 

were prepared with an aluminium sheet (0.6 nun thick) of grade 5L16 which is almost a 

pure aluminium. The SMC aluminium (5L16) laminates were subjected to impact at 

different incident energies and examined in much the same way as for SMC stainless 

steel laminates. In the second stage laminates of 4 rom thick SMC with an aluminium 

sheet (0.6 nun thick) of grade L156, which is an aerospace alloy and a tougher and 

significantly stiffer material than 5L16, were prepared and subjected to impact at incident 

energy which was greater than the energy required for perforation of this laminate. In the 

third stage laminates of 4 rom thick SMC with a layer of Ionomer (4 nun thick) were 

constructed. Ionomer is much tougher and has much higher strain at failure (per cent of 

elongation is 400 in comparison to 3% for aluminium 5L16) than the two grades of 

aluminium that were used. The SMC-Ionomer laminates were subjected to impact at 

incident energies higher than the energy required for perforation. In the final stage the 

response of SMC with a layer of copper and SMC with a layer of brass was studied. The 
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SMC+copper and SMC+brass laminates were subjected to impact at incident energies 

higher than the energy required for perforation. 

All testing on the laminates produced with SMC and different (non stainless steel) 

substrates, was undertaken using the CEAST impact machine. An overall comparison of 

the different materials was achieved by selecting a single impact energy (155 J) at a 

velocity of 4 ms-1 All impact tests in this series were performed with the SMC surface of 

the laminate acting as the impacted face and the specimens were lightly clamped to keep 

the condition of impact the same as SMC+stainless steel laminates. 

6 -1 Response of SMC+Aluminium (2rade 5L16) to drop wei2ht impact. 

Drop weight impact tests were carried out at 1, 2, 3 and 4 ms-1 on 2, 4 and 6 mm SMC 

with a layer of aluminium (0.6 nun thick) of grade 5L16. The composition and 

mechanical properties of this type of aluminium are shown in table 3.2. 

Typical force-time and energy-time curves for unpenetrated and penetrated specimens 

are shown in figures 6.1 and 6.2. The general shape of the force-time curve for 

SMC+aluminium specimens was similar to that of SMC-stainless steel laminates. The 

force increased linearly up to a transition point, followed by a curve of lower slope before 

a maximum is reached (fig. 6.1). The general shape of the energy - time curve was also 

similar to that of SMC stainless steel laminates. For the unpenetrated SMC - aluminium 

specimens energy rose steadily to a peak value that corresponds to the kinetic energy of 

the striker (incident energy) immediately prior to impact. After this point specimens 

exhibit a degree of elastic recovery and the energy absorbed falls somewhat, levelling out 

a value equal to the total energy absorbed by the system during the impact event (fig. 

6.1 b). For perforated SMC aluminium laminates energy rose steadily until reaching a 

plateau corresponding the total energy absorbed by the laminate. The energy time curve 

for 4 mm SMC aluminium specimen which has been subjected to incident energy of 87 
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joules is shown in figure 6.2b. The energy absorbed by the laminate increased with time 

until reaching a plateau of magnitude 55 joules corresponding to total penetration of the 

specimen. Comparison between the load deflection of SMC aluminium laminates at 

different impact velocities showed that the transition load (Pi) did not change with 

increasing impact velocity which is an indication of the rate insensitivity of the laminate 

(fig. 6.3). However the maximum load increased with increasing impact velocity up to 

the perforation point and remained unchanged after this point (fig. 6.4). 

6 - 2 Determination of the eneq:y absorbed by the layer of SMC In the 

SMC - Alyminium (SL16) specimens. 

The energy absorbed by SMC-aluminium specimens on impact is the sum of the energy 

absorbed by the layer of aluminium sheet and that absorbed by SMC. The profile of the 

aluminium sheet, when subjected to indentation and impact was exactly analogous to that 

in the aluminium when it is a component part of the macrocomposite. Therefore the 

energy absorbed by the layer of aluminium was determined in much the same way as for 

stainless steel sheet. Aluminium sheet was progressively loaded and unloaded to an 

increasing level and work done in producing a given permanent deflection in the 

aluminium sheet was obtained from the unloading curves, figure 6.5. By measuring the 

area under the curves, a calibration curve was produced, figure 6.6. The method of 

testing has been fully described in chapter 5. It was then straight fOIWard to determine the 

work done in defonning the aluminium component of the laminate during impact by 

simply measuring the permanent deflection (dome height) of the aluminium and reading 

the relevant value from figure 6.6. 
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Figure 6.1 _ Typical non-penetrating impact force-time and energy time curves for -+ 

mm SMC-Aluminium (grade 5L 16) at 1 ms· 1 a) force-time b) energy-time 
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SMC-Aluminium (grade 5L 16) at 3 ms-1 a) force-time b) energy-time 
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For perforated SMC-aluminium laminates, the deflection just before the crack initiation in 

the layer of aluminium is equivalent to the deflection at maximum force on the force

deflection curve. Deflection at which the layer of aluminium as a part of SMC+aluminium 

laminate fractures is smaller than that of aluminium sheet. Therefore after impact the 

deflection at maximum force on the force-deflection curve was measured and the energy 

absorbed was determined from the calibration curve (figure 6.6). Since the crack 

propagates and develops some flaps during impact, the energy for this stage is added to 

the value which has already been read out from the calibration curve. The energy required 

for initiation of crack in the aluminium sheet and propagation of this crack to form flaps 

was calculated from the force-deflection curve on the aluminium sheet (figure 6.7). 

Close examination of the force-deflection curve of aluminium sheet (figure 6.7) showed 

that after maximum force the load drops sharply to point A and then the load decreased at 
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much lower rate to point B. AB is the stage at which the flaps are formed and the energy 

required for initiation of crack and formation of the flaps is the dashed area in fi 6 7 19ure .. 

2 Max. Force 

o 5 10 15 
Deflection, mm 

Figure 6.7 - Force deflection curve for 0.6 mm thick Aluminium (grade 5L16) after 

complete penetration. 

Once the energy absorbed by the aluminium was known, the energy by the SMC could be 

calculated by simply subtracting the energy absorbed by aluminium from the total energy 

absorbed by SMC-aluminium laminate. 

The results of this exercise showed that the amount of energy absorbed by the SMC

aluminium laminate depends on the thickness of SMC layer. For 2 mm thick SMC with a 

layer of 0.6 mm thick aluminium, the energy absorbed by SMC in the laminate was 

higher than the energy absorbed by 2 mm SMC when impacted on its own (fig. 6.8). 

When the thickness of SMC layer was increased to 4 nun the energy absorbed by the 

SMC in the laminate was the same as the energy absorbed by 4 mm SMC when impacted 

on its own (fig. 6.9). The results for 6 mm SMC in the SMC-aluminium laminate 

showed the same trend as 4 mm SMC in the SMC-aluminium laminate (fig. 6.10). 
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Figure 6.8 - The amount of energy absorbed as a function of incident energy for 2 mm 

SMC in SMC+aluminium (grade 5L16) and 2 mm SMC specimen. 
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SMC+aluminium (grade 5L16) and 4 mm SMC. 
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Figure 6.10 - Energy absorbed as a function of incident energy for 6 mm SMC in 

SMC+aluminium (grade 5L16) and 6 mm SMC specimen. 

6 - 3 Response of SMC+Aluminium (a:rade L156) to drop wei2ht impact 

Laminates of 4 mm SMC with an aluminium sheet (0.6 mm thick) of grade L156 were 

constructed and subjected to 4 ms-1 impact velocity which produced incident energy about 

155 joules. This incident energy resulted in complete penetration of the laminate. The 

composition and mechanical properties of aluminium grade L156 which is an aerospace 

alloy is shown in table 3.2. 

Analysis of the energy absorbed by the layer of aluminium and SMC was similar to that 

of SMC-aluminium of grade 5L16 which has been fully described in section 6-2. After 

impact the deflection at maximum force on the force deflection curve was measured and 

the energy absorbed was determined from the calibration curve (fig. 6.11). The energy 

for formation of flaps was measured from the relevant force deflection (fig. 6.12) and 

added to the value obtained from the calibration curve. 
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Figure 6.11 - Energy absorbed by 0.6 mm aluminium sheet (grade L156) as a function of 

permanent deflection. 
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Figure 6.12 - Force deflection curve for 0.6 nun thick aluminium (grade L156) after 

complete penetration. 
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Once the energy absorbed by the aluminium was known, the energy absorbed by the 

SMC could be calculated by simply subtracting the energy absorbed by aluminium from 

the total energy absorbed by SMC-aluminium laminate. 

Analysis of the energy absorbed by the layer of SMC and aluminium showed that 4 mm 

SMC in SMC-aluminium laminate absorbs slightly more energy than 4 mm SMC can 

when tested in isolation (fig. 6.13). 
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Figure 6.13 - Absorbed energy vs impact energy for SMC in a range of alternative 

macrocomposite systems based on 4 mm thick SMC. 

6 - 4 Response of SMC ± Ionorner to drop wei2ht impact 

Laminates of 4 mm thick SMC with a layer of 4 nun thick Ionomer were prepared. These 

differ from the SMC-alurninium laminates where the SMC had been directly cast on the 

aluminium sheet. In this case there was no bonding between two layers and -+ mm thick 

SMC was simply rested on 4 mm thick Ionomer and the laminate lightly clamped during 
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an impact test. The laminate was subjected to 4 ms-1 impact velocity (incident energy 155 

joules). This incident energy resulted in complete penetration of the laminate. 

Analysis of energy absorbed by the layer of Ionomer and SMC was similar to that of 

SMC-aluminium laminates with an exception that due to the rate sensitivity of Ionomer, a 

calibration curve was not obtained by slow test. A calibration curve was instead 

constructed by carrying a series of impact test on 4 mm thick Ionomer at different incident 

energies. Mter impact the deflection at maximum force on the force deflection curve was 

measured and the energy absorbed was determined from the calibration curve (fig. 6.14). 

As for the case of SMC-aluminium laminate some energy was absorbed for formation of 

flaps after crack initiation at maximum load. This energy which is about 6.2 joules is 

added to the value obtained from the calibration curve. The method of calculation of this 

value was similar to that of aluminium sheets. Force-deflection curve to" the perforated 

specimen for 4 mm Ionomer is shown in figure 6.15. 
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Figure 6. 14 - Energy absorbed by 4 mm thick Ionomer as a function of permanent 

deflection. 
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Figure 6.15 - Force deflection curve for 4 rom Ionomer after complete penetration by 

impact. 

The results of this exercise showed that the amount of energy absorbed by 4 rom thick 

SMC in an SMC-Ionomer laminate was about 70 joules compared to 55 joules for SMC 

from the same batch tested in isolation. 

6 - 5 Response of SMCtcopper to drop wei2ht impact 

Laminates of 4 mm SMC with a layer of 0.75 mm thick copper were constructed and 

subjected to 4 ms-1 impact velocity which produced incident energy about 155 joules. 

This incident energy resulted in complete penetration of the laminate. 

Analysis of the energy absorbed by the layer of copper and SMC was similar to that 

of SMC-aluminium of grade 5L16 which has been fully described in previous sections. 

After impact the deflection at maximum force on the force deflection curve was measured 

and the energy absorbed was detennined from the calibration curve (fig. 6.16). The 
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energy for fonnation of flaps was measured from the relevant force deflection (fig. 6.17) 

and added to the value obtained from the calibration curve. 
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Figure 6.16 - Energy absorbed by 0.75 mm copper sheet as a function of pennanent 

deflection. 
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Figure 6.17 - Force deflection curve for 0.75 mm thick copper after complete penetration. 
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Once the energy absorbed by the copper was known, the energy by the SMC could be 

calculated by simply subtracting the energy absorbed by copper from the total energy 

absorbed by SMC-copper laminate. 

Analysis of the energy absorbed by the layer of SMC and copper showed that -+ mm SMC 

in SMC-copper laminate absorbs about 79 joules which is about 20 joules more than 

SMC can when impacted on its own (fig. 6.13). 

6 - 6 Response of SMC+Brass to drop wei2ht impact 

Laminates of 4 mm thick SMC with a layer of 0.75 mm thick brass were constructed and 

subjected to impact under the same conditions as SMC+copper which has been described 

in the previous section. The amount of energy absorbed by the layer of brass was 

calculated, using the calibration CUIVe in figure 6.18. The amount of energy required for 

crack initiation and subsequent propagation to form flaps was determined from figure 

6.19. 
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Figure 6.18 - Energy absorbed by 0.75 mm thick brass sheet as a function of permanent 

deflection. 
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Figure 6.19 - Force deflection curve for 0.75 mm thick brass after complete penetration. 

The result of energy analysis showed that the amount of energy absorbed by 4 nun thick 

SMC in SMC-brass laminate was about 76 joules compared to 55 joules for SMC from 

the same batch tested in isolation. 

6 - 7 Discussion 

Experimental results on SMC-aluminium (grade 5L16) showed that 2 mm thick SMC in 

SMC-aluminium laminate absorbs slightly more energy (fig. 6.8) and the thicker SMC in 

the laminates absorbed almost the same amount of energy as SMC of the same thickness 

can when tested in isolation (figures 6.9 and 6.10). Although the aluminium (grade 

5L16) has a Young's modulus of 70 GPa which is about 7 times higher than SMC. the 

improvements in the energy absorption was observed only in the 2 nun thick SMC

aluminium laminate. The results obtained from testing 4 rom thick SMC-aluminium 

(grade L156) were slightly better than those from the 5L16 but the improvements was in 

the order of a few percent (fig. 6.13). 
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In order to explain these observed trends, the stress distribution within the laminate was 

determined using the ftnite element techniques which have been fully described in 

chapters 4 and 5. The result of ftnite element stress analysis showed that for 2 mm thick 

SMC-alurninium (grade 5L 16) the layer of SMC is in compression and the so called 

neutral axis is in the interface of the SMC aluminium layers. Contours of stresses in 

figure 6.20 shows the position of the neutral axis which has been marked with letter D 

and has zero value. It is clearly seen in figure 6.20 that the contours above contour D 

have negative sign which is the indication that these areas are under compression and 

these contours are located in the SMC layer. The finite element results for 4 mm and 6 

rom thick SMC -aluminium (grade 5L16) showed that the neutral axis is not at the 

interface of SMC-aluminium layers and is located within the SMC (fig. 6.21). The 

position of the neutral axis for 4 mm SMC-aluminium laminate which has been marked 

by contour I is shown in figure 6.21. As it is seen in figure 6.21 the zero contour is 

within the SMC layer, therefore the aluminium layer has not effectively put the SMC into 

compression. In comparison with 4 mm SMC tested in isolation (figure 5.4 " chapter 5) 

the neutral axis has shifted slightly towards the aluminium layer which had very little 

effect on the impact behaviour of SMC layer. Results obtained from testing 4 mm thick 

SMC-aluminium (grade L156) were slightly better than those from the 5L16 (fig. 6.13) 

but the improvements are of the order of a few percent and are not significant given the 

possibility of batch to batch variations in the SMC itself. Earlier in the discussion it was 

mentioned that 2 nun thick SMC-aluminium (grade 5L16) showed some improvements in 

the energy absorbed by the laminate but this was much lower than 2 nun thick SMC with 

a layer of 0.6 rom stainless steel. The energy absorbed by 2 rom thick SMC in SMC

aluminium (grade 5L16) laminate was 31 joules whereas 2 nun thick SMC 
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as a component part of SMC-stainless steel absorbed 56 JOUles. The finite element results 

showed that 2 mm thick SMC in both SMC-aluminium and SMC-stainless steel is in 

compression, therefore the difference in the amount of energy absorbed must be due to 

other factors than initially placing the SMC in compression and may be due to the general 

deformation characteristics of the steel and the two grades of aluminium. 

Comparison of the force-deflection curves for 4 mm thick SMC-stainless steel (fig. 5.24, 

chapter 5), 4 mm thick SMC-aluminium (grade 5L16, fig. 6.22), 4 rom thick SMC

aluminium (grade L156, fig. 6.23) and 4 mm thick SMC (fig. 6.24) showed that the 

deflection at the peak load for SMC-aluminium laminates are the same as SMC when 

impacted on its own but these values for SMC-stainless steel laminate is much higher. 

The deflection at the peak load for 4 mm thick SMC, 4 mm thick SMC-aluminium 

laminates and 4 mm thick SMC-stainless steel laminates is shown in the following table: 

Type of Laminate SMC SMC-Al (5L16) SMC-AI (L156) SMC-Steel 

Max. Deflection, mm 5 6 6 13.5 

The values of the deflection at maximum load suggests that the layer of stainless steel can 

sustain a far greater deflection before fracture than the SMC and both grades of 

aluminium. The steel therefore supports the SMC layer, to deflections beyond those at 

which fracture would normally occur. These observations may explain why 2 rom thick 

SMC in SMC-stainless steel absorbs more energy than the same thickness of SMC in 

SMC-aluminium laminates, although the SMC layer in both laminates is in compressIOn. 

The reason is that the deflection at maximum load is quite different. For the case of 2 mm 

thick SMC-aluminium laminate the deflection is 6 nun whereas for SMC-stainless steel 

laminate is about 14 mm which supports the layer of SMC over that available in the SMC 

loaded in isolation. 
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Figure 6.22 - Force deflection curve for 4 mm SMC-aluminium (grade 5L16) after 

complete penetration. 
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Figure 6.23 - Force deflection curve for 4 rom SMC-aluminium (grade L156) after 

complete penetration. 
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Figure 6.24- Force deflection curve for 4 mm SMC after complete penetration. 

The result of SMC-Ionomer laminate showed that the layer of SMC in this laminate 

absorbs more energy than the same thickness of SMC can in isolation (fig. 6.13). The 

Ionomer is very tough polymer (deflection at peak load 19 mm, fig. 6.15) with a very 

low Young's modulus (0.3 GPa), but the comparatively thick layer used, 4 mm, 

provided a bending stiffness equivalent to that of 0.6 nun aluminium. Results of SMC

copper and SMC-brass laminates showed considerable improvement in the amount of 

energy absorbed by SMC in these two cases. This improvement may be related to the 

higher stiffness and higher toughness of these two materials in comparison with two 

grades of aluminium used. The copper and brass used in this experiment had a Young's 

modulus of about 140 GPa and 120 GPa respectively and the deflection at peak load were 

9.5 mm and 13 mm respectively. Although brass has a lower Young's modulus than 

copper, the effect on SMC is the same. This is due to higher ductility of brass. These 

results with the results of Ionomer supports the idea that a combination of stiffness and 

ductility is necessary for improving the energy absorption capability of the SMC layer. 

The results also suggests that the substrate layer should be thick enough to give the 

required stiffness to the laminate and put the layer of SMC in compression. The thickness 
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of the substrate depends on the thickness of SMC. For example 0.6 mm thick aluminium 

has enough stiffness to put 2 mm thick SMC in compression, but for 4 mm SMC fails to 

do so. 

Comparison of the results of SMC with a layer of stainless steel (see chapter 5) and the 

results of SMC with a layer of aluminium, Iononmer, brass and copper is shown in 

figure 6.25. Although aluminium, Iononmer, brass and copper improve the energy 

absorption of SMC, but stainless steel, due to its higher stiffness and deflection has more 

effect on the energy absorption of SMC. 
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Figure 6.25 - Maximum energy absorbed as a function of thickness for SMC as a layer in 

macrocomposite (SMC') for all thicknesses of steel tested and aluminium, Iononmer, 

brass and copper. 
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6 • 8 Conclusions 

When an appropriate backing plate is chosen with SMC to form a macrocomposite, the 

SMC absorbs considerably more energy. The backing plate would be effective if it satisfy 

two requirements: 

1 - It should be stiff enough in order to place the SMC into compression in the initial 

stages of defonnation. 

2 - It should be ductile enough to support SMC over a extensive defonnation range such 

that microcracking may occur over a large area. 
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Chapter 7 

Residual tensile and compressive stren2th of SMC and SMC-Stainless 

steel laminates after impact. 

Composites, unlike metallic materirus, can suffer a severe reduction in compressive and 

tensile strength after impact The results of damaged SMC and SMC-stainless steel 

laminates by impact in chapters 4 and 5 showed that impact loading generates areas of 

delamination, matrix cracking, fibre pull out and fibre debonding. The damage in the 

specimen may significantly reduce the residual properties of the material. Indeed, strength 

reductions of up to fifty per cent have been recorded in composites displaying little or no 

visible damage (134). A number of studies have been performed on various continuous 

fibre-reinforced laminated composite systems to detennine their impact tolerance or 

resistance. A review of impact resistance and tolerance of continuous fibre-reinforced 

composites has been presented by Cantwell and Morton (42). Similar studies for chopped 

fibre composites are sparse. Efficient and reliable use of SMC composites requires 

characterisation of their mechanical behaviour for dynamic loading as well as static 

loading situations. Mechanical properties of SMC in static loading conditions have been 

presented in chapter 3. In this chapter attempts were made to measure the residual tensile 

and compressive strength of damaged SMC and SMC+stainless steel laminates and by 

using a suitable empirical fracture model to estimate the residual tensile strength after 

Impact. 

7 - 1 Residual tensile stren2th of SMC after impact 

In order to measure the residuru tensile strength of SMC, straight -sided samples 

100 x 60 x t mm (t=2,4 and 6 mm), figure 7 .la, were cut from supplied sheets of material 

and subjected to drop weight impact at different impact velocities which yields different 
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incident energies ~d subsequently produced different areas of damage in the specimen. 

Residual tensile strength tests were perfonned on a Schenk Trebel Machine at cross head 

speed of 1 mm min-I. The load elongation curves during the test were recorded and the 

specimens were loaded to fr~ture. 

In order to compare the effect of a hole produced by the striker during complete 

penetration of the SMC specimens a few undamaged specmnens were drilled by a 20 mm 

diameter drill (the same diameter as the striker head) ~d the tensile strength was 

measured (fig. 7.1b). 
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Figure 7.1 - Geometry and nominal dimensions of the specimens used for measuring the 

tensile residual strength after impact a) without hole, b) with a 20 mm diameter hole 
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Results on the tensile residual strength of SMC showed that the strength decreases with 

increasing incident energy until the point at which complete penetration of the specimen 

takes place. After complete penetration the strength did not decrease with increasing 

incident energy. The thickness of SMC did not affect this trend and the specimens 

regardless of their thickness showed similar residual tensile strength-incident energy 

curves. The ratio of residual strength «(JR) and undamaged strength «(Jo) as a function of 

incident energy for 2, 4 and 6 mm SMC are shown in figures 7.2 to 7.4. 

For example for 4 mm SMC (fig. 7.3) there is almost no reduction in ratio of strength up 

to about 1.2 joules incident energy. Between 1.2 J and 38 J the strength reduces very 

rapidly from 100 % to about 40 %. Beyond 38 joules the material strength tends to level 

showing little decrease of strength with increasing incident energy, approaching the value 

resulted from a drill hole having the same diameter as the striker head (20 rrun). 
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Figure 7.2 - Residual tensile strength (JR / cro against incident energy for 2 mm SMC. 
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Figure 7.3 - Residual tensile strength aR / ao against incident energy for 4 mm SMC. 
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Figure 7.4 - Residual tensile strength aR/ aoagainst incident energy for 6 mm SMC. 

Capri no 's equation : 
(1) 
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Which bas been fully described in chapter 2 was employed to predict the tensile residual 

strength after impact This was done by taking the log of equation (1) to get: 

log OR /00 = Cl log Uo- Cl log U (2) 

Equation (2) provided a simple tool to calculate the parameters Uo and Cl. Using the log

log plot of OR / 00 as a function of U a straight line with slope -Cl, intersecting the y axis 

at (a 10gUo) was obtained (fig. 7.5). 

1----------------------------~ 

-

.1+---~~~~~~--~~~~~~ 

1 10 100 

Log Incident Energy 

Figure 7.S - Residual tensile strength a.Jao for 4 mm SMC (log scale). 

By the best fit method the values of U 0 and a were calculated which are shown in the 

follOwing table: 
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SMC Thickness 2mm 4mm 6mm 

(l 0.19 0.29 0.49 

Uo 0.38 1.4 13.16 

The best fit of equation (1) to the experimental results are plotted in figures 7.2 to 7.4. 

The equation gives a good fit to the experiment results. 

Since Caprino' s model gives different values of (l and U 0 for different thicknesses of 

SMC and these values are not material properties, it was decided to apply other models 

such as Whitney and Nuismer criteria. 

The Whitney Nuismer model assumes that failure occurs in a notched composite when 

stress field approaching the boundary of the damage rises to a point at which the local 

stress (at a point which is called point stress criteria or averaged over a small area which 

is called average stress criteria) is equal to the unnotched fracture strength of that composite 

(135). The point stress criteria and average stress criteria are described by equations 1 

and 2 respectively. 

(1N _ 2 

, (10 - 2 + ~12 + 3~: 

(1N _ 2(1- ~2) 

(10 - (2- ~i - ~;) 

(1) 

(2) 

R 
~l = R+d 

o 

R 
~2 = R+lJo 

Where R is the radius of the hole and do and ao are characteristic distances which can be 

measured by processing the data. The Whitney-Nuismer criteria assumes that do and 80 

are material properties and are independent of laminate geometry and streSS distribution. 

The post impact tensile data for 4 mm SMC and 6 rom SMC were processed by 

using equations 1 and 2 to plot figures 7.6 and 7.7 and derive the dimensions do and 80 . 
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Values· of do and ao are 4.6 and 12 for 4 nun SMC and are 14 and 51 for 6 mm SMC. The 

form of Whitney-Nuismer equation does not fit well with the experimental data. The 

damage parameters are also thickness dependent. 

Visual inspection of the specimens after residual tensile test showed that the appearance of 

the fractures are similar for all thicknesses of SMC. Cracks propagate from the damaged 

zone towards the edge of the specimens. The typical tensile failure of SMC specimens 

which had been subjected to different incident energies are shown in figure 7.8. It is 

clearly seen in figure 7.8 that failure modes are similar despite the difference in the initial 

damage prior to tensile test. Comparison of the tensile failure of the specimen with a 

drilled hole showed similar fracture pattern with the specimens which had been damaged 

by impact. Figure 7.9 shows the typical tensile failure in SMC specimens with a 20 um 

diameter drilled hole. 
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Figure 7.6 - Comparison of predicted and experimental residual tensile strength for 4 

mmSMC. 
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Figure 7.7 _ Comparison of predicted and experimental residual tensile strength for 6 

mmSMC. 
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7.8 _ Typical fracture of residual ten ile peclmen at two differ nt m id nt 

a)3 J b)78J. 
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Figure 7.9 - Typical fracture of tensile specimen with a 20 mm diameter drilled hole. 

7 - 2 Residual tensile strength of SMC+Stainless steel after impact 

In order to measure the residual tensile strength of SMC+ tainle teel 

laminates, straight -sided samples of 4 mm SMC and 0.6 mm stainle tee) with th 

am dimensions as in figure 7.1 were cut from the supplied heet of mat rial. Th 

+ tainle s steel laminates were constructed by simply re ting th 

th te 1 h et. Then the SMC-stainles steel laminate wer ubj ct d t dr p 

i t impa t from MC ide at different incident en rgie . tth I r f 

r mo d and th damag d C t t d in t n ion. 



The residual tensile test data was treated exactly the same as SMC which has 

already been described in section 7.1. The ratio of residual strength (JR) to undamaged 

strength (ao) as a function of incident energy was plotted (fig. 7.10). 
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Figure 7.10 - Residual tensile strength (JR / ao against incident energy for 4 mm SMC 

with a layer of 0.6 mm stainless steel. 

Equation (2) was applied to the experimental data shown in figure 7.10 and by the method 

which was explained previously the values of (X and U 0 were found to be 0.16 and 1.3 

respectivel y. 

The best fit of equation (1) to the experimental results is shown as a solid line in figure 

7.10. The equation gives a good fit to the experimental results. 

Comparison of the residual strength of SMC and SMC as a layer of SMC+stainless steel 

laminates is shown in figure 7.11. Typical tensile failure of SMC in SMC +stainless steel 

laminates is shown in figure 7.12. 
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Figure 7.11 - Comparison of the residual tensile strength against incident energy for 4 

mm SMC and 4 mm SMC with a layer of 0.6 mm stainless steel. 
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,-.. 0 

Figur 7.12 - Typical tensile failure of SMC in SMC+ tainle teellaminat. 
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7 - 3 Residual compressive stren~th of SMC after impact 

In order to measure the residual compressive strength of SMC, straight -sided 

samples 89 x 57 x 4 mm were cut from supplied sheets of material and subjected to drop 

weight impact at different impact velocities which yields different incident energies and 

subsequently produced different areas of damage in the specimen. It was mentioned 

previously (chapter 2) that such long specimens are not ideal for compression test unless 

they are supported to avoid premature failure caused by buckling. At the present time 

there is not a standard anti buckling device and a variety of them have been developed and 

used. A selection of anti buckling guides are shown in figures 2.11 to 2.14. At the 

beginning of the project an anti buckling guide which has been shown in figure 3.32 was 

designed to support the specimens during compression loading. Later in the programme a 

miniaturised version of Boeing anti buckling guide which gives bener alignment and 

stability during compression loading was used (fig. 7.13). 

7.3 -1 Details of compression test 

Residual compressive strength tests were performed on a SCHENK TREBEL Machine at 

cross head speed of 1 mm / min. For the case of the anti buckling guide in figure 3.32 a 

compression cage as shown in figure 3.31 was used. 

All post impact compression specimens were C-scanned usmg a Physical Acoustics 

Corporation machine (fig. 3.33). Specimens were placed in the tank filled with water (fig. 

7.14) and then scanned. The Physical Acoustics unit had a 5 Wlz flat probe which both 

acted as the transmitter and receiver. The tank was set up for double through transmission 

where the ultrasound is reflected from a glass plate below the specimen and received 

through an electronic gate. This information was passed to a computer storage device which 

built up the images on a 1 mm spaced grid. The typical C-scan results for different impact 

energies are shown in figure 7.15. 
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Figure 7.13 - Photograph of the QMW post impact compression support. 
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Figure 7.15 - Ultrasonic C-scan of SMC specimens after impact. 
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7.3.2 Resu Its 

Damage width increased with increasing incident energy until a maximum width of 

approximately 40 mm was reached (fig. 7.16). This corresponds to the diameter of the 

support ring used during the impact test. The size of delamination area as a function of 

incident energy is shown in figure 7.17. Damage area increased almost linearly with 

incident energy until a maximum 1256 mm 2 which is the area of the support was 

reached. Compression strength after impact data is usually presented by plotting 

compression strength against incident energy or damage width. Figures 7.18 and 7.19 

show the results of compression strength as a function of incident energy and damage 

width respectively. 
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Figure 7.16 - Damage width as a function of incident energy. 
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Figure 7.17 - Damage area as a function of incident energy. 

Results on the compression tests showed that the strength decreases with increasing 

incident energy until the point at which complete penetration of the specimen takes place. 

After complete penetration the material strength tends to level off showing little decrease 

with increasing incident energy (fig. 7.18). 

The typical compressive failure of SMC after impact is shown in figure 7.20. 

Comparison of the failure of the specimen with a drilled hole showed similar fracture 

pattern with the specimens which had been damaged by impact. Figure 7.21 shows the 

typical compressive failure in SMC specimens with a 20 rom diameter hole. 
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Figure 7.18 - Compression strength after impact as a function of incident energy. 
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Figure 7.19 - Compression strength after impact as a function of damage width. 
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7 • 4 Residual compressive stren~th of SMC+Stainless steel after impact 

In order to measure the residual compressive strength of SMC+stainless steel 

laminates straight sided samples of 4 mm SMC and 0.6 mrn thick stainless steel with the 

same dimension 89 x 57 x 4 mm were cut from the supplied sheet of material. The 

SMC+stainless steel laminates were constructed by simply resting the layer of SMC on the 

stainless steel sheet. After impact the layer of stainless steel was removed and SMC was c

scanned and then tested in compression. The typical C-scan results for different impact 

energies are shown in figure 7.22. The compression data for SMC+stainless steel laminates 

were presented exactly the same as SMC which has already been described in section 7.3-

2. 

Damage width increased with increasing incident energy until a maximum width of 

approximately 40 mm was reached (fig. 7.23). This corresponds to the diameter of the 

support ring used during the impact test. The size of delamination area as a function of 

incident energy is shown in figure 7.24. The damage area increased almost linearly with 

incident energy until a maximum 1256 mm 2 which is the area of the support was 

reached. Compression strength after impact data was presented by plotting compression 

strength against incident energy and damage width. Figures 7.25 and 7.26 show the 

results of compression strength as a function of incident energy and damage width 

re spec tivel y. 

The compressive failure of the layer of SMC in SMC+stainless steel laminates (fig. 7.27) 

was similar to SMC (fig. 7.20). Crack propagates from the damaged zone towards the 

edge of the specimen. 
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Figure 7.22 - Ultrasonic C-scan ofSMC' specimens after impact. 
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Figure 7.23 - Damage width as a function of incident energy for 4 mm SMC with a layer 

of 0.6 mm stainless steel. 
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Figure 7.24 - Damage area as a function of incident energy for 4 mm SMC with a layer of 

0.6 nun stainless steel. 
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Figure 7.25 - Compression strength after impact as a function of incident energy for 4 

mm SMC with a layer of 0.6 mm stainless steel. 
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Figure 7.26 _ Compression strength after impact as a function of damage width for 4 rran 

SMC with a layer of 0.6 mm stainless steel. 
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Figure 7.27 _ Typical fracture of residual compressive specimen aft r impact for 4 mm 

in Me with a layer of 0.6 mm stainless steel. 



'-5 Discussion 

Experimental results showed that after impact tensile and compressive strength 

are decreased. The extent of reduction depends on the level of incident energy (fig. 7.28). 

Both tensile and compressive strength after impact did appear to be affected by almost 

any degree of damage. For example at incident energies as little as 3 Joules, compression 

and tensile strength were reduced by 5.7% and 13.7% respectively. Above some incident 

energy level, the plate will perforate, and there will be no further reduction in tensile and 

compressive strength (fig. 28). 
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Figure 7.28 - Compression and tensile strength after impact as a function of incident 

energy for 4 mm SMC. 

In general the strength reduction as a function of incident energy can be divided into four 

zo s (fig. 7.29). In zone one the strength remains unchanged (for the case of specimens 

'ch hav been impacted up to transition energy) or reduction in strength i very small. 

nd zone which is between the energy level of zone one and the incident 



just before penetration, the strength reduces very sharply. In zone 3 at which the level of 

incident energy is slightly higher than the energy required for penetration the strength of 

material is decreased further. At higher impact velocities (zone 4), a complete perforation 

of the specimen occurs with a hole produced for which the residual strength then remains 

constant for increasing incident energy. The reason for the absence of any reduction in 

strength after complete penetration can be attributed to the results of energy absorption as 

a function of incident energy for SMC laminates (see chapter 4 and 5) and optical 

microscopy results. It was mentioned in chapters 4 and 5 that SMC does not absorb any 

more energy after complete penetration regardless of the level of incident energy (e.g. fig. 

4.20). The absorption of energy by SMC is accompanied by damage in the material in 

form of local indentation, lateral and axial cracking, cracks on the front and back surfaces, 

internal fibre-matrix interface cracks and local bulging. Therefore when the material does 

not absorb energy any further, it means that it has not been damaged any more. The 

photographs of SMC specimens after complete penetration at two levels of incident 

energies supports the idea that after penetration SMC is not damaged any more. Figure 

7.30 shows 2 mm SMC which had been completely penetrated at the level of incident 

energy (21 and 154 joules). 

Damage-zone appears to be unifonnly spread around the point of impact (fig. 7.15), 

however, the shape is not as regular as one might expect. The reason is the inherent 

inhomogeneity of the SMC materials. The effect of impact on the damage-zone spread are 

shown in figures 7.15 and 7.16. Damage width increased with increasing incident 

energy until a maximum width of approximately 40 mm was reached (fig. 7.16). This 

corresponds to the diameter of the support ring used during the impact test. Damage area 

increased almost linearly with incident energy until a maximum 1256 mm 2 which is the 

area of the suppon was reached. 



The data generated by the compression after impact test, when presented in the manner of 

incident energy versus compression strength, links a test parameter from one test (incident 

energy) to a property measured in another (compression strength). This in effect means 

that it is impossible to detennine whether or not the relative performance of two laminate 

systems (SMC on its own and SMC in SMC +S.S.) is controlled by their resistance to 

damage during impact, or the resistance to propagation of that damage during 

compression. Prichard and Hogg argued that a relevant damage parameter that could be 

used to assess impact resistance was the width of the delaminated area (136). If this 

parameter was used then the impact and compression parts of the test could be separated. 

This was used to compare damage tolerance of SMC and SMC' (fig. 7.31). In figure 

7.31 compression strength is plotted against damage width which shows that SMC and 

SMC' have similar damage tolerance. 
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7.29 _ Schematic diagram of Compression strength after impact as a function of 

nergy. 
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Figure 7.31 - Compression strength after impact as a function of damage width for 4 nnn 

SMC and 4 mm SMC with a layer of 0.6 mm stainless steel (SMC'). 

Both Capri no and whitney-Nuismer models which were proposed to predict the residual 

strength of the materials were applied to tensile and compression data (figs. 7.2, 7.3, 7.4, 

7.6, 7.7, 7.32 and 7.33). Caprino's model gives different values of ex. and Vo for 

different thicknesses of SMC and these values are not material properties. Therefore, 

Caprino's model can not predict the residual strength of SMC after impact and is only a 

good fit to the experimental data. The same problem exist with Whitney-Nuismer criteria. 

The Whitney-Nuismer criteria assumes that do and aa are material properties and are 

independent of laminate geometry and stress distribution. But, as it is shown in figures 

7.6 and 7.7), these parameters are thickness dependent. The Whitney-~uismer criteria, 

not only can not predict the residual strength of SMC, but also does not fit well with the 

experimental data (figs. 7.6, 7.7, and 7.33). 
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Comparison of the residual strength of SMC and SMC as a layer of SMC+stainless steel 

laminates showed that the trend of reduction for both are the same and both have the same 

damage tolerance (fig. 7.31). It was previously stated (see chapter 5) that SMC as a layer 

of SMC+stainless steel laminates absorbs more energy than SMC of the same thickness 

when impacted on its own. It was also mentioned that the higher the energy absorption 

the higher the amount of damage in the specimen. A question arises here as to how SMC 

as a layer of SMC+stainless steel laminate absorbs more energy while its strength is 

reduced to a similar degree to the SMC on its own. This contradiction may be explained 

by the nature of damage in SMC+stainless laminate (fig. 5.39) showed that damage in 

SMC is more localised and is well under the area of impact and this son of damage might 

act as a source for high stress concentration and subsequently reduces the strength almost 

the same as larger area of damage in SMC'. 
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Figure 7.32 - Comparison of predicted and experimental residual compressive strength 

for4mmSMC. 
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Figure 7.33 - Comparison of predicted and experimental residual compressive SIIalgth 

for4mmSMC. 
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1 . 6 Conclusions 

1 - Both tensile and compressive strength of SMC is decreased by impact 

2 - After complete penetration of SMC the strength is not reduced any funher with 

increasing the incident energy. 

3 - The effect of drilled hole with same diameter as the impacter on the strength is the 

same as a hole produced by the impacter. 

4 - Simple model may be employed to predict the residual strength of the impacted SMC. 
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Chapter 8 

Summary of the results. conclusions and future work 

8 - 1 Summary of resu Its 

Experimental results showed that the energy absorbed by SMC specimens is a function of 

the incident energy. Each thickness of SMC exhibited a linear relationship between these 

energy terms up until reaching a plateau corresponding to total penetration of the specimen 

by the impactor. The magnitude of this plateau increased with, and was proportional to, 

specimen thickness. The initial peak on the force-time curve exhibited by the SMC 

specimens is the onset of cracking, which occurs initially at the tensile loading surface. 

The specimens which were loaded below the initial peak showed no sign of damage. 

Initial peak did not change with increasing incident energy and had a linear relationship 

with the square of thickness. Peak force was a function of the incident energy. For each 

thickness of SMC, the peak force increased linearly with increasing the incident energy 

until reaching a plateau corresponding to the total penetration of the specimen by the 

impactor. The magnitude of this plateau increased with specimen thickness and has a 

linear relationship with the square of thickness. 

The initial peak in SMC-steel specimens was a plastic deformation in the steel layer. The 

SMC layer in the SMC-stainless steel laminate absorbed considerably more energy than 

SMC of a similar thickness can when tested in isolation. Where the stiffness of the steel 

layer greatly exceeds that of SMC in the SMC-stainless steel laminate (SMC'), the energy 

absorbing capability of the SMC' is a function of its thickness irrespective of the 

thickness of the steel. Where the relative thickness of the two constituents are such that 

the stiffness of the SMC' approaches that of the steel, then the energy absorbing 

capabilities decrease. 
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The results of SMC with two grades of aluminium showed no improvement in the amount 

of energy absorbed by SMC, but for the case of SMC-Ionomer, SMC-copper and SMC

brass did. 

Results of residual strength showed that both tensile and compressive strength decreased 

by impact damage. The level of reduction depends on the incident energy. After a certain 

level of incident energy, there was no further decrease in strength of the material. 

8 • 2 Conclusions 

Taken together the results from the various parts of the programme have enabled a general 

model to be fonnulated governing the selection of materials to fonn an energy absorbing 

macrocomposite laminate involving fibre reinforced composite layers such as SMC. 

Potentially SMC can absorb a considerable quantity of energy by progressive 

microcracking. This requires the material to be unifonnly stressed over a large area and 

that no section of the stressed composite becomes unstable which would allow a major 

crack to propagate and cause complete fracture. 

Under nonnal impact loading the SMC rapidly develops a major crack near the tensile 

loading face resulting in collapse of the structure, penetrating of the impactor and only 

modest energy absorption. 

The purpose of a dissimilar layer in a macrocomposite is fIrStly to support the SMC in 

such a way that tensile cracks do not fonn and become unstable which would result in 

fracture before significant microcracking can occur. This is readily achieved by using a 

stiff metallic layer of sufficient thickness such that the whole of the SMC layer is kept in 

compression until failure of the metallic layer itself. This is achieved by laminating SMC 

with both stainless steel and aluminium but the results indicate that, as aluminium is not 

effective in the macrocomposite, another property is important. The second requiJement is 

that the SMC layer is supported over a extensive defonnation range such 1bat 

microcracking may occur over a large area. The steel layers defonn over an extended 
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deflection range forcing the deforming SMC to adopt a similar gently curved profile that 

does not concentrate stress at one position. The net result being that a significant density 

of microcracking is generated in the SMC over a volume dictated solely by the support 

ring of the impact equipment. Results with ionomer indicate that the ability to deform 

extensively is useful in its own right and can lead to improved energy absorption in the 

SMC by providing some support over a deformation range that exceeds that available in 

the material loaded in isolation. However as the ionomer is not stiff enough to put the 

SMC into compression, tensile cracks can still form and the potential macrocomposite 

effect is not fully realised. A similar effect was observed with the thinnest steel layer in 

combination with the thick SMC. The final confirmation of these ideas comes from results 

obtained from macrocomposites tested with the SMC as the tensile, non-impacted, face of 

the macrocomposite. In all of these cases the energy absorbed by the system was simply 

the sum of the maximum energy absorption of the individual constituents when tested in 

isolation. 
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8 • 3 -Future work 

Continued interest in sheet moulding compounds (SMC), in automobile indusny and 

other industries requires fwther research. One significant shoncoming of SMC is its low 

stiffness relative to carbon fibre composites and steel. The low density of SMC results in 

modest mass savings over steel, but may require the part to be made of relatively thick 

gauge. Consequently, the part will need longer cure time and this will result in higher 

manufacturing cost. For the SMC-composite to be more competitive and have broader 

application, it is essential that the stiffness properties of SMC be improved. In order to 

make optimum use of SMC materials, the mechanical behaviour of these materials under 

various loading conditions, particularly impact must be well understood. Since the 

fracture energy in impact test depends on the specimen geometry, support and indenter 

size and type of blows, therefore future work could be directed in these areas. For 

example the use of striker tip with different size and shape than the one used in this work 

(hemisphere of 20 nun diameter) will provide more infonnation about the impact response 

of the macrocomposite. Different sizes of support and angle of impact are also needed to 

be investigated. 

Another factor which severely affects the energy absorption capability of SMC and 

SMC+stainless steel specimens is sub zero temperatures. Most metallic materials behave 

in a very brittle manner at sub zero temperatures which might reduce the energy 

absorption of SMC+stainless steel specimens dramatically during impact 

Results of impact on SMC in chapter 4 showed that the energy which is required to 

initiate damage is very low. Subsequent results of post impact tension and compression 

showed that the damage associated with these low level energies do not affect the residual 

strength of the specimens. Research needs to be done to look at the effect of cyclic loads 

on these tiny impact damage. Although they do not affect the residual strength of the 

material under static load, but they might grow to a critical size when they are subjected 10 

fatigue loading. 
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Finally, another direction for research on impact behaviour of SMC with a layer metallic 

or non-metallic material is to generate more data, that enable the investigator to provide a 

model that can select the right material as part of SMC macrocomposite. The cm:rent work 

bas provided a useful and informative guide to the relative perfonnance of different 

material systems, but which do not at this time provide a simple model for the design 

purposes. 
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